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Chapter I

OBJECTIVES AND COURSE OF EVENTS
IN A FIRM

3 1.01. The objectives of the enterprise, andthe means employed to attain them
To get a clear insight into the place and function, within an
enterprise, of its budget in general, and its financial planning in
particular, one has to know what are the objectives that the enter-
prise strives after, and by what means it is endeavoured to reach
these objectives.

In the economic literature, the acquisition of an income is ~
generally stated to be the chief objective of any enterprise, this.~
income being regarded as the difl'erence between the proceeds
obtained by virtue of the enterprise's participation in its society's
production, and the costs entailed by such participation. But there
is no complete agreement, among the various writers, either with
regard to the standards to be validated in acquiring this income,
or with regard to its volume.

The question, which conception one holds in these matters
depends first and foremost on whether one looks at the enter-
prise's objectives from a subjective or from an objective angle.
Viewed subjectively, the acquisition of an income must be in
accordance with the standards set up by the entrepreneur -
standards which may be either of an economic, or a non-economic
(e.g. social or ethical) nature. 1

In the present social system, however, it would not be correct
to look upon an enterprise as merely a source of income for the
entrepreneur. The modern enterprise has come to lead an inde-
pendent life of its own, with the primary objective of making some
contribution to social production and, therefore, to the satisfaction
of the needs of society. It is more logical, therefore, to view the
striving of the enterprise after an income, from an objective angle.

When agreement is reached concerning the viewpoint from which
to regard the enterprise's objective, there still remains difference
of opinion, between various authors, as to the volume ofthe income.
1 Cf., inkr alia, KATONA, G., Psychological Analysis of Economic Behaaior, Chapter 9.

New York, Toronto, London 1951.
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This difference of opinion stems from the dissenting views concern-
ing the ordering principles in economic life. Those whose basic
idea is that the striving after profit is the only force which can
establish economic equilihrium at the highest possible level, look
upon the biggest possible income as being the proper objective
of an enterprise. 1 Socialist authors, on the other hand, view this
striving after the largest possible income as an excrescence of
capitalism, 2 and consider an income to be justified only as a means
of checking the efficiency of the enterprise's activities. Between
these two extremes, there is the conception 3 that the enterprise
is a communal organ, and that its objectives should accordingly
be attuned to the interests of the community, but that, on the
bther hand, the profit is necessary to ensure the maintenance of
the enterprise. According to this view, therefore, the enterprise's
objective is the acquisition of an income sufficiently large to
guarantee its subsistence.

As this latter conception - supplemented by the remark that,
within the limits of this continuity principle, the ~reatest possible profit
should be striven after - is perfectly compatible with the modern
ideas about the ordening of economic life, it appears justified to
study the problems of the enterprise from the angle of this objective.

The means which the enterprise has at its disposal in order to
attain the objective described above, is production; i.e. production
in the sense formulated by Marshall when he states that all efforts
and sacrifices made in production "... result in changing

the form or arrangement of matter to adapt it better for the
satisfaction of wants." 4

This production takes place during a process, 5 whose essential
nature is characterized, on the one hand, by its structure and, on
the other hand, determined by their production-goods and the
performances contributing to their increasing utility during the

,productive process.

i R~PxE, W., Die Lehre von der Wirtschaft, 4th ed., Erlenbach-Ziirich 1946, p. 278;

Htcxs, J. R., Value and Capital, 2nd ed., Oxford 1946, p. 79. VON STACxEL-

sERC, H., Grundlagen der theoretischen Volkswirtschaftslehre, Bern 1948, p. 321.
KLEEREKOPER, S., Grondbeginselen der Bedr~fseconomie, 5th ed., Amsterdam 1948,

Part I, p. 42.
COBBENHAGEN, M. J. H., De aerantwoordelijkheid in de onderneming, Roermond
1927, p. 32 et seq.
MARSHALL, A., Princip[es of Economics, 8th ed., London 1946, p. 63.
Cf. also SALVESOx, M. E., On a quantitative method in production planning and
scheduling, Econometrica, Vol. 20, No. 4. Oct. 1952.

2
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~ 1.02. The structure of the productive process, and the naiure of the
operations that form part of it.

The productive process is an orderly arranged collection of operations
to which the production goods are subjected. Such a process is
determined when the nature and the ordering principle of the
operations are given.

The ordering principle of the productive process is called its
structure. 1 All according to the arrangement of the operations in
the productive process, we may distinguish four different types of
structure, viz.,
1. the linearstructure, in which all operations follow in chronological
order. If we call the first operation A1, the second A2, the third, A3
and the n-th, An, this linear structure may be symbolized as follows:

Al --~ AZ -~ A3 -~ . . . ~ A,,.

A great many productive processes have this linear structure.
One example is the manufacture of straw-cases (as used to protect
bottles during transport). Here, the succession of the operations
is as follows: Purchase of "sheaf-straw" ~ Storage sheaf-straw -~
Transport sheaf-straw ~ Cutting sheaf-straw ~ Transport of cut
straw -~ Manufacture of straw-cases ~ Pressing and shaving the
cases ~ Transport of bales -~ Storage of bales -~ Selling the bales
-~ Transport of bales to buyers.
2. the convergent structure, in which different linear successions of
operations finish up in a single, final operation. This structure may
be represented as follows:

Al --~ AZ ~ A3 ~ Cl.
Bl ~ BZ ~

Examples of productive processes with a convergent structure may
be found in the liqueur- and in the pencil manufacture. 2 A sche-
matic representation of pencil manufacture is shown on page 4.
3. the divergent structure, in which different linear successions of
operations have their starting point in a single, initial operation:

A ~1 y
Bl -~ Bz ~ B3

Cl --~ CZ
Cf., inter alia, CHniT, B., Les,fluctuations économiques et l'interdépendance des marchés,
Brussels 1938, Chapter II.
Vide: Beeld-Encyclopaedie van onze indushie, Amsterdam 1953, pp. 129 and 175.
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Examples of productive processes with this structure are to be
found in many chemical industries. Oil-refining and butter-making
also belong to this category.

By way of illustration a schematic representation of the manu-
facture of dairy produce is shown on page 5 1

4. The mixed structure, which is a combination of the structures
described above. Thus, expressed in symbols, e.g.

A1 --~ A2
~ í~ Dl y ~ Gi

B1 ~ BZ ~ C1 ~ E1 ~ F1 y H1

The mixed structure, too, is found in many chemical productive
processes. Wlr~n, in the dairy industry, selling is done by the
producer's own retail organization direct to the consumer, and
when standard milk is obtained by adding skim-milk, we find this
mixed structure. In this case the schematic representation on
page 5 is changed as follows:

Standard milk
. production (see p.

I Cream production
I (see p. 5)

5)

butter pro-
Milk Milk ,~ '' duction (see` ~̀
Supply - . storage ~. Centrifuging p. 5) ~ Sale

` '. buttermilk'
production

`~ (see P. 5)

Mixing milk I
and skim-milk -~ Pasteurization -. Bottling

All according to their nature, the operations may be classified into
four groups, henceforth to be called "operation groups", viz.,
1. those operations which either cause a change in the physical
properties, the form, the chemical composition or the structure of
the production goods, or which serve to assemble certain goods
with others. In general, therefore, those operations which subject

1 Beeld-Encyclo~aedie, p. 145.
6



production goods to an inward or (and) an outward change. The
term "production" is commonly used to qualify this group of
operations; in that case, however, the term must be taken in a
restricted sense. In this group, moreover, those activities should
be classified which the enterprise requires to render possible this
production in a restricted sense; as, for example, research work;
2, operations bridging over a difference in time, i.e. the building
up of stocks;
3. operations intended to remove differences in location, in other
words, transport;
4. operations in connexion with the change in ownership, i.e.
including both the buying and the selling activities in the enter-
prise. In this, the granting of suppliers' credits also falls under
the concept "selling activity".

Since administrative activities are, invariably, aids in the service
of the abovementioned operations, they are classed, according to
their respective nature, under one or other of these operations.
Thus, the administration ofstocks will fall under operation-group 2,
and accountancy relating to creditors under operation-group 4.

~ 1.03. The fttnction of the production goods in the productiae process.
By production goods we understand those goods which, as a result
of passing through the productive process in the wider sense of
the term, become ever better adapted, either to the satisfaction
of wants, or in performing services in those productive processes
which aim at turning out the first-mentioned goods. These goods,
therefore, are subjected, while still having a given structure and~or
given properties, to an operation, after which they have a different
structure andfor different properties. Each operation, therefore,
has an incoming and an outgoing flow of production goods. In
the case of the succession of operation groups 4~ 3-~ 2, (Pur-
chase ~ Transport -~ Storage) both this incoming and this out-
going flow of goods will consist - at any rate in an industrial
enterprise - of raw materials and~or semi-manufactures. In the
case of operation group 1(production in a restricted sense), the
incoming flow consists of raw materials and~or semi-manufactures,
and the outgoing flow of"final-products", which, in the continuance
of the process, constitute both an incoming and an outgoing flow.

A purely trading enterprise receives and sends out the same
goods all through the entire cycle of operations; i.e. either raw
materials or semi-manufactures, or final products or all three. All

7



according to the nature of the productive process (in a restricted
sense) the production goods, at the end of this process, are either
changed into consumption goods, into capital goods, or into semi-
manufactures, which latter are then, in the course of a subsequent
productive process, made to assume a gradually more consumable
state, either directly or indirectly.

All production goods, in whatever phase they happen to be, are
quantitatively measurable. The measurements used for this purpose
differ according to the nature of the product, and are the measures
of weight, content or capacity, and number.

~ 1.04. The function of ~erformances in the productiae ~irocess.
What is called performances contributes to the possible inerease in
the usefulness of production goods by enabling the application of
operations to the production goods. In addition to the incoming
flow of production goods, therefore, each operation also receives
an incoming flow of such performances. Here, however, there is
no outgoing flow to offset it.

Such performances are provided by,
(1) human labour engaged in the enterprise;
(2) power sources, in and~or outside the enterprise, and
(3) capital goods which the enterprise has introduced for the purpose.

These performances, too, are quantitatively measurable. Thus,
human performance in the productive process is commonly
measured in hours of labour. Other measurements, such as standard
minutes, units, and Bedeaux may also be used to measure human
performance.

Performances contributed by capital goods such as land, buil-
dings, machinery, means of transport and other durable aids in
production, are usually measured, in the literature, in "units of
work". These units of work represent "productive capacity per
unit of time". 1 With the exception of the land used as the enter-
prise's settlement area, the capital goods, by supplying these units
of work to the productive process, gradually deteriorate. Since,
however, not all units of work can be used up in one and the
same productive process, the same capital goods give their per-
formances to several productive processes.

Performances by power-sources are measured in kilowatt~hours
or horse-power.
1 VAN DER SCHROEFF, H. J., De Leer aan de ICostfir~s, Amsterdam-Antwerpen,

1942, p. 98.

8



~ 1.05. The interrelation betze~een ~iroduction goods and ~ierformances in the
productive process.

Summarizing the above remarks, we may say that, for each
operation, the outgoing flows of production goods are the result
of the incoming flows of production goods, plus the performances.
Bearing this in mind, and using the symbolic representation
customary in chemistry, it is possible to render the course of the
productive process in a similar symbolic formulation. To this end,
we may introduce the following notations:

Bt (i - 1, ...., nl), i.e. the "i-th" operation;
Ij (j - 1, .... , nz), i.e. the unit of the j-th incoming production

good;
Pk (k - 1, ...., n3), i.e. the unit of the k-th performance;
Ul (l - 1, ...., n4), i.e. the unit of the Z-th outgoing production good;
A~;, i.e. the number of units of the j-th incoming production good

going into the i-th operation;
Bk,, i.e. the number of units of the k-th performance going into

the i-th operation;
C~;, i.e. the number of units of the Z-th outgoing production good

going out of the i-th operation.

With the aid of this form of notation the productive process may
be symbolized as follows:

Bl: All Ii ~- A21 Iz -~ . . . . -I- AnZl In~ -{- B~l Pl -~- Bz1 Pz --~ . . . . .
. . . . -}- Bn~i Pn, -~ Cll Ui -I- C21 Uz -~- . . . . -}- Cn.l Un.

Bz: A1z Il -I- A 22 Iz :I- . . . . -I- Anzz InQ -~ Biz Pi ~-- Bzz Pz -i- . . . .
. . . -}- Bnez Pn, -~ C1z IIi -}- C22 li'z -{- . . . -I- Cn.z Un.

(1.05.01)

Bn,- Ain1 I~ ~ Azn, Iz -{- . . . . -}- An,n1 In2 -}- Bin, Pi ~ Bzn, Pz -{- . . .
. . . -{- Bn3n1 Pn, -~ Cln, Ui ~ Czn, Uz ~- . . . -}- Cn,nl Un,

This formulation shows that, in the first operation (Bl), the in-
coming flow consists of All units of production goods Il; A21 units
Iz, etc., up to and including AnPl units InZ, as well as Bil units
of performance Pl; B21 units Pz, etc. up to and including Bnai
units Pn,, and that the co-operation of these incoming production
goods and performances yields an outgoing flow of Cll units of
production goods Ul; C21 units Uz, etc., up to and including Cn,l
units Un,. The subsequent operations (Bz, .., Bnl) may then be
formulated in the same way.

9



All, both incoming and outgoing, quantities of goods and per-
formances may now be expressed in the quantity of a si~le one
of the outgoing goods. For this purpose a quantity is generally
used of the product which was the primary aim of the operation.
In the following, this quantity will be denoted by the term "volume
unit". This volume unit, therefore, may differ for each different
operation; e.g. 1000 kg, 1000 tons, 1000 items.

I Description Bl Ba Bs . . . . . . . . . . . . Brs,

Volume xl I xa xs ............ xn,

Operations
Volume

units

Production goods and
performances

Description I I

Ii i- aii , ~- aia ~ ais . . . . . . . . . . . . -f- ainl

Ia -F aai -}- axx -I- a~ . . . . . . . . . . . . -f- aan~

.............
In,

........
~ a7:i1.

........
-~ a17PZ

........
-~ anea

............
. . . . . . . . . . . .

........
.{- anP 77,

Pl ~-- bu ~-- bia -i- bls . . . . . . . . . . . . .{- binl

Pz ~- bzi ~- b8z -~ b~ . . . . . . . . . . . . -~- bzn~

.............
PIIa

........
-~ b,,,l

........
-i- bnaa

... .....
-~ bn, s

............

. . . . . . . . . . . .
... .....

-I- bns n~
Ul - 1 - cla - c ls . . . . . . . . . . . . - clnl

U8 - CYl - 1 - L~ . . . . . . . . . . . . - C,nl

.............
Uns

........
- C17 1t

........
- Cn~a

........
- Cny4

............
. . . . . . . . . . . .

........
- 1

Suppose that, in the productive process represented by the system
(1.05.01), the volume unit of operation Bl is composed ofa quantity
10



of, say, 1000 items of product Ul, and that Cll - xl of these units;

then we understand, by the volume of this operation, the value
assumed by xl. For instance, if xl - 100, then the volume of

operation Bl will be 100 volume units, i.e. one hundred thousand

items. It will now be possible to express All, ...., Antl, Bll, ...,
Bn,l, and C21, ....., C,,,1 in the volume of operation Bl. To this

end we put: Ail - Ctll xl, ......, flnZl - anyl xli Bll - bll xli
. . . . , Bnal - bnal xl~ "1~ - t~,xl, . . . . . . , Cnal - Cna1 x1'

By dealing in the same way with the other operations, one may
collect and synthesize all data relating to the productive process
in the scheme on page 10, in which the coefficients relating to in-
coming flows bear a-~ - sign, and those relating to outgoing
flows, a - - sign.

Using the data given in the above scheme, we may now write
(1.05.01) as follows:

Bl: all ' xi Il ~-- a21 ' xl I2 -}- .... -~- an~l . xl In, ~-- lJil ' xl Pl -f-

621 . xl P2 -~ . . . : -}- lJnal ' xl Pn, -~ xl Ul -~ c21 . xl U2 -}- . . . . .

-i- cn,1 ' x1 Un,'
B2: a12 ' x~ Il -}- a22 . x2 I2 -}- .... -}- ane2 . xl Ine -I- b1z ' x2 Pi -I-

b22 . x2 P2 ~-- . . . . -}- bna2 ' x2 Pns ~ C12 ' x2 Ul ~-- x2 U2 -{- . . . . .

~- cn,2 ' x2 Un,'...................................................................
...................................................................

Bnl : aln, . xni Il -~- a2n1 . xn, I2 ~- ....-}- an9n1 . xnl InY -~- bin, . xnl Pl ~

b2n1 ' xnl P2 ~... -{- bn9n1 . xnl Pn3 -~ cln1 . xnl Ul ~ ~2n1 . xn1 U2~-

-~ . . . . -F- xn1 Un,. (1.05.02 ) .

Assuming the coefficients a, 6 and c in (1.05.02) to be constant,
we may suppose, a priori, that the production function is a homo-
geneous, linear function. 1 This means that, if all the quantities
of goods and~or services occurring in a function, are either multi-
plied or divided by the same positive number, then the point
resulting from this calculation will also fit into the same production
function. ~

The conditions under which this supposition is valid have been
stated by Knight, as follows:

"If the amounts of all elements in a combination were freely
variable without limit, and the product also continuously

i See also DwNTZie, G. B., Tlu programming of interdependent actiuitiis; matlu-
matical model. Included in Koopr~,NS, T. C., Activity analysis of production
and allocation. New York, London 1951, Chapter II.
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divisible, it is evident that one size of combination would be
precisely similar in its working to any other similarly com-
posed". 1
Taken in a general way, such conditions never exist, since not

all factors of production are ever available to an unlimited extent.
With respect to a concrete enterprise, however, the situation is
different; for within the limits of its possibilities, and under normal
economic conditions, only the managerial function, by which is
understood,

"All kinds of industrial and commercial knowledge, and all of
those still more intangible assets which are not so much know-
ledge as habits of action", 2

can set any limits to the variability of the volume of production,
since the volume of this production factor cannot be altered to an
unlimited extent in the same ratio to the other factors of production.
From the fact, however, that

". ... the empirical production function appears as a linear
homogeneous function of the factors of production",

as Tintner writes 3, it is clear that these limits are, in practice,
very wide, so that one may assume, in general, that the course
of events in a productive process can be reduced to a linear system.
What will be necessary, before applying the method developed in
the present study, is to test the course of events in the enterprise
in question, with respect to the said supposition. If it is found that
the assumption in question remains to a considerable extent un-
satisfied, then it will nevertheless be possible to use the method
indicated by Wood and Samuelson 4 to achieve the desired purpose.

Both Wood and Samuelson base their reasoning on the
possibility of converting a non-linear function into a system of
tangential functions as shown in the figure below. In this way,
one restricts the possibility of variation in the volume of an opera-

I KNIGHT, F. H., Risk, Uncertainty and Profit. Boston and New York 1921, p. 98.
Quoted from DoRFMnN, R., Application of Linear Programming to the Theory of
the Firm, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1951, p. 81.
CLARK, J. M., The Economics of Oaerhead Costs, Chicago 1929, p. 476.
TINTNER, G., Econometrics, New York, London 1952, p. 53. LYLE, Philip,
Regression Analysis of Production Costs and Factory Operations, London 1946.
Woon, M. K., Representation in a linear model of non-linear growlh curaes in the
aircraft industry. S.aMUELSON, P. A., Abstract of a theory concerning substi-
tutability in open Leontief models. Both these publícations are included in
KoorMwNS, T. C., Actiaity analysis of production and allocation. New York,
London 1951.

a
3

a
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tion to certain limits, which are determined by the maximally
admissible deviation between the tangential and the original
function. When these limits are exceeded it will be necessary to
utilize another tangential function, which means that the a-, b-
and c-coefficients given in the above table, change in value.

A study of the table containing all data relating to the productive
process will show at once the possibility of rendering the course
of events in a productive process, in a simple way, by means of a
"matrix" notation, as follows:

B:xa.~I-~-ab.xP-~-1c.xU ( 1.05.03),
in which

a-[ai~ t]~ b- Lbx~ i]~ and c-[c[~ i]
(Z- 1,2,.....i nli.~- 1,2,.....,n2i k- 1,2,....n3i

1-1,2,....., n4)

are the matrices of the coefficients, and I, P, U and x, the column
vectors.

On page 3 et seq. mention was made of four structural forms
in which a productive process may occur. These structural forms
are expressed in the above three matrices, because elements from
a given column of [ai, ;] are interrelated with elements from other
columns of [cl, ;].

In the case of a linear structure, each column of the matrix
[cl, ;], except the last one, will contain one or more elements, for
which is valid:

4. c~~ . x~ - ai~~ft . xtft~ (1.05.04)~

in which q c 1. For, in each successive operation either a part
or the whole of the preceding operation will be used.

A convergent structure of a productive process entails that the
13



results of several operations are used in a single subsequent opera-
tion. This means that

qp . c~;~ p. x,~P - ai,l-l-m . x;fm (1.05.05)~

in which p can have all values from 0 to m-1 incl.
For a divergent structure the following interrelation between the

elements of the two matrices can be formulated:

4 ' ~~i ' xi - aÍ,~-~-r . xi.}r (1.05.06) ~
in which r may pass through all values from 1 to nl-, incl., since
either the whole or part of the result of the i-th operation will
be used in various subsequent operations.

A mixed structure will cause combinations of (1.05.05) and
(1.05.06) in the matrices.

It follows from the above described interrelation between the
results of given operations and the utilization ofgoods in subsequent
operations, that the total volume of all operations is related to the
volume of the ultimate purpose of the productive process, i.e. to
the number of final products to be turned out. This ultimate
purpose, however, is dependent, as will be clear from (1.05.03),
upon the volume of incoming production goods and performances
in the several operations, as well as - in view of (1.05.04), (1.05.05)
and (1.05.06) -, also ultimately on those goods and performances
which have been introduced into the productive process from
outside sources. In other words, the volume of a productive process
can never exceed the limit set by the total volume of production
goods and performances fed to it. That this limit does, in fact,
exist will be clear when we reflect that, generally speaking, owing
to a relative scarcity of financial means, the volume of capital
equipment is subject to limitation, and that this capital equipment
can contribute only limited performances within a given unit of
time. Thus, a machine cannot be operated for more than a maxi-
mum of 24 hours per day -~ night. There is a similar limit to
human energy, while the number of workers is limited by the -
already mentioned - scarcity of capital, and~or the general
situation on the labour market. By the same token, the supply of
raw materials, too, has its limitations.

In addition to the above-described interrelation between the
operations, there is also an interrelation in time. For, all operations
can be performed within one and the same period of time, while
it is also possible for different operations to be done in difíerent
14



periods of time. To indicate this latter possibility we shall add,
in the following part of the present study, a time-index to the
volume-variable x of the operation in question. In the case of a
linear structure, these time-indices will then have a natural se-
quence; thus, we get, for instance,

xlt~ x21f2~ x3tf3~ x4tf8~ CtC.

In a convergent structure the time-indices to operations preceding
the convergent operation will be smaller than the index to the
latter operation.

In a divergent structure the time-indices of operations after the
diverging operation will be greater than the index of this latter
operation.

~ 1.06. The nature of the productiae process; the nature of an operation,
and the method of production.

The nature of the productiae process depends chiefly on the kind of
operations performed in this process, and on the sequence of the
operations in question.

The operation groups listed sub 1.02 occur, in general, in the
following sequence:

4-~3-~2-~ 1-~2-~4~3,

i.e., purchase ~ transport ~ formation of stocks -~ production in
a restricted sense -~ formation of stocks ~ sale ~ transport.

Not every productive process includes operations from all these
groups, while, in addition, the measure of importance of one group
as compared to the others, may differ as between different pro-
ductive processes.

In most cases, an industrial enterprise will include operations
from all groups in its productive process, although operations of
group 1(production in a restricted sense) will usually hold the
most important place, while, in many cases, those of group 3
(transport) will be either completely or largely absent. In a purely
trading concern, on the other hand, the operations of group 1
will be lacking, emphasis being laid on the operations of group 4
(purchase). Apart from this, there are also those enterprises which
engage more especially in a single group of operations, such as
transport undertakings ( group 3) and bonded warehouses ( group 2).

The nature of the operations is related to the variables 1, while a
15



given method of production influences the variables P and their
coefficients. When we have to do with those operations which alter
the form or the properties of a given production good - which
may be denoted by the term "manufacturing operations" -, then
in the formula representing this operation, only the I ~~~ith a coef-
ficient differing from zero will be present which corresponds to
the processed product in question.

The same may be said of those operations which bridge over
the difference in location or time, or which cause a change in the
ownership of a production good; those operations, therefore, which
are related to transport, storage, or commercial activity.

When an operation comprises a chemical reaction, or when
several semi-manufactures are assembled to form a single pro-
duction good, we shall find several incoming flows of production
goods; i.e. there will be several I's with a coefficient differing from
zero in the formula.

The;broductive method is reflected in the different types of perform-
ances that play a part in the operation, and in the ratios between
the quantities of these performances.

That the types of performances depend upon the nature of the
productive process will be clear when we reflect that a proportion
of the incoming performances consists of units of work of certain
capital equipment, while another proportion derives from human
labour. The coefficients relating to these kinds of units of work
further indicate the measure in which the said capital equipment
is being utilized - which, too, of course, is a factor determined
by the method of production.

Since the incoming performances partly consist of those which
are contributed by human labour, as well as of those provided
by the capital equipment, the ratios between the coefficients be-
longing to the first-named group of performances, and those be-
longing to the latter group, will also indicate, respectively, the
measure oflabour-intensity and of capital-intensity of the operation
in question.

~ 1.07. The horizontal structure of the productive ~irocess.
While, in the above, the productive process has been analyzed
with respect to its vertical structure - i.e. with respect to the
various operations successively performed and jointly constituting
the productive process, so that it was possible to ascertain the
relationship between the different incoming and outgoing goods in
16



one and the same operation -, it is also possible to analyze a
productive process with respect to its horizontal structure, i.e.
according to the relationship that exists between the quantities of
one and the same production good or performance, without regard
to the operations separately.

A very simple scheme, drafted in the same way as that on page 10,
will at once show the difference between the vertical and the
horizontal structure, as well as giving an insight into the horizontal
structure of the productive process.

In drafting this scheme we shall assume that the productive
process consists of 3 operations A, B, and C, with a volume of,
respectively, xl, x2i and x3 items, and using, as production goods,
raw materials (measured in kg) and, as performance, human labour
(measured in hours of labour). We shall further assume that the
quantities of raw materials and labour so utilized are supplied from
sources outside the enterprise. The volume of these supplies is
G kg and Ab hours of labour. Operation A has, as incoming pro-
duction good, the raw materials. Assuming that this operation is
concerned with purchase, then the outgoing quantity of this good
will be equal to the incoming quantity. This operation will result
in a transfer of ownership.

Operation B has, as outgoing production good, product Pi
(measured in items). The product Pl is a semi-manufacture and,
as such, is an incoming production good for operation C. The aim
of production is the final product P2 (measured in items) - being
the outgoing production good of operation C. It is intended to
produce 10,000 items PZ in a single process.

If we now take the coefficients a, b and c in such a way that

0.05 hours of labour per unit are consumed in operation A,
0.08 ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ B~
0.2 „ ~~ ~~ „ ~~ „ ~~ „ ~~ C~
1 kg raw materials per unit is consumed in „ A,
0.1 ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ B~
0.16 ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ C, and
2 items product Pl per unit are „ „ „ C~

and that the result of a single operation in the operations B and C
is equal to the volume of the operation, then the scheme in question
can be set up as follows.
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Description Operation A Operation B Operation C

Operations Volume xl xa x3

I
I I

Volume units I items I items items

Production goods and
Performances

Description units Exogenous
supply

Raw materials kg - G ~- 1- 1 -~ 0.1 -{- 0.16

Labour hours - Ab -{- 0.05 -{- 0.08 ~- 0.2

Product Pl items - 1 ~ 2.

Product Pz items -{- 10,000 - 1

On the basis of the vertical structure of the productive process,
as shown in the above scheme, we can now write, in the formulation
given:

A: xl kg raw materials -}- 0.05 xl hours of labour -~ xi kg raw
materials;

B: 0.1 x2 kg raw materials ~- 0.08 x2 hours of labour -~ x2 items
product Pl;

C: 0.16 x3 kg raw materials -~- 2 x3 items Pl -{- 0.2 x3 hours of
labour --~ x3 items P2.

The horizontal structure, however - as already mentioned -
gives the relationship between the raw materials supplied from
outside sources and their consumption in the operations A, B and
C. The same applies to both the labour and the products Pl and P2.

Now on the basis of the fact that the quantity consumed of a
given good or performance must be equal to the quantity supplied
(leaving the building up of stocks out of consideration), the horizon-
tal structure of the productive process as shown in the above scheme
may be rendered, subject to certain presuppositions, as follows:

xl -{- 0.1 x2 -{- 0.16 x3 - G -~- xl (1.07.01 a)
0.05 xl -~- 0.08 x2 -{- 0.2 x3 - Ab (1.07.01 b)

-x2-~2z3-0 (1.07.01 c)
10,000 - x3 (1.07.01 d)
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Equation (1.07.01 a), therefore, indicates that the raw materials
consumed in operations B and C- i.e., respectively, 0.1 x2 kg
and 0.16 x3 kg- together equal the quantity supplied from outside
sources (G kg). The same equation further shows that the transfer
of ownership caused by operation A does not affect the system
of equations. For, the quantity of raw materials purchased (xl kg)
occurs in both members of the equation. For this reason we shall
refrain, in our subsequent exposition, from including those goods
of which the incoming and outgoing quantities are equal, in the
equations.

Equation (1.07.01 b) shows that the quantity of labour used is
equal to the quantity supplied.

Equation (1.07.01 c) states that the quantity of semi-manufac-
tures Pl produced in operation B equals the quantity used up in
operation C.

Equation (1.07.01 d) indicates that the quantity of product PZ
turned out equals the target set as being the purpose of the pro-
duction.

Since the formation of stocks has been left out of consideration,
we may also say that

xl - G (1.07.01 e)

As the above system comprises five equations, with five unknowns,
it is possible to calculate the volume of the three operations, as
well as the quantities of raw materials and hours oflabour required.

The result of this calculation is that

x3 - 10,000
x2 - 20,000
xl - 3,600
G - 3,600
Ab - 3,780,

which means that the volume of operation A is 3,600 kg, the
volume ofoperation B, 20,000 items, and the volume ofoperation C,
10,000 items, while this productive process requires the availability
of 3,600 kg raw materials and 3,780 hours of labour.

Now assuming that the labour market is only able to supply
3000 hours of labour, then it will be possible, with the aid of this
system, to calculate the maximal objective of the productive
process (Q). The system then reads:
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x1~0.1x2-~-0.16x3-G~x1 (1.07.02 a)
0.05 xl -}- 0.08 x2 -f- 0.2 x3 - 3,000 (1.07.02 b)

- x2 -~ 2 x3 - 0 (1.07.02 c)
Q - x3 (1.07.02 d)
xl - G (1.07.02 e)

It follows from this system of equations that the maximal objective
of the productive process (Q) can be 7936 items. The volume of
operation A (xl) will then be 2857 kg, and that operation B(x2)
15,872 items.

While, therefore, it appears possible to represent a productive
process by a linear system of equations, such a system will naturally
be more voluminous and complicated than the one given above
to illustrate our argument. First of all, as a result of the fact that
a productive process will in many cases consist of several operations,
and utilize several kinds of production goods and performances.
And further, because, in the majority of branches of industry, the
manufacture of goods is coupled with the building up of stocks
of raw materials, semi-manufactures and finished products, while
finally - in contrast to the example given above, in which a static
situation is assumed to exist, a productive process is a dynamic
sequence of events.

A larger number of operations and a larger number of different
production goods and performances will make the equational
material more voluminous, since both the number of variables
and the number of equations will increase.

The dynamic nature of the productive process will be evident
when the operations are made to take place during different periods
of time. For, the variables of the coefficients will then represent
not only the volumes of different operations, but - as follows
from what we stated in ~ 1.05 - these variables will also relate
to different periods of time. In the case of the variables of the
coefficients of incoming goods and performances these time-
indications can never relate to later time-periods than in the case
of the variables of the coefficients of outgoing goods and perform-
ances. For, the arrival of goods and performances necessarily
precedes their departure.

Stocks may also be included in the system of equations, viz. by
regarding the stocks as the total of all non-utilized quantities. If
one looks upon the capital equipment as being a stock of units
of work, the same method may be applied to them. By doing so,
20



one may either add "stock-functions" to the system of equations
(see equation 1.07.03 , j), or include, in the functions indicating
the passing of the goods through the productive process ( the flow-
functions), the stocks as a non-consumed quantity in the outgoing
flow (see equation 1.07.07 f).

In the following we shall first develop a static system of equations
for a productive process occurring in actual practice; i.e. that of
the manufacture of straw-cases, described on p. 3 as an example
of a linear productive process.

For the purpose of this system of equations we must first of all
examine the nature and the sequence of the operations occurring
in the productive process. Both these factors have already been
stated on page 3.

Next, we shall have to know the rate of consumption of the
separate production goods and performances per operation, expres-
sed in a volume-unit.

Now for the purchase of sheaf-straw, 2 hours of labour per ton
of sheaf-straw are required in the manufacture of strawcases.

The storage of sheaf-straw also requires 2 hours of la~r per ton,
while, in addition, each ton of stored straw takes away one unit
of work from the storage shed.

The transport of sheaf-straw to the factory bay takes 2 hours of
labour per ton.

The first operation in the factory bay is cutting the sheaf-straw.
To obtain 1000 pieces of cut straw requires:

7 units of work of the factory bay;
4 hours of labour, and
2 tons sheaf-straw.

For the transport of the 1000 pieces to the machines, 4 hours of labour
are needed.

After this the pieces are fed to the machine. This manipulation,
together with the production of the straw-cases by the machine,
and their removal by hand-labour, may be summarized under the
term production of the cases. For this production there are needed,
per 1000 straw-cases:

0.7 units of work of the factory bay;
2 machine-hours, and
1 hour of labour;
22 pieces cut straw.

The next phase of the manufacturing process is ~iressing and shaving
21



Pur- Storage
chase of

Description ofsheaf- sheaf-
straw straw

erationsOp
Volume xi z:

Volume units tons I tons

Prod uction goods and performances

Exogenous supply

Supply per process
Description Units

Initial stock ~ ,.y

~ ~

~

~ ~ ~ ~M

:~
~ ~d' ~

C" N ~
~
~ p'

Storage shed
for units of

sheaf-straw work E1- 100,000 Ell Ela Elg El' ~- 1

Factory bay units of
work E9 - 3,000,000 E2' E2E Ea3 EQa

Storage shed
for units of

straw-cases work E3 - 3,000,000 E31 E3Y E3s E3'

Machinery machine-
~

hours E4 - 1,500,000 E4i Eq2 E4' E44

Trucks km Eg - 500,000 E51 ESZ E5' E6'

Labour hours Ee - 0 Eel Ee2 E88 Ee' ~- 2 ~- 2

Sheaf-straw tons E, - R E,1 E~E E7' F,~'

Cut straw 1000
pieces E8 - 0

Straw-cases 1000
cases E9 - Q 8000 7000 6000 9000
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Trans-
port

of sheaf-
straw

Cutting
the

sheaf-
straw

Trans-
port
of cut
straw

Pro-
duction

of
cases

Pressíng
and

shaving
the cases

Trans-
port
of the
bales

Storage
of the
bales

Selling
of the
bales

Trans-
port
to the

customer

X3 x4 x5 x8 x7 X8 x9 x10 xll

tons 1000
pieces

1000
pieces

1000
cases

1000
cases

1000
cases

1000
cases

1000
cases

1000
cases

-}- 7 -~- 0.7 ~- 0.15

-F- 1

-~ 2

-}- 1

-f- 2 -{-- 4 -{-- 4 -}- 1 -~ 0.5 -{ - 0.1 -f- 0.1 ~- 0.05

-{- 2

- 1 -~- 0,022

-1
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the cases. This operation requires, per 1000 cases, 0.15 units of
work of the factory bay, and 0.5 hours of labour. Once the straw-
cases have been pressed into bales, there follows the transport of
the bales to the storage shed, which operation takes 0.1 hours of
labour per 1000 cases.

The storage of the bales diminishes the number of units of work
of the storage shed by 1 per 1000 cases.

The selling activity uses up 0.1 hours of labour per 1000 cases.
Finally, the transport to the customer in the manufacturers' own truck
takes up 1 km distance and 0.05 hours of labour per 1000 straw-cases.

In order to come to the desired equational system in the simplest
possible way, the above data have again been brought together
in a scheme such as that shown on page 22~23.

In addition, this scheme states the objective aimed at in the
manufacture of straw-cases, i.e., in four production periods of
three months each, 8 million, 7 million, 6 million, and 9 million
cases respectively. The scheme further indicates the quantity of
production goods and performances required for each of the four
productive processes. Thus, one productive process requires E4t
machine-hours, in which t - either 1, 2, 3 or 4. Since, however,
the necessary raw materials and capital equipments are not made
available for one, but for a series of processes, the scheme in
question also includes the firm's initial stock of goods and per-
formances.

Now the structure of the productive process described above
may be formulated in the following system of equations:

x2t - Elt (1.07.03 a)
7 x4t -~ 0.7 xst -~ 0.15 x7t - EZt (1.07.03 b)
x9t - E3t (1.07.03 c)
2 xgt - E4t (1.07.03 d)
xllt - Est (1.07.03 e)
2 xlt ~- 2 x2t -f- 2 x3t ~ 4 x4t -~- 4 xbt -~- xst f
-~- 0.5 x,t ~- 0.1 x8t -}- 0.1 xló -}- 0.05 xllt - Eet (1.07.03 f)
2 x4t - E~t ( 1.07.03 g)
0.022 xst - x4t (1.07.03 h)
Q - xst (1.07.03 i)

For these equations are further valid:
xjt~ 0, for j - 1, ...... 11;

t- 1, 2, 3, or 4, and
Q- 8000, 7000, 6000 and 9000 for t- 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively.
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Equation ( 1.07.03 a) indicates that the number of units of work
withdrawn from the stock of these units of the storage shed for
sheaf-straw is equal to their consumption in the operation Storage
sheaf-straw. The same ratio is indicated in equation ( 1.07.03 6)
for the factory bay; in equation ( 1.07.03 c) for the storage shed
for straw-cases; in equation (1.07.03 d) for the machines; in
equation ( 1.07.03 e) for the firm's trucks, and in equation ( 1.07.03 g)
for the raw material - sheaf-straw. Equation ( 1.07.03 f~ states
that the labour supplied from outside sources is equal to its con-
sumption in the various operations. From equation ( 1.07.03 h) it
is evident that the number of pieces ofstraw obtained in the cutting
operation, equals the number fed to the machines producing the
cases.

Finally, equation ( 1.07.03 i) shows that the number of straw-
cases produced equals the number set as the target ofthe productive
process.

In addition to these "flow-functions" we may also formulate
six different "stock-functions", in the general form:

y,r - Vti-i ~. jrtr - Elr ( 1.07.03.ï)~

in which i - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7, while, for this value of i, the
value of E;~ is 100,000, 3,000,000, 3,000,000, 1,500,000, 500,000,
and R, respectively.

Equation ( 1.07.03 j), therefore, states that the stock of units of
work or goods, at the end of a productive process completed within
the period t, (V;i) equals the stock at the beginning of that process
(V;t-~), plus the balance of the mutations, other than through

their introduction into the production process, in the stock ( V,~)
and minus the quantity consumed during that process (E;t).

From the above equations it is seen that the quantity of the
factors of production supplied equals the quantity of their con-
sumption. In addition to this, it is also possible, when the initial
stock of factors of production has been determined, to calculate
the maximal limitation of the quantities supplied.

As the scheme on page 22~23 shows, the storage shed for sheaf-
straw has a capacity of 100,000 units of work. Supposing that
this means of production is worn out after 35 years, then
100,000
4 X 35 - 714 units of work may be maximally supplied to one

productive process. In the same way one may calculate that the
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maximal supply of units of work of the factory bay, also assuming
a duration of life of 35 years, is

3,000,000
4 x 35 - 21,429 per quarter.

The same maximal number of units of work, given the same
duration of life, will be withdrawn per quarter from the storage-shec~;'
for straw-cases.

Assumingfurther that the initial stock ofunits ofwork, i.e. 1,500,000
machine-hours, is contained in 20 machines, then these mach-
ines, if used continuously during 20 days per month, can supply,
maximally, ,

20 x 20 x 24 x 3- 28,800 machine-hours per quarter.
Assuming the initial stock of 500,000 kilometres to be contained
in 3 trucks, each truck covering an average of 300 km per day
for 20 days per month, then the maximum number of km that
can be covered per quarter is

3 x 20 x 300 x 3- 54,000 km.
On the assumption that production requires the labour of 30 work-
ers who put in an 8-hour day for 25 days per month, then these
30 men will have to supply 30 x 8 x 25 x 3- 18,000 hours of
labour per quarter.

As the scheme on page 22~23 shows, the cutting of 1000 pieces of
sheaf-straw requires 4 hours of labour. Since 2 workers have been
reserved for this job, who contribute

2 x 8 x 25 x 3- 1200 hours of labour per quarter,
a maximum of 300,000 pieces of sheaf-straw can be produced per
quarter. And since - according to the same scheme - 2 tons of
sheaf-straw are needed to turn out 1000 pieces, the maximum
quantity of sheaf-straw to be supplied will be 600 tons.

In addition to the above nine equalities therefore, there are also
seven inequalities, viz.,

El~ c 714 (1.07.03 k)
Ezt c 21,429 (1.07.03 Z)
E3~ c 21,429 (1.07.03 m)
E4t c 28,800 (1.07.03 n)
E5t c 54,000 (1.07.03 p)
Eet c 18,000 (1.07.03 q)
E~t c 600 (1.07.03 r)
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Since, in the example we have selected, the outgoing flow of each

operation constitutes the incoming flow of the subsequent operation,

while various operations are expressed in the same volume unit,

the following equalities also become valid:

xlt - x2t - x3t (1.07.03 s)
x4t - xfif (1.07.03 t)

xgr - x7t - x8t - x9~ - xló - xllt (1.07.03 u)

It will be seen from equation (1.07.03 s) that the volumes of the

operations purchase, storage and transport of sheaf-straw are equal.

In the same way, (1.07.03 t) expresses that the volumes of the

operations transport and cutting of sheaf-straw are equal. Finally,

(1.07.03 u) expresses a similar equality of volume in the case of

the operations production of straw-cases, pressing and shaving of

the cases, internal transport, storage, sale, and transport to the

buyer of the bales.
Now if we substitute the inequalities (1.07.03 k) to (1.07.03 r)

incl., in the equalities (1.07.03 a) to (1.07.03 i) incl., while taking

into account the ratios formulated in (1.07.03 s), (1.07.03 t) and

(1.07.03 u), we get the following system:

x2t G 714 (1.07.04 a)
7x4t ~- 0.85 xst c 21,429 (1.07.04 b)
xsi c 21,429 (1.07.04 c)

2xs~ c 28,800 (1.07.04 d)
xgt c 54,000 (1.07.04 e)

6 xlt -{- 8x4~ -~- 1.75 xst c 18,000 (1.07.04 f)
2x4~ c 600 (1.07.04 g)

0.022 xs~ - x4t (1.07.04 h)
Q - xst (1.07.04 i)

Further elaboration of this system yields the following:

xl~ G 714
Q c 9345.

In the above discussion we invariably started from the assumption

that the entire productive process is completed within one and the I

same period of time; in other words, that it is a static phenomenon. .

In the majority of cases, however, this process wi~be of a dynamic

character, and spread over several periods.
Thus, it is possible - say, in the manufacture of straw-cases -
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for the purchase of sheaf-straw to precede its arrival at the factory,
and its storage, by a few quarters. In view of the seasonal element
in the production of straw this material will, moreover, be kept
in storage for a few periods before being processed into straw-cases.
And if these cases are then manufactured for stock it is possible
for the selling activity, too, to be postponed until some time
afterwards.

In such a case the division of the operations shown in the scheme
on page 22~23, over the time may then be, for instance, as follows:
in the period t-5, purchase of sheaf-straw;
in period t--4, storage of sheaf-straw;
in period t-1, transport of sheaf-straw to the factory bay, up to

and including storage of the bales of straw-cases;
in period t, sale of the bales and transport to customers.

As we remarked in ~ 1.05, the t-indices belonging to the different
variables are then replaced by indices indicating the period of
time of the respective events. The flow functions given sub ( 1.07.03
a to i incl.) will then show the following picture:

x2r-4 - Elr-4 (1.07.05 a);
7x4r-~ -~- 0.7 xsr-i f 0.15 x,r-I - E2r-~ (1.07.05 b);

x9r-~ - E3r-~ (1.07.05 c) ;
2xsr-1 - E4r-1 (1.07.05 d);
xllr - Esr (1.07.05 e);

2xlr-5 - Esr-5 (1.07.05 .f) ;
2x2r~ - Esr---4 (1.07.05 g) ~

2x3t-1 -}- 4x4t-1 -}- 4xsr-~ -{- xsr-~ ~- 0.5x,r-~ ~ O. lx8r-~ -
- Esr-I (1.07.05 h);

O.lxló -f- 0.05 xllr - Esr (0.07.05 i);
2x4r-I - E,r-~ (0.07.05 J);

0.022xsr-~ - x4t-1 (0.07.05 k);
Q!-i - xsr-1 (0.07.05 l).

In the above system of equations, three separate equations are
included that refer to the consumption of labour power. This is
because of the fact that labour does not allow of the building up
of stocks. Each quantity used of it, therefore, is introduced in the
same period in which it is consumed.

In this series of equalities, too, it is possible to construe a sequence
of inequalities with respect to the terms El to E~ inclusive; i.e.
if the investment programme is known.
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Analogously to the relations (1.07.03 s), (1.07.03 t), and
(1.07.03 u), we may also say, with respect to this example, that

xlt-5 - x2t-4 - x3t-1 (1.07.05 m);
x4t-1 - xbt-~ (1.07.05 n) ;

- x~t-t - x8~-t - x9t-i -
- xió - xiif (1.07.05 p).

The above developed systems of equations relate to a productive
process with a linear structure. As we stated in ~ 1.02, however,
there also exist processes with a convergent, divergent, or mixed
structure. For these types of processes, too, it is now possible to
render the course of events by means of a system of equations.
To illustrate this we shall give the system of equations representing
the general form of a mixed structure as shown on page 6.

The productive process in question has the following structure:

A1 ~ AZ ~r Gl

~ Cl ~ Dl -~ Fl -~ Hl.
Bl -~ B2 ~, El 1~

Here, too, a scheme showing the operations, and the production
goods and performances, as well as the related coefficients, will
facilitate the drafting of the equations (see p. 30).

Now suppose that the operations A1 and Bl consist of buying
activities in which raw materials are purchased. As already remark-
ed above, the actual quantities of raw materials may be omitted
from the equational system, and also therefore, from the scheme
(see p. 30). The buying activity A1 uses a21 hours of labour per
unit, while the capital equipment - say, an automobile-provides
a31 units of work per volume unit.

In the buying operation Bl, the values are a~ hours of labour
and a~ units of work per volume unit, respectively.

In the two operations together, X kg raw materials are pur-
chased.

The operation AZ results in the production of one unit of semi-
manufactures A~. For the manufacture of this quantity, a12 kg raw
material is used up. In addition, this production requires a22 hours
of labour, while consuming a32 units of work on the part of capital
equipment.

A similar reasoning may be followed with respect to the operation
B2i which results in the production of semi-manufacture B~. The
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quantities turned out of semi-manufactures A~ and B~ are used
in operation Cl - say, a45 and a55 items per unit. With these,
and with the aid of labour and capital equipment, one unit of
semi-manufacture Co, and a75 items per unit of semi-manufacture
CE are produced. In the subsequent process of manufacture, the
semi-manufactures DF, EF, FG and FH are produced, in operations
Dl, El, and Fl. Finally, in operation Hl, the first objective, i.e. the
final product H, and, in operation Gl, the second objective, i.e.
final product G, are reached.

The exogenous supply oflabour and capital equipment is Y hours
of labour and z units of work, respectively.

If we assume - as has been done in the above -(1) that the
quantity of all production goods and performances supplied from
outside is equal to the quantity consumed in the productive
process, and (2) that the whole of the process described above
is completed within the period t, then the system of equations
representing it will show the following picture:

a1zxzt -i- aiax4~ - X
azixii ~ azzxzt -f- azsxat ~ az4xai ~- az5x5~ ~azsxsf -~
~az~x~t ~ azaxst -i- azsxst ~ az ioxió - Y

asixit -I- aazxzt f assxat -I- a34x4t -}- as5x5t ~ aasxst f

(1.07.06 a);

(1.07.06 b);

as~x~t ~ asaxat -~- assxst -~- as iaxi~-,~ (1.07.06 c);
x2~ - a45x5t (1.07.06 d);
x4~ - a55x5t (1.07.06 e),
x5~ - assxsi (1.07.06 f) ;

a75x5~ - a~~x7i (1.07.06 g);
xsi - aaaxa~ (1.07.06 h) ;
x~~ - asaxa~ (1.07.06 i);
xa~ - aio sxs~ (1.07.06 J);

aii axat - aii ioxió (1.07.06 k);
P - xs~ (1.07.06 l);
Q - xl t (1.07.06 m),

in which x~~ ] 0.

Now utilizing the notation introduced into the table on p. 22~23,
we may construe the following equations, representing, in a very
general way, the different production goods and performances that
play a part in the productive process beginning at the end of the
period t-n:
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Capital equipment:
nl
E a,uj xjt-ej - E,ut-~.(m - 1, 2, ...., 5) (flow function) (1.07.07 a);

i-1
z

Em - ~ Emt-(n-1u) (m - 1, 2, . . . ., 5) (lp - 0) (stock function)
u-0

in which ~ (1.07.07 b),

nl - the number of operations in the productive process;
a,~j - the number ofunits of work of the m-th capital equip-

ment, consumed per volume unit of thej-th operation;
xjt-ei - the volume ofthej-th operation during the period t-qj;
qj - the number of periods by which the j-th operation pre-

cedes the final operation in the productive process;
t - the period at the end of which the first productive

process is terminated;
n - the duration of a single productive process;
E,,,t-(n-~u) - the number of units of work of the m-th capital

equipment, introduced into the productive process
beginning at the end of the period t-(n-lu);

Em - the total number of units of work of the m-th capital
equipment, available at the time of its purchase;

z~ 1 - the number of productive processes necessary to
use up E,,,;

lu - the number of periods at which the u-{- 1-th pro-
ductive process begins, after the beginning of the
first process.

Equation ( 1.07.07 a), therefore, expresses that the number of units
of work of the m-th capital equipment introduced into the pro-
ductive process terminating at the end of the period t-n, is equal
to the sum of the units of work consumed in the operations j,
which take place during the periods t-qj (j- 1, ....., nl) of
this productive process.

Equation (1.07.07 b) expresses that the total number of units of
work inherent in new capítal equipment m is equal to the sum
of the units of work introduced into z~-- 1 productive processes.

The stock function (1.07.07 6) is the total of all stock functions
in the z-{- 1 productive processes, each of which separately have
the form ( 1.07.03 , j ) .
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Labour
The factor of production labour has only a flow function:

n,

E as~ xt-S - Est-5 (s - 0,1, . . . . . , n) (1.07.07 c),
~-1

in which

ni - the number of operations in the productive process;
as~ - the number of hours of labour utilized per volume

unit of the j-th operation;
x~t-S - the volume of the j-th operation during the period

t-s;
t - the period at the end of which the productive process

is terminated;
n - the duration of a single productive process;
Egt-S - the number of hours of labour introduced into the

productive process at the beginning of the period t-s.

Equation (1.07.07 c), therefore, states that the number of hours of
labour introduced at the beginning of the period t-s, is consumed
during the period t-s.

Rarx~ materials and auxiliary substances
n,
~ a7f xtt-qt - E7t-n (flow function)
i-1

(1.07.07 d)
n-1.

y7t-n ~ ~ V7r-s - E7r-n - V7r (stock function) ( 1.07.07 e),
8- 0

in which

nl - the number of operations in the productive process;
a~~ - the quantity of raw and auxiliary materials used up

per volume unit of the j-th operation;
x~t-Q) - the volume of the j-th operation during the period

t-q~;
q~ - the number of periods by which the j-th operation

precedes the final operation ofthe productive process;
t - the period at the end of which the first productive

process is terminated;
n - the duration of a single productive process;
E,t-n - the quantity of raw and auxiliary materials intro-

duced into the productive process which begins at
the end of the period t-n;
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Vl-n - the stock of raw and auxiliary materials at the end
of the period t-n;

V,i-S - the balance of the mutations, other than through
introduction into the productive process, in the stocks
ofraw and auxiliary materials, during the period t-s.

Equation (1.07.07 d), therefore, expresses that the quantity of raw
and auxiliary materials introduced into the productive process
terminating at the end of the period t, is equal to the sum of the
quantities consumed in the operatíons j, which take place during
the periods t-q~ (j- 1, ...., nl) of the said productive process.

Equation (1.07.07 e) states that the stocks at the beginning of
the productive process (i.e. at the end of the period t-n), plus
the balance of the changes other than through their introduction
into the productive process, and minus the quantity so introduced,
are equal to the stocks at the end of the productive process.

Semi-manufactures
n,

x~~~ - E asi xit-ei ~- V8t-4t (flow function) (1.07.07 f),
ti-~ti

in which

x~~i - the volume of the j-th operation, i.e. that during the
period t-q~, in which the semi-manufacture is turned
out;

t - the period at the end of which the first productive
process is terminated;

qj - the number of periods by which the j-th operation
precedes the final operation of the productive process;

nl - the number of operations in the productive process;
a8; - the number of units of semi-manufacture used up

per volume unit of the i-th operation;
x;t-9i - the volume of the i-th operation during the period

t-qi ~
q; - the number of periods by which the i-th operation

precedes the final operation of the productive process;
V8t-9~ - the number of units of semi-manufacture produced

during the period t-q~, and not used up in the next
operation, but added to existing stocks.

Equation (1.07.07 f), therefore, indicates that the quantity of
semi-manufactures produced in thej-th operation of the productive
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process may partly be used in a subsequent operation, while
another part may be added to the existing stock of semi-manu-
factures.

The Final Product

in which
Qe - Xe~~e (flow function) (1.07.07 ,~),

Qe - the quantity of final products, set as the target for
the productive process, and turned out in the e-th
operation;

xe~-9e - the volume of the e-th operation during the period
t-qe ~

t - the period at the end of which the first productive
process is terminated;

qe - the number of periods by which the e-th operation
precedes the final operation in the productive process.

Equation (1.07.07 g), therefore, states that the quantity of final
products which constitutes the target of the productive process,
and which is turned out by the e-th operation, is equal to the
volume of the e-th operation of the productive process, performed
during the period t-qe.

Now on comparing the equations (1.07.07 a) and (1.07.07 d), on
the one side, with the equation (1.07.07 c) on the other side, it
will be seen that, in construing the former two equations, we
started from the assumption that the supply of goods and per-
formances to be introduced - i.e. units of work of capital equip-
ment, and raw and auxiliary materials - takes place before the
beginning of the productive process, whereas, from the latter
equation, it appears that the supply of labour performance takes
place during each operation in which it is to be used. This latter
fact results from the circumstance that - as we already remarked
in the above - that labour cannot be stored, and must accordingly
be introduced at the moment when it has to be used.

That, in the case of capital equipment, the supply takes place
at the beginning of the productive process, is due to the technical
circumstance that a durable means of production - as the term
already indicates - contains a stock of units of work which cannot
be split up into separate units. Since, in the case ofraw and auxiliary
materials, the available quantity can readily be split up into units,
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their supply can take place either per productive process or per
operation. The choice between these two possibilities is a matter
of managerial policy. Since the continuity of the productive process
is least jeopardized by the former method, we have used this
method for the purpose of the above formulation.

Now assuming the quantities of production goods and perform-
ances, indicated in the above equations, to be subject to maximum
limits, then - as already remarked - the system of equations
(1.07.07) may be transformed into a system of inequalities.

For, when the variables are indicated by
x~ (j - 1, 2, .... n); the coefficients by
a~~ (i - 1, 2, ..., m; j- 1, 2, .... n), and the maximal values

to which the exogenous supply is subject, by b! (i - 1, ....., m),
then this system will present the following picture:

all xi ~- aia xz ~ . . . . . . . . ~- aln xn C bii
azi xi - {- azz xz --~ . . . . . . . . -f- a2n xn C bz~
aai xi ~ aas xa -~ . . . . . . . . ~ asn xn G bai
....................................................
....................................................
aml xl ~ am2 x2 -~- . . . . . . . . -}- amn xR G bm

or, in a matrix notation,

(1.07.08),

A . X c B ( 1.07.09).

But the study of a single productive process does not completely
characterize the course of events in an industrial concern. For,
in the majority of cases, such an enterprise, comprises several
productive processes. These need not even closely resemble each
other, and may be distinguished all according to their nature, their
volume, and~or the time at which they take place in the firm.

Two or more productive processes differ in nature when the
vectors B, I or P (from formula 1.05.03) are not equal in each of
these processes. If the B vectors of the processes are different, then
this means that the number of operations in one productive process
is either greater or smaller than in another. It will be obvious at first
sight that this causes a difference in the nature of the productive
process in question. A difference between the respective ~ vectors
also implies, of course, a difference between the U vectors, since -
in view of the fact that the number ofoutgoing flows of production
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goods is equal to the number of operations - this number of
outgoing flows of production goods must be different for each
productive process.

If two or more productive processes have different I vectors,
i.e. if they have different kinds of production goods in their in-
coming flows, then it is obvious that the nature of these productive
processes must also be mutually different. In the large majority
of cases, their respective outgoing flows of production goods, too,
will then be different, which means that the productive processes
will have different U vectors. But this is not invariably the case.
Thus, for example, both the power obtained from coal and that
of a waterfall may be used to generate electric current.

It follows from the above discussion of the methods ofproduction
that, in productive processes with different P vectors, different
methods of production are followed to a greater or lesser extent.
It will be clear, however, that a difference in the method of pro-
duction need not, i~iso facto, lead to a difference in the outgoing
flow of production goods.

The volume of a productive process is determined by the vectors
A and B in formula (1.07.09). Two or more productive processes,
therefore, have the same volume when these vectors are equal.

Two or more productive processes in a industrial concern differ
as to time, when the corresponding operations in the respective
processes are not performed simultaneously. There are two pos-
sibilities in this connexion; viz. either the operations of the next
productive process only start after the moment at which the last
operation of the preceding process is ended, or two or more pro-
ductive processes overlap, either completely or partly.

In the former case, therefore, we shall get - in two productive
processes identical as regards nature and volume - two equational
systems, in which the variables differ with respect to their t-index.
Thus, if we have two productive processes, each consisting of three
operations, in which the first operation of the second process is
performed during a period, one unit of time later than the period
of the last operation of the first process, the variables of the first
productive process being indicated by xl~, xZt-~ 1 and x3t f2,

respectively, then the corresponding variables in the subsequent
process must be expressed by xltf3, x2~f4, and x3~~-5, respectively.

When two or more productive processes completely overlap -
i.e. when their respective corresponding operations are performed
in the same periods - then their appropriate systems of equations
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may simply be made into one by adding up the corresponding
equations of the respective systems.

In the case of partial overlapping, i.e. when corresponding
operations are done at different periods, the situation changes.
A simple example will illustrate this. Assume a productive process
consisting of three operations Bl, B2 and B3i which are performed
at times mutually differing by one unit. Three productive processes
then take place in the firm, in such a way that, during the period
t-2, operation Bl of the first productive process is done; during
the period t-1, operation B2 of the first process and Bl of the
second; etc. Given a continuous course of events in the enterprise,
the sequence of the operations will be as follows:

t-2 t-1 t
productive process I Bl BZ B3

„ „ II B3 B1 BZ

„ „ III B2 B3 Bi

If we now draw up a schematic representation showing the course
of events with respect to one particular production good or per-
formance, we get:

Description Bl Ba Ba

Operations Volume xl xa xa

Period t-2 t-1 t t-2 I t-1 t t-2 t-1 I t

Produc
pe

tion goods and
rformances

Used up in
productive

Exogenous supply

process
t-2 t-1 t

I

II

III

E~-2

Et-1

E~

aii

azi

aal aa:

aia

aaa ass

asa

aia

Total Et-2 E~-i Er au asi aai aas au aaa aaa asa au
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The flow function which determines this part of the course of
events within the enterprise may be represented by the equation:

all xit-2 ~ a21 xlr-1 ~- a31 xlt ~ a32 x2r-2
~. aiz xZt-i ~ a22 x2r -l-

a~ x3r-2 ~~ x3r-i ~ a13 x3t - Er-2 .} Er-t .~ Et. (1.07.10 a).

When the overlapping productive processes have the same volume,
(1.07.10 a) may be written as follows:

(aii -F- a2i -}- a3i) xit ~ ( a3z -i- aia -I- azz) xst -~
~(a~ -}- a~ ~-- a13) x3t - 3 Er. (1.07.10 b).

If a number of productive processes k-}- 1 overlap, i.e. in such a
way that the first productive process begins at the end of the
period t-n; the second at the end of the period t-(n-ll); the
third at the end of the period t-(n-l2), etc., until the (k~-1)th
productive process - which starts at the end of the period
t-(n-lk) - then the system of equations mentioned on p. 32
et seq. will present the following picture:

Capital equipment:
k n, k
~ ~ am~ x~t-(9~ tu) - ~ Emf-("-lu)

u-0 j-1 u-0

(m - 1, 2, . . ., 5; lo - 0) (flow function) (1.07.11a)
E

Em -~ Emt-(n-1u) ( m - 1, 2, ... , 5; z ? k; lo - 0)
u-o

(stock function) (1.07.11 b)

Labour:
n,
E a6J x~t-s - Eet-s (S - 0, 1, ..., n- lk)

j-1
(flow function) (1.07.11 c)

Raw materials and auxiliary substances:
k n, k
~ E a,t x~-(9~~u) - E Err-(n-ru) (lo - 0)
u-0 j~l u-0

n-1 k
V,r-n -}- E Yt-S - E

so -ik u-0

(flow function) (1.07.11 d)

E7t-(n-tu) - y7t-l-tk

(stock function) (1.07.11 e)
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Semi-manufactures:
k k
E xjr-(9j~u) - E

u-0 u-0

ni k
E a8i x~r-(9~ru) ~-- E Ver-(9j-lu) (lp - 0)

i-j-~ 1 u-0

Final products:
k~-1 k
~ Qe~ - ~ xet-(9r-~u) (lp - 0)

e-1 u-0

(flow function) (1.07.11 f)

(flow function) (1.07. l lg)

If we now apply the above general formulation of the equational
system to the productive process in the manufacture of straw-cases,
as shown in the table on page 22~23, and assuming that

k -{- 1 - 3,
n-6,
ll - 2, and
12-3,

then we get the following equations in the system:
1. Storage shed for sheaf-straw

x2t-4 ~ x2r-a ~. x2t-i - Elt--~ ..F Elr-4 ~ Elr-s (1.07.12 a)
Z

100,000 - ~ Elt-(c~lu) (1.07.12 b),
u-0

lf: a11-a13-alq-...... - al 11-0
a12 - 1

q2 - 4
El - 100,000.

2. Factory bay
7 x4r-i f 0.7 xst-1 -f- 0.15 x,t-1 -{- 7 x4rf ~ -~ 0.7 xprf 1~--

~-- 0.15 x,tt r -{- 7 x4r t2 ~- 0.7 xst }2 ~-- 0.15 x,rfz-

If: a21
a~
a2s
a27

q4
9s
q~
E2

- E2r-s ~ E2t-4 ~ . E2t-s (1.07.12 c)
Z

3,000,000 - E E2r-(~ru) (1.07.12 d),
u-0

- a22 - a23 - a25 - a28 - a29 - .
- 7
- 0.7
- 0.15
-1
-1
-1
- 3,000,000.

-a2 11-~
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3. Storage shed for straze~-cases
x9t-t .-.~ x9tf t ~ x9t f2 - E3t-s ~.. E3t-4 ~ E3t-s (1.07.12 e)

Z
3,000,000 - E E3t-~6-rU~ (1.07.12 f),

if:

a39 - 1
q9 - 1
E3 - 3,000,000.

u-0

aaa-aalo-aa11-0

4. Machinery
2 xst-~ -I- 2 xstf i ~ 2 xst-~z - E4t~ ~ E4t-4 ~ E4t-s

Z
1,500,000 - E E4t-~s-tu~

if:

a41

a4s
4s
E4

u-0

-a42-.... -a45-a47-.... -

-2
-1
- 1,500,000.

a4 11 - 0

(1.07.12 g)

(1.07.12 h),

5. Trucks

xllt ~ xlltf2
-}..

xlltf3
- E5t-s .~ ESt-4 ~ E5t-3 (1.07.12 i)

Z

500,000 - ~ E5t-~6--tu) (1.07.12 j),

if:

a5 11 - 1

Q11 - 0

ES - 500,000.

. - as lo -0

6. Labour
2 xlt-5 - Est-5 (1.07.12 k)
2 x2t-4 - Est-4 ( 1.07.12 l)
2 xlt-3 - Est-3 ( 1.07.12 m)
2 xlt-2 -}- 2 x2t-2 - Est-2 ( 1.07.12 n)
2 x2t-1 .~ 2 x3t-~ -}- 4 x4t-1 -~- 4 x5t-1 ~- xst-~ -{-

-}- 0.5 x~t-1 -~- 0.1 x8t-~ - Esr-t ( 1.07.12 p)
0.1 xló -~ 0.05 xllt - Est (1.07.12 4)

u-0
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2 x3rf I-~ 4 x4r-~ 1~- 4 x5rf i~. xsrft~ 0.5 x,rf1~-
-{- 0.1 xar-}-r - Esrft ( 1.07.12 r)

2 x3rfz ~ 4 x4rfz ~ 4 xsrfz ~- xsr~z ~ 0.5 x,rfz -~- 0.1 xsr~z -i-
-~- 0.1 xlo~z ~ 0.05 xllrfz - Esrfz ( 1.07.12 s)

O.1 xlof3 -~ 0.05 xllrf3 - Esr}3 (1.07.12 t),
if the values of all x equal zero, except:

xlt-5 ~ 0 xlt-3 ~ 0 xlt-z ~ 0
x2t-4 ~ 0 x2t-z ~ 0 x2r-I ~ 0
x3r-t ~ 0 x3rf t~ 0 x3r-~z ~ 0
x4r-~ ~ 0 x4r~ r ~ 0 x4t~-2 ~ 0
xsr-r ~ 0 x5r-~t ~ 0 xstfz ~ 0
xst-1 ~ 0 xsrf1 ~ 0 xsr~-z ~ 0
x,r-~ ~ 0 x7r~i ~ 0 x,rfz ~ 0
x8t-1 ~ 0 xerfi ~ 0 x8tfz ~ 0
xió ~ 0 xlo}z~` 0 xlof3~ 0
xllr ~ Q xlirf2~ 0 xllrf3~0

and further:
a69 - 0
asl - as2 - as3 - 2
as4 - as5 - 4
ass - 1
as, - 0.5
ass - as io - 0.1
as li - 0.05
s -5,4,...., -3.

7. Sheaf-straw
2 x4t-1 -{- 2 x4rf~ ~--2 x4rfz - E~r-s ~ E7r-4 ...~ E,t-3 ( 1.07.12 u)
y7r-s - (E7r-s ~ E7r-4 ~ E7r-3) - y~tfs (1.07.12 a),
if

a71 -a~s-ar3-a~s-a,s-....-a,
a74 - 2
q4 - 1
V,r-5 - . . . . - V,r~-3 -0

8. Cut straw
- x4r-I - x4rf ~- x4rfz--~ 0.022 xsr-~ ~-- 0.022 xsrt i-{-

0.022 xsrfz - 0 (1.07.12 w),
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if

V8~-S - 0
a84 - - 1
a86 - 0.022

a87 - . . . . - as
44 - 1

a81 - a82 - aa3 - aS5 - - 0.ii

9. Straw-cases

- Q.61- Q62 - Q63 -- xs~-1 - xótf 1- xs~-~-2 (1.07.12 z) ~

if
a91 -..... -a86-aa~-..... -aa n-0
ass - - 1
46 - l.

In this system, too - as we saw above - a number of equations
may be transformed into inequalities.

The system of equations which we have developed in the above
may be applied to the course of events in any and every industrial
concern; regardless of whether this course of events is composed
of productive processes mutually differing as to their nature and~or ~
volume, or consists of productive processes whose operations are
not performed at immediately successive periods of time, with the
result that these productive processes overlap at irregular periods.
It is obvious, however, that these three circumstances - each in
its own way - will have their influence on the system of equations
representing the course of events in question.

If the productive processes difFer as to their nature, then this
means either that the operations differ, or that the incoming flow
of goods and~or performances in each productive process differs in
structure from that of the others 1. In the former case the system
of equations will contain variables relating exclusively to either one
or another category of productive processes. In the latter case the
system will consist of equations indicating more especially the
goods- or performances-flow through either one or another
category of productive processes.

When the respective volumes of the productive processes starting

i Cf. p. 36.
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at difl~erent periods are not equal, then this is expressed in the
system of equations by the fact that

Et~ E~~-~ ~ . . . . . . ~ Ei-~"i

for in that case the quantity of goods and performances supplied
for each productive process from outside sources will differ as
between the processes respectively.

Irregular overlapping of the productive processes is expressed
by the fact that the time-coef~icients belonging to one and the
same volume-variable, although following a natural sequence, do
not have a uniform distance.

These unequal volumes and the irregular overlapping of the
different productive processes will often be necessary for the
adaptation of the firm's output capacity to market fluctuations,
which may be due to (1) trade cycle influences, ( 2) seasonal
factors, and~or ( 3) accidental causes.

Furthermore, owing to the course of development which some
enterprises pass through, there will generally be an upward-and-
downward trend in the volume of their production.
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Chapter II

THE INDUSTRIAL BUDGET

~ 2.01. Purpose and content of an industrial budget.
After the preceding description of the course of events in an enter-
prise it is a relatively simple matter to define the purpose and the
content of an industrial budget.

From our analysis of the course of events in question it may

be concluded that such an enterprise comprises a complex set of
actions into which it is extremely difficult for the management to
get a true insight from personal observation and experience alone.
If, in addition to this, one takes into account the difFerent external
factors - such as our continuously changing, ever more complicated
economic life and social relationships - which make very great
demands on the management of an enterprise, then it is not sur-
prising that an instrument was sought which might, in the hands
of the entrepreneur, enable the latter to retain and, if possible,
further improve, his insight into his enterprise. Such an instrument
was found in the method called "budgeting", in which, as the
name already indicates, the budget holds an important place.

In the budget the entire course of events in the firm is planned .
beforehand. The budget, therefore, is primarily the firm's "house-
hold" plan; in it, the dictum gouverner c'est preaoir is put into practice.

Next to this, the budget may comprise an authorization to act,
or the granting of credit, to persons engaged in the enterprise to
whom certain powers are delegated. Since, in most cases, such
persons also bear the responsibility for the management, either of
the whole firm or for a part or parts of it (e.g. with respect to one
or more operations), the budget will generally contain also the
assignment ofa task; it is also, therefore, a task-imposing instrument.

Since the budget is the firm's household plan, and since every-
thing that happens in the firm is laid down in the form of imposed
tasks, it provides the possibility of checking up on the actual course
of events within the firm (budget control).

The fourth function of the budget, therefore, is that of con-
trolling; comparison of the real course of events with that budgeted
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for, will give those responsible an insight both into the degree of
rightfulness and into the efficiency of their management.

If a budget is to fulfil the above four functions completely, it
will have to follow step by step the course of events described in
Chapter I. This implies that a budget must be drawn up for each
productive process and, within the framework of a productive
process, for each operation occurring in it.

When, in addition, the interrelation in time, as between the
successive productive processes, has been determined, then all facets
of production (in the widest sense) have been taken into con-
sideration.

In drawing up a budget for a given period, therefore, the fol-
lowing facts must be determined:

(1) the number of productive processes which the enterprise ~vill
comprise during that period of time (k -{- 1);

(2) the relationship in time between these productive processes
(1~~....,lk)~

(3) the operations which together constitute these productive pro-
cesses (Bl, Bz, ...... B„1 see scheme on page 10);

(4) the volume of the operations (xl, . . . . . . xnl);
(5) the kinds ofincoming goods and performances, and the outgoing

goods, i.e., using the formulation given in 1.05,
the Ii~ Iz~ .. . . . . . . I„z

~~ P~~ Pz~ . . . . . . . . Pn3, and
„ Ul, Uzi . . . . . . . . U„4 (see scheme on p. 10);

(6) the coefficients pertaining to the goods and performances listed
sub (5) (see scheme on p. 10);

( 7) the quantity of goods and performances introduced form outside
sources, and their relationship to initial stocks (see scheme on
page 22~23). ,

We should here remark that this idea of a firm's budget differs
from what one generally reads in the literature concerning industrial
budgeting. For, according to the prevailing conception, the total
quantitative data are determined for each operation and for a given
period, i.e. the budget period. To this end, therefore, it is necessary
to determine the data listed above sub 3, 4, 5, and 6.

According to this conception, a budget is a static entity; i.e.
fluctuations, and their interrelation during the budget period, are not
included in the total picture. Certain dynamic aspects, however, are
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introduced into budgeting technique, whereby so-called "flexible"
and "variable" budgets are obtained. A. MEY 1 writes, on this point:

"It has become customary - at any rate in the Netherlands -
to denote the adaptation of the budget to changed external
conditions and circumstances, and the adaptation to changed
plans of the management, by the terms flexibility, and a,fZexible
budget. Changes in production technique, in working methods,
selling methods, and the rationalization of technical and ad-
ministrative work may be ranked with changes in the plans and
intentions of the management, and should also be taken as part
of the flexible character of the budget."
And again: 2
"The variability of the costs-budget does not follow from any
measures taken by the management, but from the necessity of
adapting running expenses to current busy or slack times."

It will be clear from these quotations that this dynamic element
merely relates to incidental deaiations from the quantities budgeted
for. Such deviations, however, cannot be included in the budget,
since they are unpredictable. With the idea of flexibility or varia-
bility in mind, it is then attempted, either during or after the
budget period, to adapt the budget to the - meanwhile changed -
circumstances.

The endogenic fluctuations, however, which occur during the
budget period, and which are essentially inherent in the course of
events in a firm, do not figure in the current conception of a
business budget. These fluctuations occur in every enterprise in
which several productive processes are going on either simultane-
ously or successively in one and the same budget period.

According to the views put forward in the existing literature,
these fluctuations are dealt with in that part of economic policy
which is denoted by the term "planning". Kimball and Kimball 3
write, about this planning:

"The planning of industrial operations involves four considera-
tions, namely: what work shall be done; how the work shall be
done; where the work shall be done; and, lastly, when the work
shall be done."

1 NIEY, A. Bedr~fsbegroting en bed~~fsbeleid, Leiden, 1951, p. 327.
' Op. cit., p. 337.
~ KIMBALL D. and KuKSnLL, D. Principles of Industrial Organizatiors, 5th edition

New York and London 1939, p. 198.
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Since, however, both the business budget and planning are an
anticipatory determination of the course ofevents in the firm, - the
latter being a description of events during the budget period, and
the former a statement concerning the budget period as a whole -
it is obvious that the two cannot be used side by side as instruments
in the firm's business policy, but that co-ordination is needed.

Now this can be done with the aid of the above-described con-
ception of the business budget. For here, in addition to the types
of goods and performances that play a role in the enterprise, and
their volume, the number of productive processes is also determined
beforehand, together with their content and their interrelation in
time, so that the business budget comprises also the four facts
listed by Kimball and Kimball. Only this combination can make
the business budget into the real "household plan" of an enterprise.

In the above considerations concerning the business budget we
spoke only of the quantities of goods and performances that play
a role in the course of events in a firm. But in order to ascertain
the measure in which the firm either achieves, or fails to achieve,
its purpose, it will also be necessary to render these quantities
comparable by converting them into sums of money.

There exist various conceptions regarding the evaluation stand-
ards that should be used for this purpose. Apart from Limperg's
pioneering work on this subject, the theory predominantly adhered
to in the Netherlands is that of the "replacement value". This is
not the place, however, to go into these evaluation standards in
detail 1.

~ 2.02. The partial ~ilans
The budget being based on the operations occurring in the pro-
ductive process, it is subdivided into different partial plans, each
of which relates to some particular group of operations.

In accordance with the subdi~~sion of the operations given in
~ 1.02 a firm may then draw up

purchase budgets,
stocks budgets,
transport budgets,
production budgets, and
sales budgets.

1 C~., i11lGf [itt0, VAN DER SCHROEFF, H. J. op. cit., and MEY, A. op. cit., p. 159
et seq.
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In the purchase budget the firm's entire buying activity is determ-
ined beforehand, both as regards the nature of the goods to be
purchased and their quantity and price, as well as the date of
purchase. This budget also includes the expense - both direct and
indirect - involved in this purchase.

The stocks budget platis the volume of the stocks to be main-
tained. Inasmuch as the stocks of raw materials and purchased
semi-manufactures are concerned, this budget will link up with
the purchase budget on the one side, and with the production
budget on the other side. If it relates to the formation of stocks
of finished products, or semi-manufactures made by the firm itself,
then the stocks budget will have to link up with the production
budget and the sales budget. In the stocks budget, too, the expense
entailed by the building up of stocks must be included.

The transport budget provides the planning of the entire trans-
port going on in the enterprise; of the means of transport to be
used, the time of transportation, and the expense entailed by this
transport of all goods that play a role in the business, regardless
of whether this transport is carried out by the firm's own depart-
ments or by third parties.

The production budget comprises, first and foremost, an estimate
of the production during the budget period, in quantities. On the I
basis of this estimate the volume and the value are determined
of the goods and performances used in the productive process.
This naturally also includes the budget for the costs of production.
The volume of production, as given in the production budget,
will - at any rate under normal conditions - depend to a large
extent upon the volume of sales that has been planned. Just as
in the case of the budgets already discussed, so here, too, the course
of the productive process will be represented with respect to time
in the estimates. If production is carried on in more than one
department of the firm, it will be necessary to draft a partial
budget for each of those departments.

Since the selling activity is the last link in the course of events
in an enterprise, all previous budgets will have to be based, either
directly or indirectly, on the sales budget, which is the estimate
of the turnovers in quantities and sums of money, as well as of
the expense involved in marketing. These turnovers, estimated in
the sales budget, should be stated in very great detail, with respect
to the types of goods produced, markets, sales offices, salesmen,
etc.; everything, moreover, as viewed with respect to the time-
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factor. The final draft of the sales budget cannot be completed
until after careful and detailed study of the productive capacity
of the firm, the price- and credit policy to be followed, selling
possibilities, and the competitive situation.

At this point it seems to me desirable to make the following
three observations concerning the abovementioned partial plans.
For considerations of space I will be as brief as possible.

(1) First, the partial plans may be regarded as cross-sections of
the entire course of events in the firm; and these cross-sections are
necessary for the right use of the budget by the firm. For, they
enable operations belonging to one and the same group to be
brought together under one and the same budget; so that the head
of the department where the operations in question are performed,
can be held responsible for the budget being complied with. This
personal responsibility is one of the mainstays of the efficiency-
control in the firm, via the budgeting system. Not until the dictum
un budget c'est une personne has been vindieated is it possible to allot
to a firm's budget its important function of containing and con-
veying a task-assignment.

(2) It may have struck the reader that the above discussion of
the partial budgets does not cover the costs budget, although many
authors consider this the central point of the budget. But if we
develop our budgetary ideas via the course of events in the enter-
prise, costs should be stated in the partial budgets, not in the
separate total budgets. This, too, is consistent with the principle
of responsibility referred to above; for the chief of a department is
responsible not only for what happens in his department, but also
- obviously - for the expense entailed thereby.

There is, indeed, a place for a costs budget in the firm's total
budget; but only by way of an auxiliary budget, in which total
costs are determined as far as necessary and possible, after which
they are split up and allocated to the respective partial plans.
To the extent that this allocation is done via auxiliary costs-
headings, the budgets for these auxiliary costs-headings will
be auxiliary budgets. Costs budgets, therefore, do not hold a
central place; in so far as they are present they are merely
au~uliary aids.

(3) Finally I would repeat the remark already made when
discussing the majority of the ancillary budgets; viz. that the
partial plans should show the same dynamic aspect that was
discussed in the conception of the firm's total budget. This also
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follows naturally from the fact that the partial plans constitute so
many cross-sections of the total budget.

~ 2.03. The financing ~ilan.
The drafting of the budgets discussed in the preceding paragraphs
results in the determination of the entire course of eaents in the firm,
and of the costs entailed by this course of events. For this reason
it is necessary to draft also a finance budget, as a counterpart of
the internal budgets already discussed; a budget, therefore, in
which the entire financing of the enterprise has been determined
in advance.

For a proper survey of the content and the function of the
financing budget in its entirety, it is necessary first to ascertain
exactly what should be understood by the term "financing".

There are different concepts in the literature upon this point.
Some authors understand, by "financing", the attraction and
introduction of the monetary means necessary to acquire the goods
and performances necessary for a firm's productive process. Thus,
Kleerekoper 1 writes:

"The theory of the financing of the business economy explains
the phenomena occurring in the distribution of capital over the
various business administrations".

And again:
"The problem, therefore, with which we now have to deal is
the investigation into supply and demand on the capital market."

This attraction of financial means, however, is merely one aspect
of financing. As we saw in our discussion of the course of events
in a firm, these events constitute an intrinsically dynamic some-
thing, while at the same time incidental causes, such as changes
in the trade cycle, or in managerial policy, may exercise a dynamic
influence on the firm's activities. That this implies, for the firm, a
continually changing need for financial means hardly needs em-
phasis. The second facet of the financing of a firm is, accordingly,
the need to ensure that, once the necessary finance has been made
available, the amount invested in the enterprise remains in cor-
respondence to the need for it.

Summarizing, one may state, therefore, that the financing of

1 ICLEEREKOPER, S., Op Clt., p. 356.
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an enterprise is the taking of all such measures within the enterprise
as are aimed at, and will result in, the bringing and maintaining
of the quantity of finance invested in conformity with the need
for it arising from the firm's productive function.

It follows from this definition of financing that there are two
aspects of the problem of financing, viz. the need for capital and
the covering of this need for capital. In the finance budget, there-
fore, in which the future financing of the firm is determined, these
two facets will also have to be expressed.

The need for capital is closely bound up with all that happens
within the enterprise. Every unit of production goods and perform-
ances used in a productive process will, from the moment of its
being introduced, tie up a certain quantity of finance; i.e. until
the moment when, in return for the goods into which these pro-
duction goods and performances have been transformed, and after
their sale, the amounts charged for them have been received. At
this moment the finance that had been tied up is freed again.
This kind of interrelation between finance and production has
three consequences with respect to the technique of the finance
budget, viz.,

(1) the finance budget is not a separate budget, side by side with
the business budget, but is a counterpart ofit, in which the financial
consequences of the facts which are expected to occur, are laid
down. All remarks, in fact, made concerning the business budget
in the preceding paragraphs, equally apply to the finance budget;

(2) since the need for capital is dependent upon the course of
events within the firm, a method to estimate this need for capital
will have to be followed in which this interrelationship finds
expression, in order that any changes in the course of events within
the firm may at once be allowed for in the need for capital;

(3) the capital investment budget is not a separate budget, but
part of the finance budget. The separate capital investment budget
is a statement of those long-term investments which are needed
for the purpose of acquiring fixed assets in the enterprise.

Since the purchase of fixed assets creates a need for capital - be
it of a different nature from that of the need for capital created
by the purchase of non-durable assets -, while the need for capital
is one of the facets of the finance budget, there is no justification
for the existence of a separate capital investment budget. What is
justified; however, is the planning of the quantity of fixed assets,
and of the dates on which certain fixed assets will have to be
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acquired or replaced. Such a plan might be denoted by the term
assets-budget.

Once the need for capital and its course during the coming bud-
getary period have been determined, the second facet of the budget
comes to the fore; viz., how to cover this need. In common with
everything else in the firm, financing, too, will be planned in
conformity with the objectives of the enterprise; and in accordance
with what we stated in ~ 1.01, it will have to safeguard the
continuity of the firm, and, assuming this to be the case, to serve
its remunerativeness.

This implies that the financing problem is part of the problem
of profitability of the enterprise. This latter is a"maximum"-
problem, as are all problems arising in matters pertaining to
economic equilibria, as Samuelson ~ has demonstrated. The fact
that maximization cannot be done until the continuity conditions
are satisfied does not in the slightest invalidate this theory.

The writer now proposes to put forward some considerations
concerning the drafting of a financing plan for an enterprise, in
such a way as to do full justice to the interrelation between the
course of events within the firm and its financing, as discussed
above. To this end we shall discuss, in Chapter III, the firm's
need for capital, deal with present financing norms, in Chapter IV,
and, in Chapter V, examine the various financing problems and
study their solution.

1 SwMUSrsorr, P. A., Foundations of economic analysis. Cambridge 1948, Chapter
III, p. 21.
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Chapter III

THE FIRM'S NEED FOR CAPITAL

~ 3.01. Introduction.
As we remarked when discussing the financial budget in the
preceding chapter, the realization of the course of events determ-
ined upon requires money. During the productive process, the
greater part of these monetary means is not, as such, present in
the enterprise, but is locked up in goods, potential performances
and claims on third parties, all of which together will, in what
follows, be denoted by the term pro~ierty. The separate component
parts of this property are then called ~iro~ierty components. The
financial fund which forms the basis of these concrete property
components will be called the firm's capital.

As a consequence of the necessary use of property components
in the productive process, therefore, a need for capital arises whose
nature and volume are directly proportional to the nature and
volume of the property components.

~ 3.02. The need for ca~iital due to the use of land and the ~artici~iation
in other enter~irises.
The grounds on which the enterprise is carried on - one of the
property components - constitute an asset that is not reproduced.
This implies that this property component does not undergo any
change as a result of its use in the productive process. No units
of work, therefore, pass from the grounds into the product; neither
will their be any reproduction of capital in respect of the use of
land. This means that the grounds involve a permanent need for
capital. This conclusion, it is obvious, only applies to such grounds
as are used as the firm's place of settlement. When land is used
in an exploration or prospecting enterprise it comes under the
property component "capital equipment".

Now if we represent the need for capital arising from the use
of land, at the end of the period t, by K'~, then we get

K~-~ - KTt-(n-~ ~ - . . . . . . . . - K~ - KT~~- t - . . . . - T
(3.02.01 a),
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in which T represents the capital required for the purchase of the

grounds; therefore T ] 0.
This need for capital may be represented graphically as follows:

KT

T

t
Assuming that the implementation of the course of events in the
manufacture ofstraw-cases - our example in Ghapter I- requires
an area of ground with a purchase value of f 25,000, then this

means that

K~.t-n - yi7.t-(n-t ) - . . . . . . - Y'i ~ - li'Tt -~- t - . . . . - 25,000
(3.02.01 b)

In case of a firm's participation in other enterprises the formulation
of the course of the need for capital will be similar.

~ 3.03. The need for capital due to the use of capital equipment.
The capital equipment, with which must be classed, in addition
to the land used for particular purposes referred to above, also
the buildings, machinery, tools, installations, furniture, automobiles,

etc., are subject to wear and tear. This implies that - either by
their use, or merely after the lapse of a given period of time, all
according to whether the depreciation is of a technical or economic
nature - the number of units ofwork locked up in such a property
component decreases. If this diminution results from the use of
the said capital equipment within the productive process, then a
number of units of work will have entered into the product. At
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the end of the process these units of work are converted again into
money through the sale of the product, so that the capital invested
in this equipment is entirely set free again. We may here, therefore,
speak of assets that are being gradually reproduced. The need for
capital caused, in an enterprise, by the necessity to introduce capital
equipment, will be a gradually diminishing need. For, after each
successive productive process, it will be as much less as the amount
of units of work set free in the form of money, due to the sale of,
and subsequent payment for, the products.

Representing the need for capital arising from the use of the
m-th capital equipment, at the end of the period t(i.e. the period
at whose termination the fi-st productive process is ended), by
lipm~, while a single productive process comprises n periods of
time, then we get, first of all,

Kpmt-n - jlpm~-(n-1) - . . . . . . - Íip ~ - Pm~ (Pm ~ 0).m
(3.03.01 a)

in which P,,, is the purchase value of the m-th capital equipment.
For P,,, is valid:

in which

Em - the total quantity of units of work of the m-th capital equip-
ment, available at the time of purchase;

p,,, - the purchase value of one unit of work of the m-th capital
equipment.

The course of the need for capital may further be formulated
as follows:

Pm-Em-pm (3.03.01 6),

Kpm~fi - Kpmtfa - . . . . . . - I~pmtfn - p,~ - E br„i xi~-9i
~-~

For b,,,i is valid:
bmi - an,~ , pm

(3.03.01 c).

(3.03.01 d).

The notation used in (3.03.01 c) and (3.03.01 d) has the following
signification:
Iipmt-~-1 - the need for capital arising from the use of the m-th

capital equipment by the end of the period t--F 1;
t - the period at the end of which the first productive

process is terminated;
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ami

pm

- the duration of one productive process;
- the purchase value of the m-th capital equipment;
- the number of operations in the productive process;
- thevolume ofthej-th operation during the period t- qi;
- the number of periods by which the j-th operation pre-

cedes the final operation of the productive process;
- the number of units of work of the m-th capital equip-

ment, used up per volume-unit of the j-th operation;
- the purchase value of one unit of work of the m-th

capital equipment.

From the equations (3.03.01 c) and (3.03.01 d) it will be seen that,
in determining the amount of capital needed by virtue of the use
ofcapital equipment, we base ourselves on the "historic" cost price,
and not on the replacement value, since we are here dealing with
the need for capital at the moment this equipment are being
utilized. When the point at issue is the need for capital at the time
when the equipment has to be re~ilaced, then the replacement value
should be incorporated in the calculation. In times of increasing
prices, however, - at any rate inasmuch as it is either not desired
or not possible, for replacement purposes, to appeal for capital
from sources outside the firm - it will be necessary for the dif-
ference between the historic cost price and the replacement value,
converted into effective purchasing power when the products are
paid for, to be present, either in cash or in readily cashable form,
within the enterprise - at any rate if the cost price is calculated
on the basis of the replacement value.

Presented graphically, Y'pm shows the following course:

Kp
m

PR,

t-n t}1 tt(ntt)

end of the period
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If this general formulation of the need for capital arising from the
capital equipment is applied to the example of the manufacture
of straw-cases, given in Chapter I(pp. 21 et seq.), then the fol-
lowing will be valid for the determination of the need for capital
arising from the use of the storage shed for sheaf-strar~:

n -6
Iz - 4.

Now assuming that the purchase value of the shed (Pl) is
f 100,000.-, while El - 100,000 units of work (see p. 22123), then
it follows from (3.03.01 b) that p,,, - f 1.-. With respect to the
use of equation (1.07.12 a) it was found that

all - a13 - a14 -....- ai 11 - 0, and that
a12 - 1.

It follows from this that bll - b13 - b14 -....- 61 11 - 0, and
that

b12 - 1.
The course of the need for capital arising from the storage shed
for sheaf-straw in the first and second production process will then
be as follows:
K t-s - K t-5 - K t-4 - K t-3 - K t-2 -P1 P, P1 p, pl

Kp,t-1 - Kp,t - lOO,000 (3.03.02 a);
Kplt-~1 - Kplt-F2 - Kplt-F3 - Kp t~4 - Kp t~-5 -

Kpitfs - 100,000 - 1 . x2t-4 1 (3.03.02 6).

Assuming the purchase value of the ~roduction bay (P2) to be
f 150,000.-, then - in accordance with (3.03.01 b) - the price
per unit of work (p2), based on E2 - 3,000,000 units of work (as
shown in the scheme on page 22j23) will be f 0,05, so that, using
the data accompanying equation (1.07.12 c),

bz1-bz2-bzi-b2s-bza-b2y-.....-6211-0, and
b24 - 0.35
b25 - 0.035
b27 - 0.0075.

There are further the following values to be filled in, for the
determination of the need for capital in the first two productive
processes, in (3.03.01 a) and (3.03.01 c) :

n -6
I4-Í6-47-1.
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The course of the need for capital will then be as follows:
~Ptt-6 - ji~pYt-5 - jipYt-4 - Kpat-3 - KPat-2 - KE,st-1 -

- Kp4t - 150,000 (3.03.02 c);
yP t-~1 - KP t-~2 - jip t-F3 - j('P t-I-4 - KP t~-5 - j~PZt-F6 -

-15Ó,000 - OE35 x4t-1 Y 0.035 xst-1 - 0.0Ó75 x7t-I (3.03.02 d).

If the purchase value of the storage shed for straze~-cases (P3) is
f 60,000.-, and the initial stock of units of work locked up in
itis 3,000,000 (see p. 22~23), then-in accordance with ( 3.03.01 6) -
the price per unit of work (~i3) will be f 0.02. According to the
scheme on p. 22~23 the need for capital will then be determined by
the following data:

n - 6
631-632-.... -b38-6310-6311-~i

b39 - 0.02
4s - 1.

The course of the need for capital will then run as follows:
K t-6 - y r-5 - K t-4 - y~ t-3 - j~ t-z - j~ t-1 -

Ps Pa Pa Ps Ps Pa
- KPat - 60,000 (3.03.02 e)

KP tfl -~P t-F2 -~Pt-I-3 -~P t~-4 - Kf, t-~-5 - j~P t-~6 -
a a - 60,Ó00 - 0.02 xst-t 3 a(3.03.02f).

To determine the need for capital arising from the presence of
machinery the following data, partly derived from the scheme on
p. 22~23, are required:

P4 - f 300,000.-
E4 - 1,500,000 units of work

300 000
Price per machine-hour - 1,500,000 -f 0.20 (see (3.03.01 6));

n-6
641-642-..... - 645-b47-.....-b411-O

646 - 0.40
48 - 1.

Capital requirements will then be, respectively,
KP t-6 - j~p t-5 - KP t-4 - j1P~t-3 - j~Pat-2 - KPqt-1 -a a

-1ipt - 300,000 (3.03.02 ~)
Kp`t~-1 - KPat-f-2 - yPat~-3 - j~P4tt4 - j~Pstf5 - jit-~6 -

- 300,000 - 0.4 xst-1 (3.03.02 h)
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If the collective purchase value (PS) of the trucks in use in the
example given is f 45,000, and their duration of life (E5) 500,000
kilometres, then - in accordance with (3.03.01 b), their price
per km will be f 0.09. We may further conclude from the scheme
on p. 22~23 that, in view of this price, and in accordance with
(3.03.01 d) :

b51-b52-.....-bsio-0~
b511 - 0.09,

while, from the remaining data, it will be seen that
n -6
9~~ - 0.

The above figures now show the following course of the need for
capital in the first two productive processes:

Kpbt-6 - j~P6t-5 - KPSt-4 - KP f-3 - jiP t-2 - KP t-1 -
6 6 6

- Kpst - 45,000 (3.03.01 i)
KPat-F1 - j~Pbt-I-2 - Kpbt-F3 - KPbt-F4 - KP t-F5 - I('P t-{-6 -

6 6- 45,000 - 0.09 xllt (3.03.02 j).

~ 3.04. The need for ca~ital caused by the use of labour.
The use of labour in the productive process entails a temporary
need for capital. For, during this process more and more labour
is put into the product, so that the need for capital for this purpose
also increases continually. At the end of the productive process -
at the moment when the product is converted into effective puchasing
power, the money invested in it, via labour, is set free again.

In a general way it is possible to represent the course of the need
for capital due to the use of labour in one productive process, as
follows:

Kqt-n - 0
n,

Kqt-(n-1) - ~ beJ-(n-1) x,t-(n-t )
~-1

......................................

......................................
n-i n,

Kqt-~ - E E bó~t-s xit-s
8-i ;-i
n-1 n,

Iiqt - E E bg~-S x~t-S
8-0 j-1

liqtf i - 0 (3.04.01a)
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for which is valid:
beit-s - as~ . pst-s (3.04.01 b)

The following notation applies to the above formulas:

IiAt - the need for capital arising from the consumption of
labour by the end of the period t;

t - the period at the end of which the first productive process
is terminated;

n - the duration of one productive process;
nl - the number of operations of the productive process;
x~t-s - the volume of thej-th operation during the period t- s;
aeJ - the number of hours of labour consumed per volume

unit of the j-th operation;
pet-s - the hourly wage per man during the period t- s.

This course of events may be represented graphically as follows:

KA

t-n ~ t-(n-1) t-(n-2) t-1 f tFl
end of the period

In applying the formulas (3.04.01 a) and (3.04.01 b) to the example
given in Chapter I(straw-cases) the following values for the
coefficients, exponents, and variables should be filled in:

n-6
xlt-4 - xlt-3 - xlt-2 - xlt-1 - xlt - 0
xat-5 - xQt-3 - x2t-2 - xzt-1 - x2t - 0
xgt-5 - xgt-4 - xgt-3 - x3t-2 - x3t - 0
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xqt-5 - xqt-4 - xqf-3 - xqt-2 - xq~ - 0

x5t-5 - xgt-4 - x5t-3 - x5t-2 - xst - 0
xst-5 - xet-4 - xet-3 - xót-2 - xet - 0
x~t-5 - x7t~1 - x~t-3 - x7t-2 - x7t - 0
x8t-5 - x8t-4 - x8t-3 - xót-2 - xet - 0
x9t-5 - x9t-4 - x9t-3 - xyt-2 - xat - 0
xl~-5 - xlp-4 - x10-3 - Xl~-2 - xlt- I - 0

xllt-5 -
xllt-4 - xiit-3

- xllt-2 - xllt-1 - 0

b89 - 0
and, assuming the hourly wage to be f 1:, then, according to
(3.04.01 b),

bsl - bsz - b63 - 2
b64-b65-4
b66 - 1
bs, - 0.5
bsa - bs io - 0.1
bs 11 - 0.05

The course of the need for capital will then be:
Kqt-s - 0
Iiqt-5 - 2 xlt-5
y~qt-4 - j~qt-3 - Kqt-2 - 2 xlt-5 -~- 2 x2t-4

Kqt-~ - 2 xlt-5 -~ 2 xzt-a ~ 2 x3t-1 -~ 4 x4t-~ f
~- 4 x5t-i -~ xst-t -~ 0.5 x~t-~ -}- 0.1 xgt-~

Kqt - 2 xlt-5 -~ 2 xzt-4 -F 2 x3t-I ~ 4 x,~t-i ~
~- 4 xst-~ -}- xst-t -~- 0.5 x7t-I -}- 0.1 xgt-t -~-
~- 0.1 xl t-~- 0.05 xllt

liqt~t- 0 (3.04.02 c)

~ 3.05. The need for capital due to the building up of stocks.
The stocks of goods introduced into the enterprise from outside
sources, such as, e.g. raw and auxiliary materials - and semi-
manufactures not produced by the firm itself - create a separate
need for capital. The volume of, and the variation in, these stocks
depend on many factors, present both within and outside the
enterprise. Those factors present within the enterprise all relate
to the technical aspect of the productive process. To ensure a
satisfactory course of this process it will invariably be necessary
to maintain at least a certain minimum quantity of stocks, while
any diminution of the stock is also governed by facts of a technical
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nature. An increase in the stocks in question depends, apart from
internal technical factors, also on the prevailing situation on the
buying market of the material in question. In this, actual or
expected price fluctuations play an important part.

While, owing to the above facts, the stocks of raw and auxiliary
materials, as well as those of semi-manufactures, are subject to
irregular fluctuations, it will nevertheless be necessary - as we
already remarked - to maintain at all times a constant "nucleus",
in order to limit to the minimum the risk of stagnation in the
productive process, due to the lack of the necessary materials.
Such a constant nucleus is sometimes called the "iron stock".

The need for capital arising from the formation and maintenance
of stocks, therefore, also falls apart into a constant and a variable
volume.

The volume of the constant part is determined by the volume
of the "iron stock", while the volume of the variable part depends
upon the abovementioned internal and external factors. Now by
introducing the following notation:

KGt - the need for capital arising from the stocks of raw and
auxiliary materials and semi-manufactures by the end
of the period t;

t - the period at the end of which the first productive process
is terminated;

n - the duration of one productive process;
YG - the value of the "iron stock";
VG - the value of the stock, in excess of YG, at the beginning

of the productive process;
yGt-s - the net balance of the mutations, otherwise than through

introduction into the productive process, in the stocks
of raw and auxiliary materials, during the period t- s;

pGt-S - the price of one unit of raw and auxiliary materials and
semi-manufactures in the period t- s;

a~~ - the quantity of raw and auxiliary materials consumed
per volume unit of the j-th operation;

x~t-9i - the volume of the j-th operation during the period t- q~;
q~ - the number of periods by which the j-th operation

precedes the final operation of the productive process,

the course of the need for capital during one productive process
may be rendered as follows:
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~Gt-n iG ~ VG

j('Gt-(n-I) - rG ~ VG ~ Vt-ín-1) pGt-(n-1~

n-1.

- rG ~ VG ~ ~ Vt-s pGt-s

s-1
n-1 .

KGt - rG ~ VG ~~ V t-s pGt-s
s-o
n-1 . n,

KGt -F 1 - rG ~ VG ~~ V t-s pGt-s - E b,~-9Í Xit~Í
s- -1 j-1

while, in addition, is valid: (3.05.01 a)

b,i-Qi - a,i . p,t-ei (3.05.01 b)

Represented diagrammatically, this course of events shows the
following picture:

~t-t pt-1
G

Vt-(n-1) t-ln-1)

pG

~G

{
r

Y G

i
i~i

i~
i'

t-n t-(n-1) t-2 t-t t t,t
end of the period

Now in order to determine - on the basis of our general for-
mulation given above, the need for capital arising from the
consumption of raw and auxiliary materials and semi-manufac-
tures with respect to the example elaborated in Chapter I(manufac-
ture of straw-cases), then, inter alia in view of the scheme on page
22~23, the following values should be filled ín the general formulas:
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n - 6
YG-I-VG-R

Vt-s - . . . . . - ilt-i - Vt - Vtfi - 0
671-6,2-6,3-6,5-b76-.....-6~~~-0

44 - 1.

If we fix p7t-9, at 100, then in view of the fact that a74 - 2,
(see 3.05.01 b) 674 - 200.

We then get the following course of the need for capital:

KGt-6 - KGt-5 - KGt-4 - ÍiGt-3 - ÍiGt-2 -~tGt-1 - ÍiGt - R

(3.05.02 a)
KGt ~~ - R- 200 x4t-1 (3.05.02 b)

~ 3.06. The need for capital arising from miscellaneous expenses.
In addition to the need for capital arising from the factors referred
to in the above, capital may also be required whenever expenses
for other purposes are made in the course of a productive process.
Such expenses may come under two different headings, viz. those
which may be allocated to some particular operation, and those
that are not directly related to a given operation.

Representing the need for capital caused by the former category
of expenses, at the end of the period t, by Kult, then the course of
this need for capital may be rendered as follows:
~ult-n - ~

n,
yiult-(n-I) - ~ b9J x~t-(n-1)

~-1

...................................
n-1 n,

liitlt - ~ ~ b9j x~-s
8-0 ~-i

Kultfi - 0

in which
(3.06.01),

t - the period at the end of which the first productive process
is terminated;

n - the duration of one productive process;
nl - the number of operations of the productive process;
ba~ - the amount of direct expenses per volume-unit of the j-th

operation;
xir-s - the volume of the j-th operation during the period t- s.
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The graphic representation of this course of events is the same as
that of the course of the need for capital arising from the use of
labour.

If we assume, in the example of the manufacture of straw-cases,
the following data,

n - 6
bsi - bs2 - bss - bss - bsa - bss - bs ii

b~, - 0.10
bss - 0.50

while

bs, - 0.10
bsio-0.30

xqt-5 - xqt-4 - xqt-3 - x4t-2 - xqt - 0
xst-5 - xsr-4 - xsr-3 - xst-2 - xsr - 0
x~1-5 - x~t-4 - x7t-3 - z~t-2 - x~t - 0

-0

xlot-5 - xló-4 - xló-3 - xiá-2 - xló-1 - 0

then the course of the need for capital arising from these expenses
in such a productive process will be:

Yi u t-6 - Ku t-5 - Íiu t-4 - Yt u t-3 -~i u t-2 - 0~ t - ~ - ~ , -
Ii~u,t-r - 0.1 x4t-1 -~- 0.5 xst-~ ~- 0.1 x~t-~

Ku,t - 0.1 x4t-1 -~ 0.5 xst-1 -f- 0.1 x7t-1 -{- 0.3 xlo
K„ltf~ - 0 (3.06.02)

As the second category of expenses has no direct connexion with
the actual operations, the volume ofan operation will be irrelevant
with respect to the determination of the need for capital arising
from the expenses in question. Now if we denote this need for
capital, at the end of the period t, by Ku,t, and assume that the
expenses during the pcriod t amount to blot units of money, then
the course of Kuz will be as follows:

Ii~uEt-n - 0
~('u t-(~-1) - bió

-(n-1)
P

........................

........................
n-1

KuYt - ~ bló-s
8-0

Ku'tf ~ - 0 (3.06.03).

Here, too, the graphic representation will be the same as that
given for the need for capital arising from the use of labour.
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If we now incorporate in the above general formulation the
following data:

~ n-6
blo-5 - bló-4 - bla-3 - blo-2 - blá-~ - blor - 6000

we shall get - in the example of the manufacture of straw-cases -
the following course of the need for capital arising from these
general expenses:

Ku t--s - 0z
K„8t-5 - 6000
lí'u,t-4 - 12,000
jiuzt-3 - 18,000
Íiu2t-z - 24,000
K~,y~-I - 30,000
Kupt - 36,000
KuBtf t - 0 - (3.06.04)

~ 3.07. The course of the total needfor capital in a single process.
Now having, in the foregoing, examined separately each individual
factor causing a need for capital in a productive process, we shall
be able to determine the total need for capital for one productive
process, by the simple addition of the respective capital require-
ments found. We then get the following course:

Kt-n - C -I- VG
n,

K~-(n-i) - C -I- VG ~- V~-(n-~)1~ct-(n-i) ~ ~ (bsit-(n-t)-f-
j-i

~ bsi) xjr-(n-1) -}.. bió-(n-1)
n-1 n-1 n,

Kt-cn-2) - c -{- vG -~-- ~ vt-: ~Gt-S -f- E ~ (bs;t-S ~
a-n-2 a-n-2 j-1

n-1
~ bai) xit-s ~ ~ bló-s

a-n-2

...................................................................
n-1 , n-1 n,

Kt - C ~ VG ~ ~ V~-s ~jGt-s ~ ~ ~ (Ógjt-s ~
a-0 s-0 j-1

n-1
-I- bsi ) x~-S -}- E bló-s

8- 0
n-1 . b n~

Kcf i - C-~- yG -~- E V~-S pc'-s-E E( b„~i -~- ó,jt-qi) xi--9i,
s--1 m-1 j-1 .

(3.07.01 a),
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in which
5

C - T-f- E P,~ -}- rG .
m-1

bsit-S - asi . l~s~-s
bmj - amj . pm

b,j'-9i - a,j . p,~~i

(3.07.01 b)

(3.07.01 c)
(3.07.01 d)
(3.07.01 e)

In the foregoing discussion of the course of the need for capital
during a productive process, we have based our reasoning on the
assumption that all goods produced are sold, during the period
t-{ - 1 and that they are also paid for during this period, so that
the money locked up in this production was duly set free again.
In practice, however, this is generally not the case. In the first
place, the sale of the final products will extend over several periods
of time; i.e. a proportion of the final products will be used to
build up a stock, the quantity of which gradually decreases. The
volume of the stock of final products depends on a great many
internal and for external factors. The most important internal factor
is, of course, the total volume of production. The external factors
are related to the market situation - as, for instance, the "ab-
sorption capacity" of the market, the ruling prices, etc. Owing
to the formation of these stocks, therefore, the need for capital will
diminish only very gradually to its minimum.

Furthermore, a large number of buyers do not pay cash, which
means that, with respect to those products which are sold on credit,
the need for capital arising from the formation of stocks is con-
verted into another need for capital caused by the granting of
seller's credit. The size of the debtors' balance - and also, there-
fore, the voltime of the need for capital arising from it - depends
on many difFerent, chiefly external, factors, such as the mentality
prevailing among the population, the available purchasing power,
and suchlike.

Not until all final products have been sold and paid for has the
need for capital been reduced to the volume denoted by Kt-{-1 in
formula (3.07.01 a).

These considerations imply that the lessening of the need for
capital from Kt to Kt~l (3.07.01 a) - leaving out of consideration
any changes in the stocks of raw and auxiliary materials other
than through their introduction into the productive process, i.e.
assuming that V~fI- 0-
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n-1 nl n-1 5 n,
E E (bs~t-s -i-.. b9J) x~t-S -f- E blt-S -~ E~(b,n~ -f- b7jt-9i) x~t-ei

s-o ;-1 s-o m-1 ;-1
(3.07.02)

will extend over several periods, say zv. In that case the need
for capital expressed, in (3.07.01 a), by Kt~~ will be represented
by Yt~w. The question now is what the course of the need for
capital will be between the end of the period t and the end of
the period t ~ ze~.

To answer this question we shall have to know the volume of
production ofthe productive process. Suppose this volume amounts
to Q units. Now if we assume - as we have consistently done
so far - that the sale and transport of these final products take
place during the period t, but that payments do not start until
after this period, while the quantity of products for which payment
has still to be received at the end of the period t-i- 1, is represented
by DtT~, then the term

Q- Dt~-1 (3.07.03)

denotes the quantity of final products which, at the end of the
period t-{- 1, has been converted into efl'ective purchasing power,
in other words, the quantity of final products that caused the
diminution in the need for capital.

Hence, the lessening of the diminution in the need for capital
during the period t~ 1 will be:

Q- Dt~ 1 n-1 n, n-1
Q ~~(bs~t-s ~ b9J) x~t-S ~ E blo-S -~-

s-oj-1 s-o

5 nl
-~ ~ E (bm~ -~ b7Jt-9~) xt-9~

m-1j-1 (3.07.04)

The need for capital at the end of this period will then be:

n-1 .
Kt~-1 - C ~ [TG ~ ~ Vt-S ~Gt-s .~

s- -1

Dt~ 1 n-1 n, n-1
~ Q ~ E ~ (bs~t-s ~ b9J) x~t-s ~.. ~ blo-s -

s-oj-1 a-o

Dt-F-1 5 n,
Q Q E E(b,,,~ -~- b,~t-9i) x~t-ei

m-1 j-1
(3.07.05)
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The need for capital Kt-~I ( see formula (3.07.01 a)) is a particular
case of the last-mentioned need for capital, namely, when

Dtfi - 0.

In an analogous way, we may now determine that
n-1 .

Íi t~ 2- C-~- VG f E Vt-s rjGt-s .~
a--2

Dt-{-2 ( n-1 n, n-1
--~ ({ ~ E (bsi-S ~ ó9i) x~-S -{-- E bló-S ~ -

Q s-oj-1 a-o

-Q- Dtfz ~ ~ (ómi ~ ó7'~,) ~~I
(3.07.06)

Q m-1 j-1

Since, at the end of the period t -~ ze~, Dt-~-w - 0, the need for
capital may then be expressed as follows:

n-1 6 n,Ktfw- C~ VG ~. E Vt-S ~G~S-~ E(ómi -~ ó,jt-Qi) xj-9Í
a-~ m-1 j-1

(3.07.07)

In addition to the fluctuating stock referred to above, there will
also have to be an "iron stock" of final products, if the firm is
to cope with suddenly arising market situations entailing larger
sales, or with any unforeseen stagnation of production. These
factors will give rise to a constant need for capital, which we shall
denote, in the following, by YE.

In the case of credits granted by the firm to its clients, too,
there is a constant nucleus, which entails a constant need for
capital Yp.

Now if we review the whole of the above considerations con-
cerning the need for capital, we may render the entire course of
the need for capital, during one productive process, by the following
series of formulas:

5
y~t-n -T-~ EPm ~rG~rE~rD-i'vG

m-1

5

Kt~~~) -T~ ~Pm~rG~rE~rD ~VG~
n-i

nl
yt-(n-llpGt-(n-1) ~ ~ (ósÍt-(n-1) ~...

óai) xit~~1) ~ ó~~~~~)
i-1
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5

j~t-(n-2) - T~- ~ Pm ~ rG ~ rE ~ rD ~ VG ~
m-1

n-i n-i n, n-i

-i- E Vt-S 1~Gt-S -~ E ~ (bsi-S ~ bsi) xir-s ~. ~ bió-s
s-n-2 a-n-~j-1 s-n-2

...................................................................

...................................................................

5

lit -T~ ~Pm~rG~rE~rD~ vG~
m-1

n-i , n-1 n, n-i

~ ~ Vt-S ~Gt-S -~ ~ E (bsi1-5 -~ bsi) xit-s ~ E blpt-S
s-0 a-0 j-1 a-0

5 n-i .

Ktf t- T~- ~ Pm ~ rG ~ rE ~ rD ~ VG ~ ~ V1-5 pGt-S ~
m- i s--1

Dt-{-1 n-i n, n-i

-I- Q ~ ~ ~ (bsit-S ~- bsi) xic-s ~. ~ bia-s -
s-p j-1 s-0

- Q ~t~-t ~ ~ (b ml ~ b7lt-9j) xit-qj
}G, m-1 ;-1
5 n-i .

ji't-~-2 - T-~- E Pm ~ rG ~ rE ~ rD ~ VG ~ ~ Vt-s~jGt-s ~

m-1 a--2
Dtf2 ( n-i nl n-1

-}- ()) ~ E (bsit-s ~. bsi) xi:-s ~ ~ bipt-s -
Q a-o;-1 a-o

Dt-F2 5 n3
- Q- E ~ (bmi ~- b,j-9i) xjt-Qi

Q m-1j-1
...................................................................
...................................................................

5 n-1 ,

I~ t~- w - T f~ Pm f rB f rG f rD f VG f E Yt-s p~t-s -
m-1 8- ~

5 n,

- ~ E (bmi -~ b,it-ei) x~-vi (3.07.08 a)
m-1 j-1

in which:
bsit-s - asi , pst-s (3.07.08 b)
bmi - ami , ~m (3.07.08 c)
b~~-9i - a~i , p7t-4i (3.07.08 d)

The notation used in the above formulas is as follows:

lit - the total need for capital at the end of the period t;

t - the period, at the end of which the sale of the final
products begins;
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w - the number of periods of time covered by sales and
payments;

n-{- w - the total duration of one productive process;
T - the purchase value of the grounds;
P,,, - the purchase value of the m-th capital equipment;
YG - the value of the iron stock of raw and auxiliary materials;
YE - the value of the iron stock of final products;
YD - the volume of the constant nucleus of credits granted to

clients by the firm;
VG - the value of the stock of raw and auxiliary materials

above YG at the beginning of the productive process;VGt-s - the balance of the mutations, other than by introduction
into the productive process, in the stock of raw and
auxiliary materials, and semi-manufactures, during the
period t - s;

~iGt-S - the price of one unit of raw and auxiliary materials and
semi-manufactures during the period t- s;

nl - the number of operations of the productive process;
x~-S - the volume of thej-th operation during the period t- s;
b9~ - the amount of direct expenses per volume-unit of the

j-th operation;
bió-S - the amount of indirect expenses during the period t- s;
Df - the quantity of final products sold but for which payment

has still to be received at the end of the period t;
Q - the quantity of final products set as the target of the

productive process;
q~ - the number of periods by which the j-th operation

precedes the last operation of the productive process;
as~ - the number of hours of labour consumed per volume-unit

of the j-th operation;
~ist-S - the hourly wage per man during the period t- s;
am~ - the number of units of work consumed, of the m-th

capital equipment, per volume-unit of the j-th operation;
~im - the purchase value of one unit of work of the m-th

capital equipment;
a;~ - the quantity of raw and auxiliary materials consumed

per volume-unit of the j-th operation;
p7t-9i - the price of one unit of raw and auxiliary materials

during the period t- q~,
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The diagrammatic representation of the course of the need for
capital described above - on the assumption that there is no
change in the stock of raw material during the periods t-{- 1 to
t--~ ze~ inclusive, shows the following picture:

K I l
r''' ````

r ~
I

~

Tt Y~ YÉ Yp

t-n t-(n-1)t-(n-2) t-1 t t,t t, t, ttw
Iw-2)(w-1)

end of the period

Now in order to determine the course of the total need for
capital in the case of our example - the manufacture of straw-
cases - the following values will have to be filled in, for the
symbols in the general formulation (3.07.08 a), in addition to those
given on page 55 et seq.:

YG - 6000
VG - 150,000
ze~ - 4
Q - 10,000
D~ ~- ~ - 9000
Dt}z - 5000
DtTs - 1000
Dt~-4 - 0
YE - 20,000
Yo - 40,000

Now assuming that the only quantity of raw material purchased
is that which is consumed during the productive process, then the
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relationship between the need for capital and the volume of the
several operations is as follows:
Kt~

j~t-5
j('t-4
Kt-3
yt-z
y'r-t

Kt

~ ~-
( ~~ Ktft
~ ~~~A

Ktfa

j~tf3

- 25,000 ~- 100,000 ~- 150,000 -~ 60,000 ~-- 300,000 ~-
45,000 -}- 6000 -{- 20,000 -{- 40,000 .-~- 150,000 - 896,000

- 902,000 -~- 2 xlt-5
- 908,000 -~ 2 xlt-5 -~ 2 x2t--4
- 914,000 -}- 2 xlt-5 ~- 2 x2t-4
- 920,000 -}- 2 xlt-2 -{- 2 x2t-4
- 926,000 ~- 2 xlt-5 -}- 2 x2t-4 -~- 2 x3t-t -~ 4.1 x4t-t ~

-}- 4 x5t-t -{- 1.5 xst-t ~ 0.6 x~t-t -~- 0.1 xet-t

- 932,000 -~- 2 xlt-5 ~-- 2 x2t-4 ~- 2 x3t-t -~-- 4.1 x4t-t -}-
--~ 4 x5t-t -~ 1.5 xet-t -}- 0.6 x~t-t ~ 0.1 x8t-t -{- 0.4x1ó -}-
-{-- 0.05 xllt

- 928,400 ,~- J1.8 xlt-5 -f- 1.8 x2t-4 -~ 1.8 x3t-t ~--
- 1-6:31 x4t-1 ~- 3.6 x5t-t -}- 1.35 xet-t -}- 0.54 x7t-t -~-
-{- 0.09 xat-t -}- 0.36 xló -{- 0.045 xllt -
- 0.1 (x2t-4 ~- 0.35 x4t-t ~ 0.435 xst-t ~ 0.0075 x,t-t ~-
-}- 0.02 x9t-t -{- 0.09 xllt)

- 914,000 -f- xlt-5 -'- xZt--a -{- x3t-t - 97.95 x4t-t -}-
-}- 2 x5t-t -}- 0.75 xst-t -}- 0.3 x~t-t -}- 0.05 x8t-t -{-
-f- 0.2 xlo -}- 0.025 xllt -
- 0.5 (x2t-4 -}- 0.35 x4t-t ~- 0.435 xst-t -{- 0.0075 x,t-t -~-
~- 0.02 x9t-t ~-- 0.09 x~~t)

- 899,600 ~- 0.2 xlt-5 -{- 0.2 x2t-4 -}- 0.2 x3t-t -
- 179.59 x4t-t -f- 0.4 xbt-t -f- 0.15 xgt-1 -~- 0.06 x7t-t ~
-~- 0.01 xat-t -~ 0.04 xlo -~- 0.005 xllt -
- 0.9 (x2t-4 ~- 0.35 x4t-t -{- 0.435 xst-t ~- 0.0075 x7t-t ~
-F 0.02 x9t-t -{- 0.09 xiit)

Ktf4 - 896,000 - 200 x4t-t -
-(x2t-4 -~- 0.35 x4t-t ~-- 0.435 xBt-t - }- 0.0075 x,t-t -}-
~- 0.02 x9t-t ~- 0.09 x~~t)

KtfS - 902,000 -~ 2 xltf5 -
-(x2t-4 -~ 0.35 x4t-t ~- 0.435 xet-t -{- 0.0075 x~t-t ~
-}- 0.02 x9t-t -}- 0.09 xllt)

jf tfs - 908,000 ~- 2 xltf5 ~ 2 x2tfs -
-(x2t-4 -{- 0.35 x4t-t ~ 0.435 xet-t -}- 0.0075 x~t-t -}-
~- 0.02 x9t-1 ~ 0.09 xiit)
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Kr~-~ - 914,000 ~-- 2 xltf5 .~ 2 x2tts -
-(x2t-4 -}- 0.35 x4t-1 -F- 0.435 xst-1 -}- 0.0075 x,t-1 -}-
-}- 0.02 x9t-1 -~-- 0.09 x~~t)

(3.07.09)

~ 3.08. The need for ca~iital arising from other factors.

In the paragraphs 3.02 to 3.06 inclusive we have summed up
different causes entailing a need for capital, and which are directly

related to the nature and~or volume of the productive process.
The sum of these separate financial requirements forms the need
for capital of one productive process, as discussed in ~ 3.07.

Apart from this, however, there are in an enterprise some other
causes which entail a need for capital, and which are not directly
related to an individual productive process as such. Before dis-
cussing, in ~ 3.09, the need for capital caused by the course

of events in the enterprise, therefore, we shall first give our
attention to these factors.

First and foremost there is the necessity to bridge over any
temporary disturbances in the equilibrium between the incoming
and outgoing flows of financial means in the enterprise. This
necessity involves the maintenance of a so-called "regulative credit
balance" in the form of liquid assets of the first order, such as
cash, bank credits, cheques, etc.

With regard to the actual volume of the need for capital arising

from this situation, nothing definite can, a priori, be stated, since
it is the entrepreneur's personal judgement that is its main deter-
minant. For on the one side there is the subjective influence
exercised by the entrepreneur's wish to "play safe", which may
induce him to prefer as large as possible a"regulative credit
balance", while on the other side an unduly large cash reserve
creates an unremunerative surplus for capital. This problem will have

to be solved with the aid of theories of statistical decisions 1. Since,
however, the statistical determination of all the coefficients used
is outside the scope of the present study, this point will be left

for discussion on some future occasion. Failing this exact deter-

i WaLn, A., Statistical Decision Functions, New York, London, 1950.
BLACKWELL, D., GIRSHICK, M. A. Tfuo~y of Games and Statistical Decisions,
New York, London, 1954.
See for other literature:
Econometrica, Vol. 20, Supplement, December 1952, p. 900 and 901.
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mination, however, we may say that, if this regulative cash reserve
is to fulfil its task as safety-valve efficiently and at all times, then
there should be a certain proportional relationship between its
volume and the firm's need for capital arising from its current
expenses on stocks, labour, and direct and indirect costs. The
regulative cash reserve, therefore, has a dynamic character, as may
be seen from the following equation:

U
ARt-s - l oo .

Kt-sfloating

in which

(3.08.01),

ARt-s - the volume of the regulative cash balance at the end
of the period t- s:

v - the regulative cash balance, expressed as a percentage
of the need for capital:

Kt-sf~oating - the firm's need for capital arising from the current
expense on stocks, labour, and direct and indirect
costs.

In addition to temporary disequilibria that may occur in a firm's
incoming and outgoing flows of finance, there may also be frequent,
prolonged and profound disturbances in this equilibrium - as,
for instance, in the case of losses. To cope with such disturbances
the entrepreneur must have at his disposal a"liguidity reserve",
i.e. a reserve in readily cashable values such as securities negotiable
on the Stock Exchange.

With respect to this reserve, too, the volume of the need for
capital arising from it will depend, on the one hand, upon many
subjective factors ( summed up by Keynes under the collective name
of Liquidity Preference) 1 , while, on the other hand, the firm's
investment interests will act as a brake on this preference for liquid
assets 2. The need for capital arising from this situation will be
indicated, in what follows, by

AL.

In concrete cases, therefore, it can be determined only with the
aid of the statistical theories, referred to above.

1 KEYNES, J. M., The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money,
London, 1946, Chapters 13 and 15.

a For a detailed discussion, see vwx BERKUM, P. P., Het Liguiditeitsaraagstuk
in de Prodactie-onderneming, Tilburg, 1939, p. 16 et seq.
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There may finally e~st a separate need for capital in an enterprise,
arising from the necessity of reserving finance for the pur~iose of
expansion. Such finance may naturally be invested outside the
enterprise itself.

Any judgement regarding the volume of this need for capital,
which will henceforth be denoted by

AE,

can only be arrived at after sound market investigation 1.

~ 3.09. The course of the total need for eapital in the running of a firm.

As we remarked in Chapter I, when describing the course of events
in an enterprise, the organization will, in most cases, provide for
the simultaneous performance of two or more productive processes.

When two or more productive processes take place completely
simultaneously, the total need for capital, caused by the respective
corresponding operations can be determined by simply adding
together the capital required for the separate productive processes.

When, however, the productive processes do not take place
completely simultaneously, but only partly overlap, then this simple
addition is no longer applicable, since there are no longer any
equal independent-variables. In such cases, therefore, the number
of independent-variables is increased - as was already observed
on p. 37 et seq.

Now in order to determine the course of the total need for capital
in a case like this, we shall assume that a number of productive
processes, viz. k~ 1, each start at a different moment of time;
the first at the end of the period t- n, the second at the end of
the period t- (n - ll), and so on; and the last at the end of the
period t-(n - lk). The course of the total need for capital may
now be found by adding together the capital requirements of the
separate processes, at the same moments of time. To get these
additions-per-moment accurate, however, we must first know which
productive processes have, at the moment concerned, an increasing,
and which have a diminishing, need for capital, because - as
(3.07.08 a) shows, this makes a difl'erence in the formulation to
be used.

In order to determine the connexion between the moment in
question and an increasing, or, respectively, diminishing, course

1 Cf. VExnooxrr, P. J., Grondslagen en techniek van de Marktanalyse, Leiden, 1950.
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of the need for capital, three partly overlapping productive processes
are shown diagrammatically in the following figure, in which the
various relevant moments are marked on the time-line.

it-(n-q)
I

~` ~`
`

~ T
1 Í ~ I 1 i ' I I i ~~ I Ii ~ ~ ~ I ~ I 1 i ~

Í Í ( I j I~ I ~ ~ 1 ~ 1~ ~ ~
I 1 ~ 1 I I I I ~
t ~ i i i I 1 I ~ i i i i ~ 1 i

I
7

I

7

1

~
1

n:...

.} } } f -F } f { .f } }
J ~N ~ ~ 7 7 7 J 7 7

t t i`~ i`. f } f }

~ N ` G C~ f
G

-. `N Gf ~F
~ N

Now if we examine, in the above figure, the course of the need
for capital of the three productive processes at the moment
t-(n - q), we shall see that, at this moment,

productive process I has an increasing,
productive process II has an increasing, and
productive process III has a diminishing need for capital.

The reason for the fact that the first productive process has an
increasing need for capital is because t-(n - q) has been fixed
in such a way that

t-f-n-~w] t-(n-q) 1 t~--w, or that
2n-{-w)q1n-~w.

The second productive process also has an increasing need for
capital because

t-~ n~- w -1- ll 1 t-(n - q) ~ t-~ w ~- ll, or because
2n-{-w f 111q~ n-{-w-~-ll.
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The diminishing need for capital of the third process is explained
by the fact that t-(n - q) has been fixed in such a way that

t-}- ze~ -}- ZZ 1 t-(n - q) 1 t-}- l2, or that
n~-u~-f-lz~q~n~l2.

It follows from the above that, in general terms, one may say
that, if the moment t-(n - q) is fixed in such a way that

pn-I--(i~-1)w -I-lu~~41 (p- 1)n~-(p-1) ~-I-lu~
(ul - 0, 1, 2, . . . . ~ d)~

then the first, second, etc. to the (d -~ 1)-th productive processes
will have an increasing need for capital.

The remaining productive processes will then have a diminishing
need for capital, which implies that

pn-I-l~rx~-i-lu~l4~pn-~ (p-1)~~lus(u2-d-~ 1,....,k).

In the above formulation, p represents the number of times that
the first productive process has already started again.

t
Now if we denote the ratio Q of the i-th productive process by S;t,

then we may say that the total need for capital at the end of the
period t - (n - q) (assuming that there are k-r-- 1 productive
processes of equal volume, which overlap in the way indicated
above, while t- ( n - q) has been fixed in such a way that the
processes 1, 2, ....., d~-- 1 have an increasing need for capital)
may be represented by the following multinomial:

t-(n-9) ( U n-1

~ot. - CT ~ VG ~ AL ~ AE ~ l 1 ~ 1 ~~)
~ Vt-S ~Gt-s ~

` e-n-q
n-1 n, n-1

-I- E E(bsi-S -~ ba~) x~l-S ~-- E blt-S ~
s-n-qj-1 e-n-q

n-(l,tl) n, n~l,-}-1)

-~ E E (bs~~-S -~- b9J) x~-S -}- E blo-S ~-
a-n-yj-1 a-n-q

n-(l!i-1) n, n-(ls~-1)
~.. ~ ~ (bójt-s ~ ba~) x~t-s ~... ~ blt-s -~ . . . .

s-n-qj-1 a-n-q
n-(ldfl) n~ n-(ldtl)

. . . . ~- E E (bsi-S~~ b9i) x~-S ~ E blo-S -~-
a-n-q j-1 x-n~

U -~n-4) n-lldi-lfl)~n~ n~ld-~lfl)
-~ 1-{- - S~ E ~(bóit-S ~- bef)xi -S ~- E blt-

( 1~()) dfl a--ldtl 7~-1 s--ldfl -
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ín-4) ' n'- 1-~df i ) E E(b„~j -}- b,f-qj) x~-vj ~-
m-1 j-1

U -~n-9) n-(ld f 2f 1) n. n-(ld ~ 2f 1)

-~-(1 ~--)Sa ~ ~ (bsi-S ~ bsi)xit-s ~. ~ bló-~-
100 df2

8-~d-~2 1-1 8--ld~ 2
~ ~n~)~ 5 n,

- 1 - ~d~-2 ~ ~ (bmj f b~jt~j) x~-9j '-, . . . . .
m-1 j-1

U n~lk~-1) n, n-(l~}I) )-

. . . -f- (1 ~-
100

`Skt-ín-9) ~ ~ ~ (bsi -S ~bsj) xi1-s ~ E bló-s
(()8- -lk 7-1 s- -lk

5 n,
- (1 - Ski-~n-4)) E ~ ( bmi -~- b,jt-9j) x~-Qj -

m-1 j-1

p 5 n,

-(d -}- 1) E E E(bmi -~- b~jt-qj)i xjt-qj -
i-1 m-1 j-1 -`- ~
p-1 5 n,

- (k - d) ~ ~ ~ (bmj -f- b~i-Qi)i xjt-ai (3.09.01)
i-1m-1j-1

The new symbol CT occurs in the above formula. By CT we under-
stand the need for capital arising, in this cycle of three productive
processes, from the grounds, the capital equipment, the iron stock,
and the minimum amount owing by the firm's debtors. The fol-
lowing is valid with respect to CT:

5
CT C (k -~- 1) (T -I- E Pm -~ iG -I' rE ~- rD) (3.09.02).

m-1

It will be clear that, in most cases, CT will be smaller than the
sum of the C's in the individual productive processes, i.e. if we
reflect that the same capital equipment can be used in many cases
for the same productive processes, even when they partly overlap.
Via CT, therefore, an interrelation is established between the
financing of the enterprise and the firm's inside organization. Thus,
correct routing and planning reduces CT to a minimum, which
implies the smallest possible use of capital in this respect.

If the k~- 1 overlapping productive processes are of unequal
volume, then the variables xif-S in (3.09.01) that correspond per
process, will not be equal either, while the last two terms of (3.09.01)
will have to be replaced by k~ 1 terms, i.e., a separate term for
each productive process.

Applying the formula (3.09.01) to the example of the manufacture
of straw-cases - assuming that for (3.09.02) is valid:
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5

CT-T~ ~ Pm~rG~rE~rD
tn - 1

and A~ - 100,000
AE - 100,000
v - 10,

then we get the following relationship between the need for capital
at the different moments of time, and the volumes of the various
operations:
Ytcott-6 - 1,111,000
Krott-5 - 1,117,600 ~-- 2.2 xlt-5
Ktott-4 - 1,124,200 ~- 2.2 xlt-5 .} 2.2 x2t-~t
Krort-3 - 1,137,400 ~- 2.2 xlt-5 ~ 2.2 x2r-a ~ 2.2 xlr-s
ICmtt-2 - 1,157,200 ~'2.2 x„5 -}- 2.2 x2r-a ~ 2.2 xlt-3 -~-

-{- 2.2 x2t-z -{- 2.2 xlc-z
Ktott-t - 1,177,000 ~-- 2.2 xlt-5 -}- 2.2 x2t-4 -}- 2.2 x3t-t ~

-~- 4.51 x4t-t -{- 4.4 xst-t ~ 1.65 xsr-t ~ 0.66 x,t-t -}-
-~ 0.11 xat-t ~ 2.2 xlt-3 - }- 2.2 x2t-2 -~- 2.2 xit-2 ~-
-~- 2.2 x2t-t

Kiott - 1,196,800 ~ 2.2 xlc-5 ~ 2.2 x2t-a -F. 2.2 x3r-t ~
-{- 4.51 x4t-t -{- 4.4 x5t-t -{- 1.65 xst-t -~ 0.66 x,t-t -}-
-~ 0.11 x8t-t -{-- 0.44 xló -~ 0.055 xllt -~- 2.2 xlt-3 ~
-~ 2.2 x2t-2 ~-- 2.2 xit-2 ~- 2.2 x2t-t

Ktatf t - 1,206,040 -}- 1.98 xlt-5 -f- 1.98 x2t-4 -}- 1.98 x3t-t -
- 17.941 x4t-t ~-- 3.96 x5t-t ~ 1.485 xst-t ~
-~- 0.594 x,t-t -~- 0.099 x8t-t -~ 0.396 xló ~- 0.0495 xllt -{-
~ 2.2 xlt-3 -i- 2.2 x2t-a ~ 2.2 x3rt t~ 4.51 x4tf t~
~-- 4.4 x5tf t-~ 1.65 xgrt t-~ 0.66 x,tf t-{- 0.11 x8tf t-~-
-}- 2.2 xlt-z ~ 2.2 x2:-t -
- 0.1 (x2t--4 -}- 0.35 x4t-t -}- 0.435 xst-t -}- 0.0075x7t-t ~-
-~ 0.02 x9t-t ~ 0.09 xllt)

Ktort-~2 - 1,203,400 -{- 1.1 xlt-5 -{- 1.1 x2t-~ -~- 1.1 x3t-t -
- 107.745 x4t-t -}- 2.2 x5t-t -f- 0.825 xst-t ~
-~ 0.33 x7t-t ~- 0.055 x8-t - ~- 0.22 xlo -}- 0.0275 xllt -~-
-}- 2.2 xlt-3 -{- 2.2 x2t-2 f 2.2 x~tf t~ 4.51 x4rf i~
-}- 4.4 xbt~- t ~-- 1.65 xótf t~- 0.66 x,tf t~-- 0.11 xatft~

~- 0.44 xltf2 ~ 0.055 xlltf2 ~ 2.2 xlr-z ~. 2.2 x~t-t -{-
~-- 2.2 xscfz ~. 4.51 x4tf2 ~. 4.4 xbtf2 ~ 1.65 xsrf2 .~.
f 0.66 x7t~-2 ~ 0.11 x8tf2 -
- 0.5 (x,t-4 -~ 0.35 x4t-t -}- 0.435 xót-t ~-- 0.0075 x,t-t ~--
-~ 0.02 xet-1 - }- 0.09 xllt)
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Ktott-~3

~tott-I-4

Ktott-f-5

Ktott~-s

1,190,200 -{- 0.22 xlt-5 -~ 0.22 x2t-4 -f- 0.22 x3t-t -
- 197.549x4t-t ~0.44xst-t ~-0.165 xst-t -{-- 0.066 x,t-t -~-
-~-- 0.011 xst-t -~ 0.044 xló -~- 0.0055 xllt -{- 1.98 xlt-3 -}-
-}- 1.98 x2t-z -f- 1.98 x3tf t- 17.941 x4trt t~- 3.96 x5t f t~--
-{- 1.485 xsrf t-~ 0.594 x,t~ t-~ 0.099 xgt-~ t-~- 0.396 xlo ~ 3.~
-}- 0.0495 xllt-~z -}. 2.2 xlt-z -{- 2.2 x2t-t ~ 2.2 x3tfz ~
-~- 4.51 x4tfz -F- 4.4 x5tfz -f- 1.65 xstfz -~- 0.66 x,t-z -F-
-{- 0.11 x8tf z -~ 0.44 xlóf3 ~- 0.055 xllt f 3-
- 0.9 (x2t-4 ~-- 0.35 x4t-t -f- 0.435 xs~-t -F- 0.0075 x,t-t -~-
-~ 0.02 xyt-t ~ 0.09 xlit) -
- 0.1 (x2t-z -f- 0.35 x4tf t~ 0.435 xstl t-{- 0.0075 x7tf t...~
-~ 0.02 x9rf t -~ 0.09 xlltf2)
1,166,440 - 220 x4t-t -}- 1.1 xir-3 -~ 1.1 x2t-2 ~.
-~ 1.1 x3tf 1- 107.745 x4tf t -}- 2.2 x5t f t-~- 0.825 xstf t-~-
-F- 0.33 x,tf t -~ 0.055 x8tf t-{-- 0.22 xlo-~z ~-- 0.0275 xllt~-z-}-
-}- 1.98 xlt-z -F 1.98 x2t-t ~- 1.98 x3tf2 - 17.941 x4t~z -{-
-~ 3.96 xstf2-~ 1.485 xstfz -~ 0.594 x,tfz -~ 0.099 x8tfz .~--
-{- 0.396 xlof3 -}- 0.0495 xlltf3 -
-(x2t-4 ~- 0.35 x4t-t -~- 0.435 xgt-t -{- 0.0075 x,t-t -E-
-~ 0.02 x~t-t -~-- 0.09 xllt) - 0.5 (x2t-2 ~-- 0.35 x4tf t~...
-~ 0.435xstft ~ 0.0075x7t-~t ~ 0.02x9t~t ~.0.09x11tf2)-
- 0.1 (x2t-t -f- 0.35 x4t-~z -~ 0.435 xstfz -{- 0.0075 x,tfz ~
-~- 0.02 x9tfz ~- 0.09 xllt~-s)
?,141,360 -~ 2.2 xltf5 ~-- 0.22 xlt-3 -}- 0.22 x2t-z -{-
-3- 0.22 x3tf t-197.549 x4t~ t~ 0.44 x5t-~ t -{-- 0.65 xstT t-{-
-f- 0.066x,t~-t-~-O.Ollxgtft-E-0.044x1o~-z-E-0.0055x11t~-z~--
~ 1.1 xlt-z -{- 1.1 x2t-t -~ 1.1 x3tf2- 107.745 x4tf z~--
-~- 2.2 x5tfz -{-- 0.825 xstfz ~- 0.33 x,tfz ~ 0.055 x8tf2 -F-
-{- 0.22 xló ~3 -}- 0.0275 xlitf3 -
-(x2t-4 -}- 0.35 x4t-t --~ 0.435 xst-t ~- 0.0075 x7t-i -{-
-~- 0.02 x9t-t -~ 0.09 xllt) -
- 0.9 (x2t-z ~- 0.35 x4tt t-}- 0.435 xstf t-f- 0.0075 x,tf t-~
~- 0.02 x9tft ~ 0.09 xllt~z) -
- 0.5 (x2t-1 -{- 0.35 x4t~2 -}- 0.435 xstf2 -}- 0,0075 x~tfz ~
-~ 0.02 x9tfz ~ 0.09 xlit~-3)
1,128,160 ~-- 2.2 xlt~5 ~- 2.2 x2tts - 220 x4tft ~
-~- 0.22 xlrfz~ 0.22 x2t-t ~ 0.22 x3tf2 -197.549 x~tf2 ~..
-{- 0.44 xStTz -{- 0.165 xst~z -~- 0.066 x,t~z -{- 0.011 x8tfz -{-
-}- 0.044 xltf3 ~- 0.0055 xlltf3 -
-(x2t-4 -F 0.35 x4t-t ~- 0.435 xót-t -~ 0.0075 x7t-1 ~--

-~- 0.02 x9t-t -}- 0.09 xllt) -
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Ktott}~

-(x2t-z -{-- 0.35 x4t~i -i- 0.435 xstft -~- 0.0075 x7tft -~-
-~ 0.02 x9tf t~ 0.09 xlltfz) -
- 0.9 (x2t-t -{- 0.35 x4tfz-f- 0.435 xstf z-~- 0.0075 x,t-~z ~.
-~- 0.02 x9t-~z ~ 0.09 xlltfs)

- 1,137,400--~2.2x1tf5~2.2x2t~-s~2.2x1t~-~-220x4r-~z-
-(x2t-~ -{- 0.35 x4t-t -~ 0.435 xst-t ~- 0.0075 x,t-t -{-
-}- 0.02 x9t-t -~- 0.09 xilt) -
-(x2t-z -{- 0.35 x4t~- t~- 0.435 xstf t-~ 0.0075 x,t-~ t-}-
~-- 0.02 x9tf t-~ 0.09 xlltfz) -
-(x2t-t -f 0.35 x4t-~z -}- 0.435 xst-~2 -~ 0.0075 x7t-~2 ~
-~- 0.02 x9t~z ~ 0.09 xllt~s)

(3.09.03)
~ 3.10. The diaersity ~ihenomenon.
1. The nature of the dir~ersity phenomenon.

On comparing the sum of the maxima of the (k - ~- 1) separate
productive processes with the maximum which h~tott-~n-9~ can
assume, without taking into account the capital requirements
ARt-s, AL and AE, mentioned in ~ 3.08, we shall find that the
latter maximum is invariably smaller than the aforementioned sum.

The sum of the maxima of the fluctuating parts of the separate
productive processes, apart from the need for capital arising from
the stock of raw materials, is:

n-1 n, n-1
~.-. ~ ~ (bsit-s ~ b 9J) xit-s ~. ~ blo-s -{-

s-o j-i s-o
n-(ll f 1) n, n-(l,-F 1)

~ ~ ~ (bsit-s -~. bsi) xit-S ~ ~ b~ó-S -I- . . . .
s--li j-1 s--l.

n-(lk~-1) n, n-(lkfl)
. . . . -f- E ~ (bsit-S -~ bsi) xit-S -}- ~ bló-S -

s---lk j-1 s--1k
p 5 n,

-(d -}- 1) E E E(bmj -{- b,it-vj)tx f-9i -
i-1 m-1 j-1

p-1 6 n,
- (k - d) E ~ E ( bmi -}- b,i-9 j)txit-9i

i-1 m-1 j-1

(3.10.01)
Now since, as assumed above,
q G n G n-{- ll c.... G n-~- ld and therefore,
n-q ~ 01 -111 .. .. ~ -ld and
St-~n-9) S,t-(n-9) ~

1
d-}-1 ' . . . .' k ~ '
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the following will be valid for all values of q:
n-1 n, n-1

~ ~ (bsi-S ~ b9i) xit-s ~. ~ bló-s
a-n-qj-1 s-n-q
n-1 n, n-1
E ~ (bsit-s ..}.. b9J) x~-S -{- ~ blo-S,

s-o j-1 s-o

n-(l, } 1) n, n-(l, } 1)

c
(3.10.02)

E ~ (bsi-S ~ b9i) xil-S ~ ~ bló-S ~
s-n-q j-1 a-n--q
n-(1,}1) n, n~l,-I-1)

E E(bsit-S -}- b9J) xit-S ~ E blo-s
s--l1 j-1 s--l,

and so on, until
n-{ld}1) n, n-(ld}1)

~ ~(bsit-S ~ b9J) xit-s ~ E blo-S G
a-n-q j-1 a-n~

n-(tdi-1) n, n-{ld}1)

E E(bsi-S ~ b9i) xir-S -}- E blo-s
8- -ld ;-1 s- --ld

and:

(3.10.03)

(3.10.04)

t- (11-Q)
n--(ld -~ 1-i-1) nt n--(ld a-1 }1)

Sd}) ~ E ~(bsit-s ~ bai) x~-S -~-. E blo-S c
s- -laf l j-1 s---la a-1

n--(ld-~1-F1) n, n-(ldfl}1)

~ E (bsi-S ~- b9j) x~-S ~- ~ blo-S (3.10.05)
s--ld-~-1 9-1 8- -ld -I-1

and so on, until

t-(n-q) n~lktl) nl n-(lk}1)
sk ~ ~ ~ (bsi-s ~ bai) x~-s ~ E blo-S C

8--ik j-1 a--lk

n-(lk}1) n, n--(lk}1)
E ~(bsi-S ~ b9i) x~-S - E 61t-s (3.10.06)

s--lk j-1 s-~k

Since, apart from the above inequalities, the nature of the need
for capital also entails that

(n-Q) 5 n1 t-4j xt-Qj
(1 - S~a}1 ~ ~ (bmi ~ b~l ) l ~- . . . .

m-1 j-1

. . . . ~- (1 - S t-(n-Q)) E E ( bmi -}- b,~-Qj) xit-9j ~ 0
k m-1 j-1

(3.10.07)

this proves, therefore, that for each value of q - and accordingly

also for the value at which Kt-(n~) is maximal - this maximumtotal
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must be smaller than the sum of the maximal capital requirements
of the separate productive processes.

In the foregoing this proof was given for cases of k-}- 1 over-
lapping productive processes of equal volume. Taking into account
our remark on page 80, the same may be proved for cases where
the overlapping productive processes are not of equal volume.

This contingency is called the diversity phenomenon. It occurs
whenever a number of variable magnitudes reach their minimum
or maximum at different periods of time.

Hence, if the capital equipment is replaced by parts, this
phenomenon acts also with respect to the gradually dimínishing
part of the need for capital. As the result is analogous, in the
following only the consequences of this phenomenon as regards
the fluctuating part of the need for capital will be considered.

2. The extreme values of the need for capital and the diversiiy phenomenon.
With respect to the firm's need for capital, therefore, the occur-

rence of the diversity phenomenon implies, first and foremost, that,
when two or more productive processes overlap, the maximal need
for capital will be smaller than the sum of these maxima for the
separate productive processes.

It follows from the above that the difFerence between the sum

of the maxima of the,separate capital requirements and Kotat -Q~,. ~
is equal to: , - .

n-(4f1) n, n--(4-I-1)

(d ~ 1) ~ ~ (bsi-S ~ b9i) xii-S -{- (d ~- 1) E
8-O j-1 8-0

blt-s ~...

n~ldflfl) n~ n~ldfl-~1)

~ ~ ~ (bsi-S ~ 69i) xi-S -{- ~ blt-S -}-
a-o j-i 8-0

n-~ldf2fl) n, n~ldf2}1)

f ~ ~ (bsi-S ~ b9i) xi-S f E blo-S -~- . . . .
8-o j-i 8-0

n-(lkfl) nl n~lk}1)

. . . . ~ E E (bsi~-S ~-- bsi) xi-S ~-- E blo-S -~-
e-o ;-1 s-o

-1 n, -1

-f- E E(bsit-S f beJ) x~-S -}- E bla-S -}- ..,.
8--a. j-i 8--~.

-1 n, -1
. . . . -}- E E (bsi~-s .~ bai) xi~-s ~ E bl~-S -

8--lk j-1 a--lk

fi. i,;,,~ ;~ -. . ~i ,~ :i; h- ~~f~ - I 85
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U -~"-9) n~ldflfl)n, n--{ld~lfl)

(1 ~ 100) [~d-~ t E E(bsi~-s ~b9i) x~-S-{- E blo 1-~- .
s--la}1 ~-1 8--lafl

1-~"-9) n--(lkfl) n, n-{lkfl)
. . . .- Sk E ~ (bsi-s ~ b9J) xil-s ~ ~ blo-s~ l ~-.

8--lk 9-1 s--lk J

t-~n-4) 5 n `
-~ (1 - S ) E E (bmi -~- b,~-vi) xj-9i -f- . . . .

d-I-1 m-1 i-1 .

. . . . ~- (1 - Skt"-9)) ~ E (bmi ~ b,~-ai) xil-aj (3.10.08)
m-1 j-1

Examination of the above polynomial will show that only the part
-1 n, -1
E E (bsi-S ~ b9i) xil-s ~ E blt-s ~.. . . . .

R--t~ 7-1 8--l.
-1 n, -1

. . . . -~ E E (bsil-s ~ bai) x~-S -}- ~ bl1-s
8--Zk 9-1 e--lk

(3.10.09)

does not respond to any variations of q, so that we may conclude
that, as a result of the action of the diversity phenomenon with
respect to the firm's need for capital, the maximum of the total
need for capital must be smaller the volume stated in (3.10.09)
than the sum of the maxima of the separate productive processes.
To the extent that there is a regulative cash balance present in

U
~ the enterprise, (3.10.09) will still have to be multiplied by~l

-I-100 '
When the different productive processes are unequal i`n volume,
the corresponding terms x11-S will, also here, be unequal.

As will also be clear from the above, the maximum of the total
' need for capital will be relative~y smaller according as there are
~ rr~ore overlapping productive processes, since, for each additional

productive process, a term in the form of
-1 n~ -1

E~(bsi-S ~ bsi) xir-s ~ ~ blr-s (3.10.10)
e---lu 7-1 8--lu

will be added to the multinomial referred to above (3.10.09).
The diversity phenomenon acts not only with respect to the

maximal, but also with respect to the minimal need for capital.
This is to say that the minimum total need for capital is greater
than the sum of the minimal capital requirements of the separate
processes.
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To prove this it should be borne in mind that the sum of the minima
of the separate productive processes - leaving out of consideration
the money set free in respect of depreciations - is equal to

CT -f- VG -f- AL -{-- AE (3.10.11),

while the need for capital at the end of an-arbitrarily chosen-
period t-(n - q), given k-}- 1 overlapping productive processes
of equal volume, and again leaving out of account the money set
free in respect of depreciations, may be represented, on the basis
of (3.09.01), by:

CT~VG~AL ~AE~

(1 ~ 100) [
~1 n~ (bslt-S -}- llgl) xit-S -~ n ~ bló-S ~

s-n-q i-1 s-n-q
n-(l,tl) n, n-(Z,}1)

-F E E (bsit-S-{- b9i) x~-S ~ E bló-S ~ . . . .
5-n--q j-1 S-n-q

n-íld~l) nl n-íldi-1)
. . . . -}- E ~ (bsit-S -~- b9i) x~-S ~-- E bló-S -~-

s-n-4j-1 s-n-4

(n-9) ~n-íldfl~-1)n~ n-(ldfl-~1)

~ ~a-~-i ~ E (bsit-s ~ b9i) x~-S -}- ~ blo-S f . .. .
~s--Idfl j-1 8--1d~-1

t-~n-q) n-(Zk~-1) n, n~lk-1-1)
. . . . ~-- S k ~ ~ E ( bsit-s .{- b9i) xf-s-~ ~ blo-s ~

s--ak j-1 s---lk

(3.10.12)

Now if we compare (3.10.11) and (3.10.12), we shall find that
(3.10.12) is greater than (3.10.11) for every value of q; i.e. at any
arbitrarily chosen moment.

This proves the action of the diversity phenomenon with respect
to the minimum need for capital.

3. The ~iermanent need for capital in the case of a fixed volume of
~iroduction and a fixed manner of overlap~ing.

Now the minimal - i.e. the permanent - need for capital,
given several overlapping processes, will occur when the polynomial
(3.10.12) is minimal.

Since, in view of what we stated on p. 78,
n-(Idflfl) ni n~~1-~1-FI)

~ E (bsit-S ~ bsi) xi-S -~ ~ blo-S ~
8--ldfl j-1 s--fd~-1

n-(2df1-F1) n. n---(ldfl-i-1)
E E (bsit-S -I- bsi) xit-s ~. E bló-s

8-n-4j-1 8-n-4 87



and further S~ C 1,

it will be seen that (3.10.12) is as small as possible at the moment
when Sd~ t --~ . . . . . . -}- Sk is minimal.

Not until this moment has been actually determined is it possible
to calculate the need for capital existing at that moment.

It also follows from the above that the permanent part of the need
for capital increases according as there are more overlappings. In
that case, Sa ~ t -;- ......-}- Sk will continually increase, since
S,]0.

In a similar way as we argued in the first part of the present
paragraph, the above reasoning with respect to the minimal need
for capital, assuming productive processes of equal volume, may
be maintained for productive processes whose volumes are unequal.

4. The permanent need for capital in the case of afixed volume ofproduction,
and a aariable manner of oUerlapping.

In the above, therefore, we determined at what point in time
the permanent need for capital, arising from the diversity pheno-
menon, will be maximal - providing the manner of overlapping,
and the volume of the several productive processes, are known.
The question may also be asked, however, how overlapping should
be arranged to ensure that, given a fixed volume of the productive
processes, the permanent part of the need for capital shall be as
great as possible.

In order to decide upon this the minimal volume of the need
for capital should be expressed in ll, ....., lk (i.e. the factors
indicating the manner of overlapping), following which one should
calculate at what values of ll, ......, lk this minimal need for
capital assumes a maximal value.

The method to be applied for this purpose will be demonstrated
by means of a simple example, on the assumption that the several
processes involved are equal in volume.

Suppose that three productive processes, for which is valid
n 1 w, overlap; the first process starting at the moment 0, the
second at h, and the third at l2. Suppose further that the course
of the need for capital, as shown in the figure on p. 73, is such
that both the rising and the falling part are linear functions - an
assumption that causes the method to become an approximative
method, which, as will be seen f;om the results, is immaterial.
For the rising part, thé grádiëntYis taken as equal to b, while, for
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the falling part this gradient is assumed to be equal to d- Then

the following possibilities will arise with respect to oveTpping:

oGl1Gl2Gn ( 3.10.13)
nGl1Gl2Gn-}-w (3.10.14)
oGl1Gl2Gnfw ( 3.10.15).

Possibility ( 3.10.13) comprises three further possibilities, viz.,
l2Cw (3.10.13a)
12-w
n112~ w

(3.10.13 b) and
(3.10.13 c).

For possibility (3.10.14) it is obvious that only lz 1 w is valid.

We shall first of all discuss the solution of possibilities ( 3.10.13)
and (3.10.14). The four relevant possibilities are set out in the

figures on p. 90.

These figures now enable us to determine the increase or,

respectively, the diminution, in the course of the need for capital,

at those different moments when a change occurs in the total need
for capital. Now when an increase turns into a diminution, then
it is justified to conclude that the need for capital has reached a
maximal value; when a diminution changes into an increase, we
have to do with a minimum value. Thus, it will be seen from
figure A that, at all moments between l2 and n, each indi-

vid-ual need for capital shows an increase. In view of the above
assumptions with respect to the gradients therefore, a shift of one
period of time to the right will cause a total modification of 3 b.
Since 3 b ïs invariably a positive quantity, this means that there
has been an increase.

From n until n~ li, two individual needs for capital increase,
and one diminishes. An increase by one period of time, therefore,
implies a change in the need for capital of 2 b- d. Now if d~ 2 b
(which is possible within our postulate n~ w, from which follows
that d 1 b), then this change will be a negative one, tivhich means
that there will be a diminution, so that, at the moment n- in
view of the increase that preceded this moment - a maximum
value was reached.

These conclusions must naturally be different when d- 2 b, or
if d G 2 b. For, in the former case, 2 b- d- 0, so that there is
no change in the need for capital; while, in the latter case, 2 6- d
is a positive quantity, so that the rise occurring prior to the moment

n, will continue between n and n-}- ll.
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Figure A
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By this method all possibilities implied in the four figures

may be set out. To this end it is obviously unnecessary to examine

more than one cycle comprising all possibilities, i.e. from l2 to

n~- w-f- l2 inclusively. This has been done in the table below

(see page 92).

Once the whereabouts of the minimal value(s) of the total need for

capital has been determined in this way, the volume ofthis minimal

value may be studied - most readily, again, with the aid of

the above figures.
Thus, in the concrete case A, and assuming that d G 2 b, the

volume of the need for capital, at the moment n~- w~ ll, will

have to bc determined.

This volume will be:

for productive process I: ll b;
„ „ „ II: o, and
„ „ „ III: nb-(w~ll-l2)d,

or, in total (since wd - nb),
ll (b - d) -{- l2 d (3.10.16).

If we call the ma~cimal volume of an individual productive process,

q, then

b - n, and d - ~ (3.10.17).

After substitution, in (3.10.16), by (3.10.17), this term will read:

q~ll(n-w)~- lze~~
( 3.10.18).

Now the value of ll and l2 will have to be determined in such

a way that the following becomes valid:

z- ll ~ 1-11 ~ l2 ~ maximal ( 3.10.18 a) .
n wJ w ~

Since w G n, and ll 7 0, it follows that

ll(n-w)
(3.10.19)

is n~tive.
Now in order to make ( 3.10.18 a) as great as possible, ( 3.10.19)

will, therefore, have to be as small as possible. This will be the
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n 1 w h G Zz G n, while lz G w

I Moment
I of time Change I d c 2 b d- 2 bI d 1 2 6I

lz 3b - - -

Case A
n
n-~ l

z b- d
b- 2 d

-
max

max. max.

(see also
l

n-~ lz - 3 d
.

-
max.
-

-
-

fig. A) n~- w b- 2 d - - -
n-{- w-f- Il 2 6- d min. min. -
n-}- w-}- lz 3 b - min. min.

ll G lz C n, while lz - w

Case B lz 3 b - - -
(see also n 2 b- d - max. max.
fig. B) n~ ll b- 2 d max. max. -

n-~ w b-2d - - -
n-~ w f ll 2 b- d min. min. -
n-~ w~-- lz 3 6 - min. min.

l1GlzGnwhilelzlw

lz 3b - - -
Case C n 2 b- d - max, max.
(see also n-~ ll b- 2 d max. max. -
fig. C) n -~ w 2 b- d min. min. -

n-~ lz b - 2 d max. max. -
n-~ w~- ll 2 b- d min. min. -
n-~ w-~ lz 3 b - min, min.

n G Il G lz G n-}- w, therefore lz ) w

lz 2 b- d - min, -
Case D n-f- w 3 b - min. min.
(see also n-{- ZI 2 6 - d - max. max.
6g. D) n ~ lz 6- 2 d max. max. -

2n--~w -3d - - -
nfw-F~i b-2d - - -
n-~- w-~ le 2 b- d min. min. -
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case at the smallest value that ll can have, i.e. ll - 1. Since,

moreover, lw is positive, this term must be made as great as possible.

This is done by putting: l2 - w- 1.
In the same way it may be argued that, in cases where B(d C 2 b)

(i.e. where the minimum of the need for capital also falls at the
moment n~- w-~ ll), (3.10.18 a) will reach its maximum, pro-
viding that

h - 1, ánd
l2 - w.

In the event of the concrete case A, while d- 2 b, then it will
be seen from the above table that there are tw~ minima, viz. at
the moments n-}- w~ li, and n-F- w-~-- l2. Since, in that case,
2 6- d- o, no change in the total need for capital will occur
during the period of time bet~veen these two moments. The two
minima, therefore, are equal. With regard to the minimum at the
moment n~- w-}- ll, however, (3.10.16) is valid, and also, there-
fore, ( 3.10.18 a). As a result, we then get the same solution as in
case A(d G 2 b), namely, '

11-1
12-w-1.

A similar argument holds good for case B(d - 2 6), which leads
to the same solution as B(d G 2 b), viz.,

11-1
12-w.

The same result is obtained by determining the maximal values
of the minimal need for capital in the cases A(d ] 2 b), and B
(d ~ 2 b), although, in these cases, (3.10.18 a) is replaced by

z- 2l2- Zl -~ maximal' (3.10.20).n n

In case C(d G 2 b) we have two, non-consecutive, minima, viz.
at the moment n ~- w, and at the moment n-}- w ~- ll. Calculating
the minimum at the moment n~ w, we get:

ll d ~ nb -{- wb -12b.

Maximal, therefore, must be
ll lz w

z - w-n ~ n ~
1 (3.10.21).
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In view of the conditions l2 ~ w, and ll C l2i this will be so pro-
viding l2 - w ~- 1, and ll - w. Substitution, in (3.10.21) by these

values gives, for z: z- 2- 1 (3.10.21 a).n

The minimum at the moment n-~- w~-- ll has the value
llb-lld-~12d, so that

should be maximal.

~ 1 - 11 ZZ
z - ll n ~J ~-- ~ (3.10.22)

In view of the conditions set out for case C, therefore, the values
of ll and l2 at which (3.10.22) is maximal, will be

ll - 1, and
12-n.

Substitution, in (3.10.22), by these values, gives the following
maximal value of z:

1 1 n
z-n-~-~ ~ (3.10.22a).

To choose between the two minima it is necessary to ascertain at
what moment

1 ~ 1 1 n
2-n C n-ze~ ~ ~~ or

2~ n-1
2 - n ~ w ~ or

~
2wn-2w`n2-n, or

If, therefore, 2 w 1 n, it will be necessary, in order to obtain the
greatest possible permanent need for capital, to choose the following
method of overlapping:

11-w
12-w-~- 1.

If 2 w G n, then the method of overlapping ll - 1,
Z2-n
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will produce the greatest possible permanent part of the need for
capital, while in the case of 2 w - n, both methods of overlapping
will lead to the same result.

As, in case C (d - 2 b), the minima fall at the same moment
as in C(d G 2 6) (because the minimum at the moment n-{- w-~- ll
is equal to the minimum at the moment n~ w ~- ZZ), the solutions
in this case are the same as those in case C (d G 2 6).

In case C (d ~ 2 b) the minimum is reached at the moment
n f w-}- l2. The volume of this minimum is then

2 l2 b- ll b, so that we have to maximize:

z- (3.10.23).n
Here again, therefore, we get the solution

l~ - l,
12-n.

In case D(d G 2 6) the term to be maximized will be seen to
have the following value:

! 1 1 ll 1 1
z - Z21 n - ~ - n -I- n n -~ ~~ (3.10.24).

In view of our abovementioned postulates, this mcans that

ll - n ~ 1, and
Z2-n-{-2

must be valid.
Since, in case D(d - 2 b), the three minima are all equal, while

one of the minima falls at the same moment at which there is a
minimum also in case D(d G 2 b), the solution in this case is
analogous to that given in case D(d c 2 6), viz.

11-n-}- 1, and
12-n--~2.

In case D(d ~ 2 b), it appears that the term which should be
maximal shows the following equation:

2w ll l2
z- 2~ n- n- n

(3.10.25).

Now (3.10.25) will be maximal, if

ll - n -}- 1, and
12-n-}-2.
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Summarizing the cases discussed above, and their solutions, to-
gether with their maximal values of the permanent need for capital,
we arrive at the following table:

Case zmaa
Special

conditions

A (dc 26)

A (d-26)

A (d ~ 2 6)

B (d ~ 2 b)

B (d - 2 b)

B (d~26)

C (d ~ 2 6)

C (d c 2 b)

C (d-2b)

C (d - 2 b)

C (d ~ 2 b)

D (d ~ 2 b)

D (d-2b)

D (d ] 2 b)

ll

1

1

1

1

1

1

w

1

w

1

n --~ 1

la

w

w

w

w -~- 1

n

w --~ 1

n

n

n~-2

n-{-2

n -}- 2

1 2

n
1 1

1 ~-- - - -
n w
1 1

1 -~---n w
2w-1

n 1 1
w~n-w

12--n
n 1 1

w~n-w
I

2- n

1 ~ n-w
1 2

l~n-w
2w-3

n

Examination of the maxima in the above table shows that the
maximum in case A(d G 2 b) is equal to the maximum in case

D(d C 2 b). Since, in case A(d C 2 b), 2 is deducted from 1~1,
w n

while, in case B (d C 2 b), only 1 is deducted from 1-}- 1, thew n
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following must hold good:
B(dG2b)~A(dG2b).

For the maximum 2 - n, in C (d G 2 b), we may write 1-{- 1 n.

Since 1 G 1, and 1~ 1, it follows that 2- 1~ 1~
1- 1

n w n n n w

Again, the maximum in case C(d G 2 b) is also
n ~ 1- 1' 1~ 1- 1~ because n~ 1, so thatw n w n w w

C(d G 2 b) ~ B(d G 2 b).

In case of d G 2 b, therefore, we may say that, in general,

C ~ B ~ A - D (3.10.26).

Since the maxima, in those cases where d- 2 b, are the same as
those where d G 2 b, (3.10.26) also applies to the former cases.

Since 2
w- 3 G 2 w- 1, because - evidently - 3 1 1, itn n n n

follows that the maximum in case A(d 1 2 b) is smaller than the
maximum in B (d ~ 2 b).

Since, further, ~ G 1, it follows that 2~- 1 G 2- 1, so thatn n n n
C(d~ 2b) ~B(d] 2b).

As on case D(d 1 2 6), the maximal value of z is equal to
the maximal value in case A (d , 2 b) we may, therefore, say that,

with respect to (d ~ 2 b),

C~B~A-D. (3.10.27)

The above exposition related to the case of three overlapping
productive processes. A similar procedure may be followed when
k -~- 1 processes overlap.

From the inequalities (3.10.26) and (3.10.27) it follows that, if it
is intended to obtain, via the diversity phenomenon, as large as
possible a permanent part in the short-term fluctuating need for
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capital, while leaving a free choice regarding the respective starting
moments of the productive processes, these starting moments should
- in cases where n] w- be chosen in such a way that ll G l2
G n, while l2 ) w (being the conditions for case C), providing al-
ways that all processes can be started within this interval.

In most cases, however, the choice of these starting moments
is not an entirely free one. Technical details, or data relating to
the firm's investment policy or its sales policy, will often cause a
spreading of the number of productive processes over the various
intervals. Even then, however, it is possible to determine the method
of overlapping - within the intervals permitted by the restrictions
- in such a way that the permanent part of the need for capital
attains a maximum. In that case, the smallest maximum will be
the permanent part of the entire course of events within the firm.

When it appears that the choice of the intervals is limited on
account of the fact that, for technical reasons, not all productive
processes can start within one and the same interval, then it will
be necessary - if the greatest possible permanent part for the entire
course of events is to be attained - to determine the number of
productive processes over the intervals 0 to n, and n to n-}- w, in such
a way that the greatest values will equal one another in both
cases. To this end - if (3.10.26) is valid - therefore, the minimum
of x processes, in case C, is equalized to the minimum ofy processes
in case D, while, in addition, (x ~ y) and (k -~- 1) are made equal.
We then get two linear equations in x and y, from which both
x and y can be resolved.

In the above discussions we started from the postulate that
n~ w. A similar reasoning may, of course, be followed for cases
where n C w.

As we stated on p. 88, the above procedure is based on pro-
ductive processes of equal volume. From a study of the method
here given it will be clear that, in a similar way, the permanent
part and the values of ll, ........, lk, in which this permanent
part is maximal, can be calculated, when the productive processes
are of unequal volume, the order of sequence of the inequalities,
however, being known. This only requires the introduction of
coefficients differing per process, which - in view of the constant
nature of n and w, can be arranged in the same order of sequence
as the volume of the various processes. This, however, means a
considerable extension ofthe number of alternatives to be examined
in solving the problem.
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5. The permanent need for capital in the case of a variable volume of
production, and either fixed or variable manner of overlapping.

The influence of the diversity phenomenon on the permanent part
of the short-term need for capital does not only depend on the
variation in the method of overlapping, but also on the variation
in the volume of the productive processes. This will be evident
from (3.10.18), in which, next to the factors determining the over-
lapping (ll and lz), a factor q, representing the maximal volume
of the individual need for capital, is also involved. As follows from
(3.09.01), this factor q is directly related to the various operations
and, therefore, to the volume of the productive processes.

In a similar way as shown in the preceding part of the present
paragraph, it will now be possible to determine also that ratio
between the respective volumes of the productive processes which,
via the diversity phenomenon, causes as great as possible a part
of the individual short-term needs for capital, to be permanent.

For, since (according to (3.10.17) ), with respect to each pro-
ductive process,

b-n, and d-w,

it will be seen that the difference in volume ultimately amounts
to a difference between the b's and the d's.

To set out the figures analogous to those on p. 90, and tables
analogous to those on p. 92, it will be necessary to distinguish,
for each of the possibilities n~ w, n- w, and n G w, and given
k-}- 1 productive processes, also (k ~-- 1)! possibilities. For instance,
in the case of three productive processes, the cases

bl G bz G b3i and, therefore: dl G dz G d3,
blGb3cbz~ ~~ „ : dlGd3Gdz~
b3cb1Gbz, „ „ : d3cd1Gdz,
b3GbzGb1, „ „ : d3GdzGd1,
bzGblGb3, ~~ ~~ : dzGdlGds~
bzGb3cb1, „ „ : dzcd3Gd1.

In these cases the values of bi, ........, bk~ i must be fixed in
such a way that the minima shown in the tables shall be as great
as possible.
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Chapter IV

THE FINANCING NORMS

~ 4.01. The connexion betr.oeen the financing and the objectiae of the enterprise
In the description of the objective of the firm, in ~ 1.01, this ob-
jective was defined as consisting in "the acquisition of an income
sufficiently large to guarantee the firm's subsistence" 1, which
implies that the striving after continuity should be the primary
consideration. To this, however, the remark was added that "within
the limits of this continuity principle, the greatest possible profit
should be striven after". 1

All actions (either inside or outside, and affecting the enterprise)
by the entrepreneur or other parties interested in the firm, should,
therefore, be directed towards the attainment of the above dual
objective.

In order to ensure, as firmly as possible, the maintenance of the
enterprise, all such actions must be aimed at raising to a maximum
value the firm's power of resistance against harmful internal and
external influences, and at maintaining it at this level.

Once the course of events within the enterprise has been adapted
to the attainment and maintenance of the greatest possible power
of resistance, the next effort must be to reach the second objective,
viz. by making the difference between proceeds and costs as great
as possible.

The above statement to the effect that all the actions in question
should be directed towards this dual objective, implies that actions
relating to the financing of the firm, too, must be performed in
such a manner as to contribute to the achievement of the greatest
possible power ofresistance of the firm, and to the greatest possible
difference between proceeds and costs - at any rate in so far as
such financial actions are liable to influence these objectives either
directly or indirectly.

That there is a direct relationship between the financial actions
and the firm's power of resistance is clear from what J. L. Mey
remarks on this point, viz.,
' See p. 2.
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"The power of resistance of the enterprise is determined by its
financial and organizational structure, and by the efficiency of
the policy pursued by it." i

The financial policy pursued by the firm also has a direct influence
on its profitability. For, if we represent profit by the following
equation:

W - 0 - (Pk -{- Fk), (4.01.01)
in which
W - the profit yielded by the course of events w.ithin the firm;
O - the proceeds of the quantity of final products turned out

in this course of events;
Pk - the total costs of production of the number of productive

processes that constitute this course of events;
Fk - the costs involved in financing the course of events in the

firm,

then we shall clearly see this interrelation between profitability and
financing. For, that method of financing which entails the lowest
possible financing costs will have the most favourable influence on
the profitability of the enterprise. Moreover, the method of finan-
cing also contributes indirectly to a firm's profitability, since a
sound financial policy should be one of the conditions for its optimal
development and, with that, for the fullest possible use being mael~
of existing possibilities to make profit.

It may be concluded from the above, therefore, that all fin~.nci 1
actions by a firm must subserve that method of financing w11Ych~

shall strengthen the firm's power of resistance as much as
possible, so that its subsistence is not threatened; :
shall not be a hindrance to the fullest development of the
enterprise, and
involves the lowest possible financing costs, so that profitability
on that account will be maximal.

~ 4.02. The quantitatiae liquidity norm.
As explained in Chapter III, the firm's need for capital is an ever
varying quantity, which variation is directly related to the volume
and the nature of the course of events in the enterprise.

Now if the method of financing is not to jeopardize the sub-

1 MEY, J. L., Weerstandsaermogen en financiële reorganisatie aan ondernemingen,
Amsterdam 1946, p. 59.
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sistence of the firm, and not hinder its further development, then
it will, in any case, have to be such as ensure the presence of at
least the minimal amount of capital required to-day and in the
future. For, if this is not the case, then those goods and perform-
ances that cause this need for capital cannot be obtained to the
full, so that the course of events must be reduced in volume - or,
if even this is not possible, will have to be abandoned altogether.
If it is expected that, at some future time, the need for capital
will exceed the existing minimal amount, then this will mean
either a complete or partial stoppage of production, or - assuming
production to be maintained at its present level - a hindrance
to further development. It is also possible that, owing to disequi-
librium between the need for capital and the minimum amount
available, the entrepreneur is compelled to modify the whole or part
of the course of events in his business in such a way that a more
costly method of production must be resorted to. If this happens,
then the absence of the minimum amount of capital will preclude
also the satisfaction of the third condition of efficient financing.

But the volume of the existing amount of capital is not
determined exclusively by its minimum limit. Its maximum limit,
too, can be stated, viz. on the ground of the third financial demand,
i.e. that relating to the costs of financing. For, when more capital
is introduced than is necessary, part of it will be lying fallow during
the course of events in the firm. We then get what may be called
"over-liquidity". And since these redundant amounts of money
fulfil no function in the enterprise the expense entailed by their
being introduced will not be defrayed by part of the final result
of the industrial process - which means waste. In that case, there-
fore, the financing costs are too high.

From these remarks concerning the minimal and the maximal
volume of the amount of capital to be introduced we now come
to the first financing norm. For, the financing of a firm should be
such as to ensure
~"equilibrium between the inflow and outflow of money, in such

a way that both an excess and a shortage ofcapital are avoided". 1
Since this norm relates to the volume of capital to be introduced,
while its application obviates both the possibility of"over-liquidity"
and of "under-liquidity", this norm may be termed the quantitatiae
liquidity norm.

' MEY, J. L., op. cit., p. 36.
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In the Netherlands economic literature there are frequent re-
ferences to a supposed contradistinction, in the financing of an
enterprise, between considerations of liquidity and considerations
of costs. 1 As will be clear from the above, such a contradistinction
does not exist in so far as these considerations relate to the question
of quantitative liquidity. After all, the quantitative liquidity norm
rests - in its minimal determination of the volume of capital -,
apart from considerations relating to the firm's power of resistance
and its further development, also on considerations of costs, while
the maximal volume of capital is entirely determined by con-
siderations of costs. The relationship between the two points of~
view, therefore, is not one of mutual opposition; but neither are
they in complete agreement. The connexion between the two con-
siderations is one of cause and effect. For, the quantitative liquidity
considerations are the result of, among other factors, considerations
of costs.

~ 4.03. The qualitatiae liquidity norm.

In the above we have consistently used the term "capital". The
concept "capital", however, being a collective concept, covers
several different kinds of capital.

These different kinds of capital may be subdivided in accordance
with two main elements 2, viz.,

(1) the period of time during which the capital in question is tied
up in the firm;

(2) the degree to which the capital is tied up in the firm 3.

Classing types of capital according to (1) - duration -, we
can distinguish
(1) permanent capital, i.e. that capital which is present during

the entire life of the firm;
(2) long-term capital, i.e. capital which, although present in the

firm for a lengthy period, yet must be relinquished, either
wholly or by instalments, sometime during the firm's existence;

Cf. KLEEREKOPER, S., Op. Clt., p. 356 et seq.; LIMPERG, TH., Leer der Finan-
ciering, university lecture; VAN DER SCHROEFF, H. J., Omlooptijd van het aermogen
en aeraangingsntrplichting, in "25 jaren M.A.B.", Part I, Purmerend 1950, p. 219.
For further points of view, see TdxnuRV, M., and Gsst.I., E., Finanzierungen,
Ziirich 1948, p. 23 et seq.
Cf. also Vnx KE~rEI., A. B. A., Schetsen uit de,financiering der onderneming, Leiden
1944.
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(3) short-term capital, i.e. capital which the firm can use only
for a short period to meet its need for capital.

One year is usually taken as the limit dividing short-term from
long-term capital.

Taking the degree to which the capital is bound to the firm
as criterion for the subdivision of types of capital, we get the
following two groups:

(1) the firm's own capital, i.e. that which is its own property;
(2) outside capital, i.e. capital borrowed from sources outside the

enterprise, and which, all according to the agreements arrived
at, will have to be repaid.

Setting out the various kinds of capital - arranged in accordance
with these two points of view - in a schematic representation,
we get the following survey:

Permanent capital

Long-term capital

Short-term capital

Outside capital

1. Bonds
2. ?~lortgage loans
3. Other long-term

loans

1. Bank credit
2. Seller's credit
3. Buyers' credit
4. Other short-term

loans

While, as is shown above, the capital can be subdivided according
to the length of time it is tied up in the firm, the need for capital,
too, - as we saw in Chapter III - is subject to a similar clas-
sification as to time. For we there came across a permanent need
for capital caused by those property components that are con-

Own capital

1. Capital introduced
by entrepreneur(s)

2. Limited partner's
capital

3. Shares
4. Reserves
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tinuously present in the same value, such as grounds, financial
participations, etc., on the one hand, and by the diversity phenom-
enon, which acts with respect to the slowly diminishing part and
with respect to the short-term part of the need for capital, on the
other hand. There further remains a slowly diminishing part and
a short-term part.

Now it is this congruency in the subdivisions of both the capital
and the need for capital from which the second financing norm
arises. For, either the subsistence of the firm will be seriously
endangered, or profitability will be very adversely affected, if the
permanent need for capital should be financed with either long-
term or short-term capital. At any moment that this capital is
either wholly or partly withdrawn from the firm it will be necessary
to replace it at once, since the need for capital remains unchanged.
And it will always be an open question whether the situation on
the money- or capital market is such as to allow of this replacement
in sufficient measure and at a normal rate of interest. If it proves
impossible to attract sufficient replacement-capital, the need for
capital will have to be adapted to the amount available at the
time, which means that either the volume of the course of events
in the enterprise, or - if such a thing is possible - its character,
will have to be modified. In the former case - as we already
saw above - either the partial or the complete liquidation of the
existing and~or future course of events in the firm will have to be
decided upon - which conflicts with the exigency of the strongest
possible power of resistance, on the one hand, and with that of
complete development, on the other hand. In the latter case it
will be necessary to resort to a different (which, in a well managed
firm, means a more expensive) method of production - a thing
which is contrary to the demand, set out above, with respect to
costs.

If the firm finds itself compelled to attract the replacement-capital
at a higher rate of interest than normal, then this will also conílict
with the said demand relating to costs.

Similar arguments can be found if the whole or part of the
slowly diminishing need for capital should be financed with short-
term capital.

The fluctuating need for capital can be financed with short-term
capital without either the power of resistance or the possibility
of expansion being endangered. For, in this case - as Van Berkum
observes,
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"on the assumption of remunerative sales, the money flowing
back from the turnover (may), after the end of the fluctuation,
be used to liquidate the credit situation". 1

From the above exposition we may conclude, therefore, that, in
conformity with the demands set out in the beginning of the
present chapter,

(1) the permanent part of the need for capital must be financed
minimally with permanent capital;

(2) the short-term fluctuating part of the need for capital, maxi-
mally, with short-term capital, while

(3) the slowly diminishing part and the fluctuating part of the
need for capital may together be maximally financed with
long-term capital2.

In the above we indicated - on the ground of considerations
relating to power of resistance, expansion, and costs - the minimal
quantity of permanent capital and the maximal quantities of long-

j term and short-term capital. It should be borne in mind that, in
determining the exact amounts of these classes of capital, it is the
last-named of these three - considerations of costs - that plays
the most important part.

For, if a firm attracts a quantity of permanent capital sufficient
to finance the entire course of events in the concern, then there
will be over-liquidity in those periods in which its need for capital
is below the maximum. As we saw above, this means a loss to the
enterprise, even if the amount not required is invested at short-
term, since the interest received in return for the loan is usually
much lower than the interest one has to pay for attracting outside
capital.

As against this, it may be said that - again usually - the
interest to be paid on short-term borrowed capital is higher than
on long-term capital. As a result of these three rates of interest it
is now possible to find that volume of the fluctuating part of the
need for capital, for which it is immaterial, from considerations
of costs, whether it is financed with long-term or with short-term
capital. Financing of a larger part with either long-term or short-

1 VAN BERKUM, P. P., Op. Cit., p. lO.
' Cf. also Ds JoNCx, B. H., Beschouwingen oae~ eenige effecten en credietaormen

in hun beteekenu voos de financiering d~s onderneming. The Hague 1924, p. 7
et seq.
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term capital, however, would decrease the profitability of the
enterprise. 1 Whether the part of the short-term need, determined
in this way, should be financed with permanent, or with long-term

capital will depend - apart from factors outside the enterprise,

such as the situation on the capital market, and factors inside the

enterprise, but not of an economic nature, e.g. the "right of say"

in the firm's affairs - also on considerations of an economic
nature, such as the stability in the business results obtained, "so
as to ensure a great measure of certainty that the firm will be in a

position, under all circumstances, to meet its annual obligations
with respect to the payment of interest and redemption", 2 and,
finally, on considerations of costs.

The same facts that influence this latter choice will also determine
whether, and to what extent, the slowly diminishing need for capital
will have to be financed by permanent or by long-term capital.

Reviewing the whole of the above exposition, we may say,
therefore, that the secondfinancing norm lays down that the financing
of a firm should be such as to preclude, on the one hand, the
danger of under-liquidity due to a discrepancy between the times
when certain classes of capital, in view of their nature, can be
available, and, on the other hand, the danger that, at certain

moments, there will be over-liquidity to such a degree as to afFect

the profitability of the enterprise. The content of this norm appears
to justify giving it the name of gualitative liquidity norm.

This qualitative liquidity norm, too, is based on the demands

set out in the beginning of the present chapter, including, therefore,
the demand relating to costs. With respect to this norm, therefore,
there cannot be any question of a contradistinction between a

costs- and a liquidity standpoint, as the latter is one of the results

of the former.

Since, as shown in the survey on p. 104, the subdivision between
permanent capital, on the one side, and long-term and short-term
capital, on the other side, implies at the same time a division into

own and outside capital, it will be seen that the qualitative liquidity
norm already indicates the method of financing the enterprise with
the aid of these two classes of capital.
1 Cf. Poi.nx, N. J., Enige grondslagen voor de ,financàering der onderneming,

7th ed., Haarlem 1940, p. 115 et seq., and ~ 5.02 of the present study.
' Mnrrsexor, H. J., De functàe van de obligatielenàng in de financiering van itet

Nederlandsch-Indische bedr~fsleven, included in Bedr~fseconomische Opstellen,
Groningen-Batavia 1939, p. 147.
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The foregoing discussion dealt only with the determination of
the volume of the various types of capital falling under the main
grouping given in the survey on p. 104. As will be seen from this
survey, however, further subdivision is possible. The question, which
of the components thereby obtained should be used for financing
purposes, however, is bound up with many different factors that
can be determined only on the basis of a particular concrete case
- the situation on the capital - and~or money market, the legal
status and the size ofthe enterprise being among the most important
aspects of the problem. For this reason we shall refrain from going
into this question in detail in the present methodological study.

~ 4.04. Total, or ~iartialfinancing?
In the above discussion we have consistently based our argument
on a need for capital arising from a complex of property components.
That is, the firm's need for capital was subdivided only in accord-
ance with its duration, and not in accordance with the several
property components which caused it. The method of financing
based on this totality is called total financing.

It is also possible, however, to finance each property component
separately - subject, of course, to the norms discussed sub 4.02
and 4.03. We then speak ofpartial,financing.

In laying down the financing norms, it will be necessary also
to make a choice - with, in the background, the three demands
set out in ~ 4.01 - between the two methods of financing. Before
making this choice one should know the respective advantages and
disadvantages of the two methods. 1

The advantages of total financing above partial financing are
due to the fact that, when the need for capital is taken as a totality,
then the quantity of permanent capital used for financing purposes
- as a result of the action of the diversity phenomenon, discussed
in ~ 3.10, and of considerations of costs, discussed in ~ 4.03, -
will be greater than when the need for capital, arising from the
property components, is financed separately.

Thanks to this larger amount of permanent capital in the case
of total financing the enterprise becomes more independent of the.
development on the money- and~or capital market than with the
method of partial financing. For, in the latter case the enterprise

~ Cf. also MEY, J. L., op. cit., p. 40 et seq., and MEY, J. L., Enkele beschou-
wingen oaer de leer der financiering, in Maandblad aoor Sociaal-Economische
Wetenschappen, Nov. 1944, Feb. 1945.
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will always have to have recourse to the said markets, also during
situations in the trade-cycle where there is a scarcity of money or
capital, and ~or a high prevailing rate of interest.

The consequence of this - as we saw above - may be that
the firm may either be compelled to proceed to total or partial
liquidation, or experience a downward pressure on its profitability.

Total financing, moreover, also renders the enterprise independ-
ent of the development of the general conjuncture, because it will
be free from certain repayment commitments and interest burdens,
of which the former, in times of slump, may jeopardize the firm's
liquidity position, while the latter may adversely affect both
liquidity and profitability.

Partial financing, on the other hand, has some advantages
deriving from the fact that a larger amount of long-term and
short-term capital is used than in total financing. In the first place
this will, generally speaking, make financing cheaper. For, in most
cases, outside capital attracted from the capital market direct, is
cheaper than the firm's own capital, while over-liquidity is more
easily avoided or, at any rate, with smaller loss. It is further
evident that, with partial financing, financial adaptation to un-
foreseen changes can be effected more smoothly than in the case
of total financing.

Finally, it is possible for the "right of say in the management"
- a factor outside the economic field, referred to in ~ 4.03 - to
constitute an argument in favour of partial financing.

On reviewing the above discussion of total and partial financing
we may say that, in general, the advantages of total financing
relate to the firm's power of resistance, while partial financing
yields advantages with respect to its profitability.

Now on the basis of the fact - laid down in ~ 4.01 - that,
in view of the firm's objectives, all its actions, and also, therefore,
its financial actions, should be directed, first and foremost, towards ' P I~
the maintenance of the enterprise, then it is evident that the choice !`
will fall on total financing.

This, however, is not tantamount to saying that there should
be no place whatsoever, in the firm, for partial financing. We may,
for example, here think of a given, isolated form of capital equip-
ment which lends itself to financing with long-term capital, while
the money set free in respect of depreciations may serve towards
the redemption of the long-term capital in question; or of certain
stocks financed with supplier's credit; or of certain parts of the
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productive process that are suitable for financing with buyer's
credit - as is often customary in shipbuilding.

In deciding whether a given object is eligible for partial financing,
however, it should always be borne in mind that the maintenance
of the firm must never be endangered, and that profitability should
not be adversely affected.

~ 4.05. Summary.
To summarize, we may therefore conclude that the financing of
the firm is subject to the following norms:

(1) apart from certain cases where partial financing is possible
and indicated, the method of total financing should be applied;

!2) care should at all times be taken that the existing amount
of capital corresponds to the need for capital, thus avoiding
temporary contingencies of either over- or under-liquidity.

This quantitatiae liquidity norm may be represented by the
following financial functions:

I` tot(n-q) - K~ Kt-(n-q) ~ Í(' t-(n-q) (4.05.01 a)
or:

(3)

I` tot(n~) - Ii' -~ li't-(n-q) .- yi t-(n-q) ( 4.05.01 b) ~
in which

Ktot(n-q)- the total need for capital in the course of events in
the enterprise, at the end of the period t-(n - q) ;

K - the amount of permanent capital;
~t-(n-q)- the amount of long-term capital at the end of the

period t- (n - q) ;
0

lí't-(n-q)- the amount of short-term capital at the end of the
period t - (n - q);

Kt-(n-q)- the amount of capital temporarily invested, at the
end of the period t-(n - q), outside the firm.

at all times the composition of the total capital of the different
types mentioned sub (2) above, will have to be such as to
preclude - in view of the structure of the need for capital
- both temporary under-liquidity, and - from considerations
of costs - excessive temporary over-liquidity. To this demand
we have applied the term qualitative liquidity norm.
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When these norms are adhered to in financing a firm, then,
first of all, the firm's power of resistance deriving from it will be
as great as possible, so that the firm's subsistence is not endangered
through any cause originating in its method of financing, while,
within the limits of this power of resistance, financing costs will
be as low as possible. These financing costs may be represented by
the following function:

t-i-wflk
Fkt-n - (n ~-- w ~ - lk) . K . tiK -~

-~w~rk) o ~
-I- E (Kt-S .pict-S ~-Kt-S,~~-S-Kt-S , pKr-S)

S-R

(4.05.02) ,
in which

Fkf}n~rF' - the costs involved in financing the course of events
in the firm during the period between the moments
t- n and t-{- w~- lk;

w - the number of periods of time covered by sales
and payments;

n~- w - the total duration of one productive process;
lk - the number of periods at which the (k ~- 1)-th

productive process starts, after the beginning of
the first process;

Y'i - the amount of permanent capital;
~iK - the percentage of interest per period, on the per-

manent capital;
Y-i r-s - the amount of long-term capital present during

the period t- s;
~iKt-S - the percentage of interest per period, on the long-

o term capital, during the period t- s;
y t-s - the amount of short-term capital present during

the period t - s;
pKr-S - the percentage of interest per period, on the short-

term capital, during the period t- s;
Kr-s - the amount of capital temporarily invested outside

the firm during the period t- s;
~iKr-S - the percentage of interest per period, on the capital

temporarily invested outside the firm, during the
period t - s.
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Chapter V

FINANCIAL PLANNING IN INDUSTRY

~ 5.01. The problem.
In the first chapter of the present study the course of events in
the enterprise has been embodied in a system of equations, following
which, in Chapter III, we have elaborated the formulation of the
firm's need for capital. With due regard to the financing norms
set out in Chapter IV, we are now able, therefore, to lay down a
financing plan for the entreprise.

However, before discussing the problems arising in drafting such
a financing plan, it would seem apposite to repeat the equational
system given in Chapter I, in conjunction with that of the need
for capital shown in Chapter III. For, it is around this entirety
that the problems affecting the financing plan arise.

The system of equations (which, as shown in Chapter I, may
be transformed into a system of inequalities) (vide pp. 39 and 40)
contains the following equations:

Capital equipment:
k ni k

~ E am~ x~-(9i!u) - ~ Emt-(n-lu)
n-o ~-i u-o

(m - 1, 2, . . . . , 5; lo - 0) (5.01.01 a)
:

Em - ~ Emt-(n-!u) (m - 1, 2, . . . . , 5; 2 ~ k; lo - 0)u-o (5.01.01 b)
Labour:

n,
~ asl x~t-S - Est-S (s - 0, 1, . . . . , n - lk)~-i

(5.01.01 c)

Raw and auxiliary materials:
k n, k
E E a,~ x~t-(vï !u) - E E,t-(n-lu) (lo - 0) (5.01.01 d)

u-0 j-1 u-0
n-1 k

y7t-n ~... E V7t-S - E E7t-(n-tu) - y~tflk ( lo - 0) (5.01.01 e)
s--lk u-0
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Semi-manufactures:
k k n,
E xi-(9~lu) - E E a81 X,1-(4i-lu) ~

u-0 u-0 i-j~-1
k

-~ E V8t-(aï lu) (lo - 0) (5.01.01 f)u-0

Final products:
k~-1

E Q,~` -
e-1

The proceedsfunction is expressed as follows:
ktl

0 - ~ Q~` . pE
e-1

k

E Xet-(9e-lu) (5.01.01 g)
u-o

(5.01.02)

The production-costs function has the following form:
5 k n,

Pk - E E E bmtt-(4ï l~) xtt-(4i-lu) ~
m-1 u-0 j-1

k n,
~~ E b,~t-(4~lu) x~-(4ïlu) ~.

u-0 j-1
n-1 n, n-(tktl) n,

-~- ~ E bsit-s x~-s ~ . . . . -~ E E bstt-S xrt-S ~--
8-o j-1 8--lk j-1
n-1 n, n-(lkfl) n,

-~- ~ ~ b9J-S x~-S -{- . . . . ~- E E batt-S xtt-S -{-
8-o j-1 8--lk j-1

n-1
-F- ~ bló-S -~ . . .

8-0

n-(lk ~-1)
. -~ E bló-S (5.01.03 a)

e--tk

Further, the following is valid for (5.01.03 a) :
bm~t-s - am~ . pmt-S (5.01.03 b)
b7Í-S - a7Í . p~t-S (5.01.03 c)
be~t-S - aeJ . pet-S (5.01.03 d)

The financing-costs function (vide p. 111) is expressed as follows:

t fwf lk
-(wf tk)

Fk - (n f zu -I- lk) (K . pic) -I- ~ (Kt-S . pi~-S -I-
t-n a-n

o ...~ Kt-s . pict-S - Kt-S . pKt-S)
(5.01.04)
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In addition, we have the following finance function (vide p. 110) :

K tot (n-9)
- K~ j~ t-(n-q) -{- j~t-(n-q) 5.01.05 a( )

t-(n-q)
or Ktot - K-~ Kt-(a-q) - j~t-(n-q) (5.01.05 b)

Furthermore, the need for capital at the end ofthe period t-(n-q)
may be formulated as follows (vide p. 79 and 80):

v n-1
Ktott-(n-q) - CT -I- VG -~ AL ~-AE -i- 1 -~ 100 ~ y~t-5 ~~-S ~e-n-q

n-1 n, n-1
-f- ~ E(bsit-S -I- bai) xit-S -~ E bló-S -}-

8-n--4 j-1 s-n-q
n-(l, f l) n, n-(l, -}-1)

.~. E E (bsit-s ~ b9i) xit-s ~.. ~ bló-S ~- . . . .
s-n-qj-1 s-n-q

n~41t1) n, n--(ld-~1) 1
. . . . -}- E ~ (bsit-S --~ bai) x~-s ~- E blo-SJ -I-

s-n-4j-1 8-n-q
U n-(ld~-1~-1) n. n--(ldflfl) ) -

(1 ~,St-(n-q) E E bs t-S b x~-S E b t s(()~` ~100 dit 8--taflj-l ( l -I- ai) l ~ 8---la~l lo-
t-(n-q) 5 nl- (1 - S ~ ~ E (bmi ~- b,i-qf) xit-qi ~-dfl m-1 j-1

D t-(n-q) n (ldi-2f1) n, n-(ldf2~-1)
~~1 -{--~5 - E E (bsit-S-~b9i) xit-S~- ~ bló-~ -

` 100 d-I-2 s--ldf2 j-1

- (1 - St-(n-q)1 É É ( b,,,! -f- b,it-qi) x~-qi -~ . . . .
d-F2 Jm-1 j-1

U t-(n-q)
n~lkfl) n, n-(lk-f-1)

. . . . ~~1 -I-100 Sk ~ ~ (bsit-s~ b9i) x!-s ~ E bló-S~-
` s--lk j-i-1 s--lk

t-(~-q) 5 n'
- (1 - k ) ~ ~ (bn,i -~ bvj-qj) x~-qj -

m-1 j-1

P 5 n,
- (d -}-1) E ~ E ( bm j -{-- b,it-9j) ix~-qj -

ti-1 m-1 j-1

~1 5 n,

- (k - d) E ~ ~
ti-1 m-1 j-1

(bm j -~- b~i-qj) tx~~

a--ld}2

(5.01.06 a)
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For (5.01.06 a) the following is also valid, in addition to (5.01.03 c)
and (5.01.03 d) :

bm j - am j . ~im
5

CTC(k~-1)(T-~ ~ Pm~rG-F'rE~rD)
m-1

Dt-(n-9)
S~t-~R-9~ - Q ie

(5.01.06 b)

(5.01.06 c)

(5.01.06 d)

Finally, 0 - (Pk ~-- Fk) -~ maximum ( 5.01.07).

In (5.01.01 a) up to and including ( 5.01.07) we have used the
following notation:
k-~ 1 - the number of productive processes taking place in

the course of events within the enterprise;
nl - the number of operations in one productive process;
t - the period, at the end of which the first productive

process is terminated;
w - the number of periods of time covered by sales

and payments;
n~ w - the duration of one productive process;
gj - the number of periods by which the j-th operation

l„

xjt-s

precedes the final operation;
- the number of periods at which the (u -~ 1)-th

productive process begins, after the start of the
first productive process;

- the number of units of work of the m-th capital
equipment, consumed per volume-unit of the j-th
operation;

- the volume of the j-th operation during the period
t-s;

Emt-S - the number of units of work of the m-th capital
equipment, introduced into the productive process
beginning at the end of the period t- s;

Em - the total quantity of units of work of the m-th
capital equipment, available at the time ofpurchase;

z-~- 1 - the number of productive processes required to
consume E,,,;

aeJ - the number of hours of labour consumed per
volume-unit of the j-th operation;

E6t-S ~ - the number of hours of labour introduced into the
productive process at the beginning of the period
t-s;
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a~~ - the quantity of raw and auxiliary materials con-
sumed per volume-unit of the j-th operation;

E7t-s - the quantity of raw and auxiliary materials intro-
duced into the productive process beginning at the
end of the period t- s;

V7t-n - the stock of raw and auxiliary materials by the
. end of the period t- n;
V7t-s - the balance of the mutations, other than by their

introduction into the productive process, in the
stock of raw and auxiliary materials during the
period t - s;

ag; - the number ofunits of semi-manufactures consumed
. per volume-unit of the i-th operation;

y8t-s - the number of units of semi-manufactures, produ-
ced in the period t- s, and not used in a subse-
quent operation, but added to stock;

Qe~ - the quantity of final products set as the target for
the c-th productive process, and completed in
the e-th operation of this process;

0 - the proceeds of the quantity of final products manu-
factured during the course ofevents in the enterprise;

~iE - the price of one unit of final product;
Pk - the costs of production of the k-~ 1 productive

processes collectively;
b9~ - the amount of direct expenses per volume-unit of

the j-th operation;
bló-S - the amount of indirect expenses during the period

t- s;
pmt-s - the price of one unit of work of the m-th capital

equipment in the period t- s, i.e. the replacement
value;

~i7t-s - the price of one unit of raw and auxiliary materials
in the period t- s;

pst-s - the hourly wage per man during the period t- s;

Fkt } w} tk - the costs involved in financing the course of events
t-R in the enterprise during the period, beginning at

t- n and ending at t~- w-{- lk;
Ii - the amount of permanent capital;
pK - the percentage of interest, per period, on the per-

manent capital;
tK - the number of periods during which the permanent
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capital remains locked up in the course of events
in the enterprise;

y-i' - the amount of indefinitely temporary capital;
pK - the percentage of interest, per period, on the in-

definitely temporary capital;
tK - the number ofperiods during which the indefinitely

temporary capital remains locked up in the course
a of events in the enterprise;
li - the amount of short-term capital;

pK - the percentage of interest, per period, on the short-
term capital;

tK - the number of periods during which the short-term
capital remains locked up in the course of events

~ in the enterprise;
Ii - the amount of capital invested temporarily outside

the enterprise;
~iK - the percentage ofinterest, per period, on the capital

invested outside the enterprise;
tK - the number of periods during which this capital is

being invested outside the enterprise;
Ktott-~n-9~ - the total need for capital of the course of events

in the enperprise during the period t-( n - q) ;
YG - the value of the stock of raw and auxiliary mater-

ials, above YG, at the beginning of the course of
events in the enterprise;

A~ - the volume of the liquidity reserve;
AE - the volume of the reserve for expansion;
v - the regulative cash balance, expressed as a per-

centage of the firm's need for capital entailed by
current expenses on stocks, labour, and direct and
indirect costs;

d~ 1 - the number of productive processes with an in-
creasing need for capital by the end of the period
t- (n-q);

p - the number of times that the first productive
process in the course of events in the enterprise has
already started again;

~im - the puchase value of one unit of work of the m-th
capital equipment;

T - the purchase value of the grounds;
Pm - the purchase value of the m-th capital equipment;
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YG - the value of the iron stock of raw and auxiliary
materials;

YE - the value of the iron stock of final products;
Yp - the volume of the constant nucleus of credits

granted to clients by the firm;
Di-S - the quantity of final products sold but not yet paid

for, by the end of the period t- s.

Now the problem that arises in the drafting of the finance plan
is embodied in the condition stated sub (5.01.07). For, the financing
of a firm should be such as to satisfy - while taking due account
of the liquidity norms set out in Chapter IV - the condition laid
down in (5.01.07), viz.,

Proceeds -(Costs of production -{- Financing costs)
-~ Maximum.

On the assumption that
(1) a given value of the proceeds, of the costs of production,

and of the financing costs can be attained in only one way;
(2) the proceeds, the costs of production and of financing are

mutually independent,
this maximum may be reached in any one ofthe following seven ways:

I(a) The proceeds are determined;
(b) Costs of production are determined;
(c) Financing costs are variable.

II (a) Proceeds are determined;
(b) Costs of production are variable;
(c) Financing costs are determined.

III (a) Proceeds are variable;
(b) Costs of production are determined;
(c) Financing costs are determined.

IV (a) Proceeds are determined;
(b) Costs of production are variable;
(c) Financing costs are variable.

V (a) Proceeds are variable;
(b) Costs of production are determined;
(c) Financing costs are variable.

VI (a) Proceeds are variable;
(b) Costs of production are variable;
(c) Financing costs are determined.

VII (a) Proceeds are variable;
(b) Costs of production are variable;
(c) Financing costs are variable.
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With the aid of functions (5.01.02), (5.01.03 a) and (5.01.04) it
can be proved that the two assumptions on which rest the seven
ways in which a maximum can be arrived at, are invalid.

Examination of the ~roceedsfunction (5.01.02) in the above system
of equations will show that the proceeds of the course of events
in the enterprise (0) depend upon three factors, viz.,

(1) the target for one productive process (Qec);
(2) the structure of the enterprise, inasmuch as it is determined

by the number of productive processes (k -{- 1);
(3) an exogenous factor, i.e. the price which the final products

will fetch on the market (pE).

Now whenever, in the above three ways I, II, and IV, the pro-
ceeds are stated to be determined, then this implies - in view
of the three factors (1), (2) and (3) - the existence of certain
different possibilities.

In the first place, the proceeds will be determined when all
determinant factors have a constant value. But it is also possible
for two or more factors to vary in such a way as to counterbalance
each other, so that the ultimate result remains the same. It may
also happen that mutually counterbalancing variations act only
with respect to the different values of Q. For, the total proceeds
constitute the sum of the Q's of the separate productive processes:
and this sum may remain unaltered, while the terms vary.

If we denote a factor's being determined by F, and compensating
variation by Vc, then - taking the exogenous factor (price) as
given, which implies that the enterprise in question does not hold
a dominating position on the market, and assuming that this price
remains constant during the entire financing period - we can
distinguish three possibilities of variation, despite the fact that the
proceeds remain determined at the same value:

Target `
Number of E

Possibilities productive xogenous
factor

Q,el Q,ez .............. Qextl processes

1 F F ................ F F F

2 Ve Ve ................ Ve Ve F

3 Ye V~ ................ Ve F F
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With regard to the production costs (5.01.03 a) in a given productive
process we may remark that these depend on four factors, viz.,
(1) the volume of production (x~t-s) ;
(2) the method of production ( am~, aóJi a~~);
(3) the structure of the enterprise, which is determined by the

number ofproductive processes (k -~ 1), and the way in which
they overlap (ll, . . . . . . , lk);

(4) exogenous factors, i.e. the prices of the capital equipment
used, of the raw and auxiliary materials, and wages (p„tt-S,
p~t-s~ and pst-s).

Here, too - whenever the above ways I, III, and V comprise
determined costs of production - there may still exist different
variations. In stating these possibilities of variation, one should
bear in mind, also here, that variation in a single factor always
entails variation in the costs of production, except in the case of
the volume of production, where variation in the volume of the
difl'erent processes may occur; at any rate if we assume - as we
did above - that the exogenous factors remain constant during
the entire period. Subject to this condition, we may also take the
manner of overlapping as a datum: for overlapping only affects
the costs of production in so far as prices change in the course of
the period of production.

On these grounds, we arrive at the following possibilities:

Volume of production 1) Method Number Manner Exo-
Possibilities

i s
of pro- of pro-

ductive of over- genous
x I x ....... xxti duction lapping factorsprocesses

1 F F ........ F F F F F
2 F F ........ F Vc Vc F F
3 V~ V~ ........ V~ F F F F
4 V~ V~ ........ V~ F V~ F F
5 V~ V~ ........ V~ V~ F F F6 V~ V~ ........ Vc V~ V~ F F

The costs of financing, as function ( 5.01.04) shows, are directly
related to
(1) exogenous factors, i.e. the rates of interest on the various sorts

1 In this and following tables, xl denotes the volume of the first productiveprocess, etc.
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of capital (pK, pK, pK, pK) which, for the reasons already
indicated in the above, will be taken as constant;

(2) the method of financing the firm, as expressed in the values
0

assumed by K, K, K, K, tK, tK, tK, tK.
As Polak has shown in his treatise dealing with optimum

capitall, the minimum of financing costs is determined if
(1) rates of interest, and
(2) the course of the need for capital are given.

As appears from (5.01.06 a), the need for capital depends upon
the following factors:
(1) the volume of production;
(2) the method of production;
(3) the structure of the enterprise;
(4) the firm's policy with respect to stocks;
(5) the firm's investment policy, and
(6) exogenous factors, viz., prices.

On the assumption that the policy with respect to stocks, the
investment policy, and the exogenous factors are determined both
as regards financing costs and as regards the need for capital, the
financing costs will be determined providing all factors listed above
sub (1) to (3) incl. are either determined, or variable and mutually
compensatory. Since these factors also figure in the costs of pro-
duction, the variations occurring in these costs will also appear
automatically in the financing costs, so that there is no need to
include all possibilities of variation within the scope of financing
costs, in a schematic diagram.
It should, however, be borne in mind that the manner of over-
lapping- costs ofproduction being taken as datum under the said
condition - has an influence, via the need for capital, on the
financing costs. 2

It being evident from the above that
(1) a given value of the proceeds, ofthe costs ofproduction and of

the financing costs is determined in each case by several factors;
(2) the same factors simultaneously appear in the proceeds, the

costs of production, and the financing costs,
we must now enquire into the consequences which this entails with
respect to the seven ways listed above.
i

8

PoLwx, N. J., Enige grondslagen voor de financiering der onderneming, 7th
impression, Haarlem i94o, p. i i5 et seq. Cf: also ~ 5.02 of the present study.
See further p. i3i.
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Way I will then split up as shown in the table on p. 122. 1

Not all of the 18 possibilities mentioned in the table are conceivable,
as some combinations of fixed and variable factors are not possible.

First of all, it is impossible for one and the same factor that
appears under two different headings, to be fixed under one
heading, and variable under the other. For this reason the pos-
sibilities 1.02, 1.04, 1.06, 1.07, 1.09, 1.11, 1.14, 1.16 and 1.18 must
be rejected, as the number of productive processes (k ~-- 1) in
colums 2 and 6 respectively presents two different situations.

As we explained in ~ 1.05 (p. 14), the volume of the
various operations is related either directly or indirectly to the
target set by the firm. For this reason it is impossible for a given
target to exist in combination with a variable volume of production,
or conversely. This explains why the possibilities 1.03, 1.04, 1.05,
1.06, 1.07, 1.08, 1.13 and 1.14 are inapplicable.

Furthermore, the possibilities 1.12 and 1.17 are unthinkable,
since it is impossible that, under one heading, there are fewer
than two mutually counterbalancing factors in excess of those under
another heading.

Ultimately, therefore, there remain only three possibilities,viz.
1.01, 1.10, and 1.15.

In view of the fact discussed above - i.e. that, given certain
financing costs, the volume of production, the method of pro-
duction, the manner of overlapping, and the number of productive
processes (all factors, therefore, which also determine the costs of
production), either cannot be subject to variation or can vary
only compensatorily - way II can never be conceivable in its
entirety. For, the costs of production, being completely determined
since they cannot comprise any independently variable factors,
cannot be minimized.

In setting out the possibilities of way III, there is no need to
involve the financing costs in our analysis. For, the fact that the
costs ofproduction are determined implies that all factors determ-
ining the need for capital are also established. Costs of production
having been determined, therefore, implies that the costs of
financing, too, are determined.

The number of possibilities will then be as on page 124.

1 In the tables comprising the possibilities, independent varying of a factor will
indicated by Va, apart from the notation already introduced (F, V~).
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For various reasons, however, none of these eighteen possibilities
is conceivable.

First of all, it is impossible for the target of the productive
process, stated in column 1, to be independently variable while
the volume of this process (column 4) is established. For this reason
the possibilities 3.01, 3.02, 3.07 and 3.08 are inconceivable.

Further, it is also impossible for the target of the productive
process to be independently variable while the volume is compens-
atorily variable. The possibilities 3.03, 3.04, 3.05, 3.06, 3.09, 3.10,
3.11 and 3.12 too, therefore, are unthinkable.

Again, a fixed target and a compensatorily variable volume are
also incompatible - reason why 3.15, 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18 are
impossible.

In several possibilities the number of productive processes occurs
in column 6 as being given, whereas this number appears in column
2 as independently variable. For this reason 3.01, 3.03, 3.05, 3.13,
3.15 and 3.17 become inconceivable.

Finally, it is irreconcilable for the number of productive pro-
cesses to appear as independently variable under one heading, and
as compensatorily variable under another. This makes the pos-
sibilities 3.02, 3.04, 3.06, 3.14, 3.16 and 3.18 unthinkable.

Since, in way IV, the proceeds are determined, it is best to base
our statement of the possibilities on the three possibilities given
on p. 119, while taking into account that, under both headings, k~-- 1
is either fixed or variable, and that a fixed or, respectively, a
variable volume of production can be combined only with a cor-
respondingly similar target.

By proceeding along these lines one gets three possibilities,
each of which is justifiable (see page 126).

In view of the possibilities, mentioned on p. 120, open to fixed
costs of production, way V may be split up into the possibilities
mentioned on page 127.

As a result of the fact that the number of productive processes
(k -}- 1) cannot appear, under different headings, as fixed, on the
one hand, and as variable on the other, the possibilities 5.01, 5.03,
5.05, 5.08, 5.10, 5.12, 5.13, 5.15 and 5.17 are inconceivable.

Since the volume of production and the target of the productive
process can only be either simultaneously fixed or variable, the
possibilities 5.01, 5.02, 5.07, 5.08, 5.15. 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 are
~mthink~ible.
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Furthermore, 5.02, 5.04, 5.06, 5.14, 5.16 and 5.18 will be out
of the question, as k~- 1 appears, under the heading "Proceeds"
as independently variable, and under the heading "Costs of
production" as compensatorily variable. The same drawback ap-
plies to 5.03, 5.04, 5.05, 5.06, 5.09, 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12 with respect
to the volume of production or, respectively, the target.

Reviewing way V as a whole, we shall see that none of its
possibilities is applicable.

Since-as we saw in the case of way II-the combination of
fixed financing costs and variable production costs is incompatible,
way VI is reduced to way III. As we have seen, the latter way
does not fit in with the problem as we have proposed it.

Way VII implies that all terms of (5.01.07) are variable. In setting
out the possibilities falling under way VII, our best starting point
will be the possibilities of variation in the factors determining the
proceeds, so that - by utilizing all necessary, continually repeated,
combinations - we shall be able to formulate all conceivable
possibilities. These are given in the table on page 128.

On reviewing the whole of the seven ways, listed on p. 118 our
conclusion is that they fall apart into twelve possibilities. For the
sake of completeness these are given once more in the following
summary table (see page 130).

In setting out these possibilities, we have taken as our
assumption the fact that the firm's investment policy, as such, has
been established. As we remarked in ~ 2.02, however, the firm's
investment policy is an essential component of its financing plan.
In the twelve possibilities, therefore, the contingency of the
existence of a variable investment plan remains to be examined.
Now it appears that, in the possibilities 1.01, 1.10 and 1.15, there
is no room for a variable investment policy, since these possibilities
were based on the assumption that the costs of production are
completely fixed. As will be clear from the table, the method
of production, too, will be determined in those cases, while the
volume of production is either determincd or compensatorily
variable, which, in its turn, implies that the investment in capital
equipment cannot be subject to independent variability.

In the case of the possibilities 4.01, 4.02 and 4.03, there exists
a contingency of variation in the method of production, so that
it will also be possible to allow investments to vary. The same
argument applies with respect to possibilities 7.01, 7.03 and 7.05.
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Since, in possibilities 7.02, 7.04 and 7.06, the volume of pro-
duction was assumed to be variable, it will naturally be possible
also for the firm's investment policy to be variable. If this policy
is established - as may also be the case - i.e. as a result of the
situation on the commodity- or capital-market, then this amounts
to a side condition with regard to variation in the volume of
production.

The last column of the above summary table shows the occur-
rence or absence of an independently variable investment policy.
This brings the number of possibilities to 21.

As we remarked on p. 121, any variation in the manner of
overlapping will entail variation in the financing costs. In view
of this, we might have written a fixed and a variable manner
of overlapping alternately, in column 7 of the table on p. 130,
thus bringing the number of possibilities to 42. Since, however,
the problems arising from this variability are uniformly formulated
for all possibilities in the said table, this variable overlapping
has not been included in it, while, in our discussion of the method
to be followed (~ ~ 5.02-5.09 incl.), we have have also based
our argument on this fixed manner of overlapping. In ~ 5.10,
attention is given to the influence of variable overlapping upon
the method described.

The above discussion ofthe contingent problems offinance is based
on the assumption that, given variability of any particular factor
in the course of events within the enterprise, all parameters of the
system ofequations contained in the present paragraph that belong
to the variable factor in question, are also variable. Thus, for
example, if on p. 130, for possibility 4.01, the method of production
has been given as variable, the assumption has been that every one
of the parameters nl, am~, asl, a7J, a8;, bs~, blt-s and Dt-s~
derived from the equational system, is variable.

This, of course, need not always be the case; the method of
production will already be variable when, for instance,

a,,,~, a~~, as~ and asi

alone are variable, while the remaining parameters are fixed.
If this partial variability is also to be covered by the discussion,

then the number of contingent finance problems will naturally
become a multiple of that given in the table on p. 130. In setting
out this greater number of possibilities, however, one should bear
in mind that, here too, many combinations of fixed and variable
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parameters will prove to be impossible, as was the case with the
possibilities elaborated above, which were finally reduced to 21.
Since the present study is chiefly intended as a methodological
contribution, a complete enumeration of all these possibilities would
here seem unnecessary. In practice, the same method of com-
putation may be followed for these cases as that which is described,
in the follo~~ing paragraphs of the present chapter, for the finance
problems indicated above. In order, however, to ascertain to which
finance problem the possibility belongs that has arisen owing to
partial variability, it is advisable to class the parameters of the
equational system according to the factors referred to in the above
discussion. This classification leads to the following survey:

Factors Parameters

1. Target of the productive
process . . . . . . . . . . QRc

2. Volume of production ... x~t-8

3. Method of production ... nl, am„ ae„ a7„ aB,;, b9„ bló-s, Dt-a

4. Structure of the enterprise . k-{- 1, n, ll, ....., lk

5. Method of financing .. ..
0

K, tK, K, tX, K, tg, K, tK

6. Investment policy ..... Emt-s, Em, z ~ 1, AL, ALc, v, T, Eet-s

7. Policy with respect to stocks E~t-a, V~t--n p~t-s V t-s VG r~a, rE

8. Exo enous factors .....g opE~ pmt-s, l~m, f~~t-s~ 1~et-s~ 1~k,1~x~ 1~x, 1~Á

For the explanation of the notation used in the above survey we
refer the reader to p. 115 et seq.

Summarizing the preceding paragraph, the conclusion must be
that, in solving the financing problem in the enterprise, one is
confronted with a very large number of different contingencies. In
all cases, however, the problem may be briefly formulated as follows:

How should an enterprise be financed, if we take one of the
possibilities as our starting point, and make due allowance for
norms referred to in Chapter IV?

In drafting the financing plan of a given enterprise, therefore,
we shall - after constructing the model of the course of events
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within the firm in question - have to reflect, first of all, upon the
form in which the finance problem manifests itself in the concrete
case under review. Only after this will it be possible to attempt,
with due regard to the given norms, to solve the problem itself.

In the following paragraphs of this chapter the methods to be
applied in solving the various problems will be dealt with.

~ 5.02. The solution of the ~iroblem arising from possibility I.or.
1. Introduction.
One of the firm's possibilities to satisfy condition ( 5.01.07) was
shown in the table on p. 130 as possibility 1.01. This possibility
implies that
(1) the proceeds are determined;
(2) the costs of production are determined;
(3) the financing costs - via the firm's method of financing -

are variable.

The financial problem which arises from this possibility may be
reduced to the following question:

On the basis of determined proceeds and costs of production,
and with due regard to the norms mentioned in Chapter IV, how
should an enterprise be financed?

2. The method.
Before a solution of this financial problem can be attempted it is
necessary to ascertain the volume of the operations occurring in
the course of events within the firm (x~), in which both the proceeds
and the costs of production have their optimal value. In this,
account will have to be taken of many different factors, e.g. the
firm's investment policy. This aspect, however, will not be further
gone into, as it falls outside the scope of the present study.

Once the volume of the various operations is known it is possible
- since, in view of the postulates concerning the proceeds and
the costs of production, the values of the remaining parameters in
the survey on p. 132 are also known - to determine the course
of the need for capital.

As already stated several times in the above, this need for capital
consists in
(1) a permanent part, due to the permanent presence of fixed

components of capital such as grounds and iron stocks, and
to the action of the diversity phenomenon;
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(2) a gradually diminishing part, due to the use of capital
equipment - if, as a consequence of the action of the diversity
phenomenon, this part is not eliminated;

(3) a short-term fluctuating part, caused by the use of labour,
the occurrence of direct and indirect expenses, etc.

Using the methods put forward in Chapter III, the firm's total
need for capital may be split into the above three parts.

Application of the norms described in Chapter IV implies that
those parts of the total need for capital listed sub (1) and (2) above,
must be financed with permanent capital.

From the point of view given in ~ 4.03, the short-term
fluctuating part mentioned sub (3) above may be financed either
with permanent or with short-term capital, or partly with per-
manent and partly with short-term capital. In deciding between
these alternatives the costs must be taken into consideration. The
solution of this problem was already given by Polak, i.e. where
he discussed the determination of the firm's "capital optimum", 1
which he defines as follows:

". .. that part of the (firm's) temporary need for working capital
whose coverage by short-term credit is estimated to be more
expensive than coverage by long-term credit coupled with in-
vestment of the superfluous capital during the time it is not
needed"2

The volume of the capital optimum, therefore, will depend upon
(1) the annual percentage ofinterest to be paid on the permanent

capital (pK);
(2) the annual percentage ofinterest due onshort-term capital (pK);
(3) the annual percentage of interest accruing on capital invested

at short term (pK).

Now suppose a short-term need for capital (Ksho~t) to be
present ddring x periods, while one year consists of a such periods.
If this need for capital is covered with short-term capital, the
interest to be paid on it will be:

o x
Ksnort - 00 ' a (5.02.01) .

1 POLAK, N. J., Op. cit., p. 115 et seq.
a L.c., p. 116.
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Interest due to coverage with permanent capital will be:

~K
Kshort . 100

(5.02.02),

but the invested surplus will yield interest amounting to:

~iK a - x
Kshort . 100 ' a

(5.02.03),

so that the ultimate costs, in interest, are found, in this case, by
deducting (5.02.03) from (5.02.02), when they are seen to amount to

shortI` ~ 00 - 00 ' a a x~ (5.02.04) .

Now by assuming (5.0~.02~) and (5.01.04) to be equal, i.e.

pK x S~K Í~K a-x~
Kshort - 100 ' a- Kshort ()100 - 100 ' a

(5.02.05),

and by resolving x from (5.02.05), we obtain, for x, a number of
periods of time during which it is immaterial, from the point of
view of costs, whether the short-term need for capital is financed
with permanent or with short-term capital. This number of periods
- also called the "critical time" - may be represented by the
following term:

a .~ó pK (5.02.06).
pKpK

Now from the point of vie~v of costs, every short-term need for
capital occurring in the course of events within the firm beyond
this critical time, should preferably be financed with permanent
capital, whereas, for short-term need of capital lasting for less than
the critical time, financing with short-term capital is more ad-
vantageous.

With the aid of this rule, the capital optimum can now be
determined in a fairly simple way.

Let us suppose, for example, that the course ofa firm's short-term
need for capital is as follows:

February-March, incl. . . . . . . . . . Fl. 100,000.-
April~May~June . . . . . . . . . . . . . „ 80,000.-
July~August . . . . . . . . . . . . . . „ 160,000.-
September~October~November . . . . . . „ 120,000.-
December . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . „ 170,000.-
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This course of the need for capital, however, may also be expressed
in another way, viz., as follows:
Fl. 80,000.- during February-December incl. - 11 months;
„ 20,000.- during February, March, July, to

December incl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 8 months;
„ 20,000.- during July to December incl. ..- 6 months;
„ 40,000.- during July, August and December - 3 months;
„ 10,000.- during December . . . . . . . . - 1 month.

If in this example, the critical time should be, say, 5.6 months,
then, in accordance with the above rule, the firm might introduce,
to cover the short-term need for capital in question, permanent
capital to the amount of Fl. 120,000.-. During the months of
February to June incl. the superfluous capital should be invested,
while in JL,Iy and August Fl. 40,000:, and in December,
Fl. 50,000.- short-term capital must be introduced.

Once the capital optimum has been calculated in the above man-
ner, the required quantities of permanent and short-term capital,
and the moments when capital should either be invested or in-
troduced, to maintain the equilibrium between present and needed
finance, will be known. It will be possible, therefore, to take all
such measures that

"will result in, the bringing and maintaining of the quantity
of finance invested in conformity with the need for it arising
from the firm's productive function" 1;

in other words, it will be possible to finance the enterprise.
Providing, therefore, that all necessary parameters have been

determined beforehand, it is then possible to estimate the course
of the need for capital, so that, with the aid of the above method,
the finance plan can be drafted.

By way ofexample we will finally determine the method offinancing
the course of events in the manufacture ofstraw-cases, as described
in the preceding chapters.

To this end we shall take as our starting point the connexion
between the total need for capital and the volume of the various
operations, as given in (3.09.031 on p. 81 et seq. To calciilate,
on this basis, the course of the firm's need for capital, it is necessary,
therefore, to know the volume of the operations.
1 ~ 2.03, p. 52.
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Since, as assumed in (1.07.05 m), (1.07.05 n), and (1.07.05 p),

xlt-5 - x2t-~ - x3i-1
x4t-1 - x5t-1

xst-i - x7t-i - x8t-i

while, analogously,
xlt-3 - x2t-2 - x3t~ 1

xlt-z - x~t-t - x3tT2
x4tf t - xstf i
x4t~-2 - xsrrt2
xsttl - x~tfl - x8tT1

- x9t-1 - xló - xllt

- x9tf1 - xlóf2 - x11tf2

xstf2 - x7tf2 - x8tT2 - x9tT2 - xlóf3 - xlltf3~

the number of variables can be reduced to
xlt-5~ x4t-1 ~ xst-1 ~ xlt-3~ x4tf 1~ xót-{-1 ~

xlt-z~ x4tfz~ and xstf2.

If we further assume that the three productive processes we are
here dealing with are equal, which implies that

xlt-5 - xlt-3 - xlt-2

x4t-1 - x4t ~-1 - x4tf2

xót-1 - xst-F 1 - xgt~-2

and use the equation (1.07.04 h), which states that

0.022 xsr-t - x4t-i ~

then the course of the need for capital, represented by (3.09.03),
may be expressed by

xlt-5 and xsr-i ,

As explained in ~ 5.01, the investment plan is determined in
the possibility now under review. Owing to this - as we saw in
~ 1.07 on p. 16 et seq. - the volume of the various operations
will be restricted to certain maximal limits. Taking the same
postulates as in ~ 1.07, then we get, in accordance with the
calculation on p. 27, the following inequalities:

xlt-5 G 714
xet-1 G 9345.

In view of the postulates set in Chapter I with respect to the linear
course of the functions, and in view of the exogenous factors being
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determined, as was assumed in ~ 5.01, the proceeds and the
costs of production will assume optimal values, if

xit-5 - 714, and
xst-t - g345.

These values will have to be used, therefore, in calculating the
course of the need for capital. By doing so we shall find the figures
contained in column 2 of the table given below. The amounts set
free through depreciation, are shown separately in column 3.

Furthermore, the permanent part of the need for capital may
be calculated by determining - as indicated in ~ 3.10.3
(p. 87) - the moment when the sum of the St's is minimal.
This happens at the end of the period t~-- 6, so that the permanent
need for capital, shown in column 4 of the table below, amounts
to Fl. 1,126,000.-. If we take into account that, at the end of
the periods t- 6, t- 5, and t- 4, not all of the productive pro-
cesses that together constitute the course of events within the firm
have yet started, so that the need for capital has not yet, at these
moments, its compleat volume, then this permanent amount may
naturally be read also from the course itself, given in column 2.

By deducting the permanent part from the total need for capital,
the remainder will be the short-term need (column 5).

Course of the need for ca~iital in zooos of guilders

End of the
period

Need for
capital Depreciation Permanent

need
I Short-term

need

1 2 3 4 5

t - 6 1111 - ]126 - 15t- 5 1119 - 1126 - 7t- 4 1127 - 1126 1t- 3 1142 - 1126 16t- 2 1165 - 1126 39t- 1 1211 - 1126 85t 1235 - 1126 109
t~-- 1 1265 1 1126 139
t-~ 2 1277 3 I 126 151
t-{-- 3 1250 6 1126 124
t-~ 4 1204 9 1126 78
t f 5 1160 14 1125 34
t~- 6 1126 17 1126 -
t~- 7 1138 18 1126 12
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To determine the method of financing the short-term need for
capital, the "critical time" must first be calculated. Assuming that

~iK - 4 per cent.,

1~K - 6 ~~ ~~
pK-1 ,~ „ ,

and that the periods referred to in the above are quarters, so that
a- 4, then we find, as the critical time - in accordance with
formula (5.02.06) -,

4. 6- 1- 2.4 pcriods.

Every short-term need for capital, therefore, which lasts longer than
2.4 periods should be financed with permanent capital. Examination
of the figures in column 5 of the above table will show this per-
manent capital to amount to Fl. 124,000.-.

For the financing of the above need for capital, therefore, a total
permanent capital of Fl. 1,250,000: must be introduced into the
firm, while, at the end of the periods t~-- 1 and t-{- 2, additional
short-term capital of Fl. 15,000.- and Fl. 27,000.-, respectively,
must be available as coverage.

The financing scheme - the first three periods of which have
been omitted for the reasons stated above - will then be as under:

Financing scheme (all amounts in zooos of guilders)

End of the
period

Need for
capital

Deprecia-
tion

Permanent
capital

I

Short-term
capital to
be available

Short-term
capital to

invest.

1 I 2 3 I 4 I 5 I 6

t- 3 1142 - 1250 - 108
t- 2 1165 - 1250 - 85
t- 1 1211 - 1250 - 39
t 1235 - 1250 - 15
t-}- I 1265 1 1250 15 -
t-{- 2 1277 3 1250 27 -
t~ 3 1250 6 1250 - -
t~- 4 1204 9 1250 - 46
t-~- 5 1160 14 1250 - 90
t f 6 1126 17 1250 - 124
t f 7 1138 18 1250 - 112
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In the above calculations, amounts set free on account of de-
preciations during the course of events within the firm, are left
out of account. It is natural that such amounts may be used to
finance the short-term need. In that case, the amounts given in
column 2 of the above table of the course of the need for capital
must be diminished by those in column 3. This naturally also
modifies the method of financing the short-term need. The calcu-
lation, in this new situation, runs along the same lines as those
indicated above.

If - as explained in Chapter IV - that part of the need for
capital which arises from assets that are gradually being repro-
duced, assuming no diversity phenomenon occurs, is partially finan-
ced with long-term capital, then the amounts set free by depreciation
can serve as redemption of this outside capital. In that case, the
financing method will be as shown in the following table:

Financing scheme (all amounts in rooos of ~uilders)

End of the
period

Need for
capital

Permanent
capital l

Long-term
capital

Short-term
capital to
be available

Short-term
capital

to invest

1 2 I 3 4 5 6

t- 3 1142 595 655 - 108
t- 2 1165 595 655 - 85
t- 1 1211 595 655 - 39
t 1235 595 655 - 15
t-{- 1 1264 595 654 15 -
t-{- 2 1274 595 652 27 -
t-{- 3 1244 595 649 - -
t-}- 4 1195 595 646 - 46
t-~ 5 1146 595 641 - 90
t-}- 6 I 109 595 638 - 124
t-~ 7 1120 595 637 - 112

I This amount is obtained by deducting from the permanent need for capital
(j 1,250,000:) the total value of gradually reproduced assets, given in
~ 3.03, viz.,

storage shed sheaf-straw f 100,000:
production bay „ 150,000:
storage-shed straw-cases „ 60,000:
machines „ 300,000.-
trucks „ 45,000:
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~ 5.03. The solution of the problem arising from possibility z.ro.

1. Introduction.
Possibility 1.10, of attaining the objective stated sub (5.01.07),
presupposes that

(1) proceeds are determined, but the number of productive pro-
cesses, and the number of products per process may vary in
such a way as to be mutually compensatory;

(2) the costs of production are determined, but here, too, the
volume and the number of the productive processes are com-
pensatorily variable;

(3) the costs offinancing, via the method of financing, are variable.

The financial problem arising from the above assumptions may
be formulated as follows:

On the basis of determined proceeds, but with the contingency
that the number of productive processes and the volume per
process may be compensatorily variable, and with due regard
to the norms laid down in Chapter IV, how should a firm be
financed?

2. The method.
The solution of this problem is a variant of that given in ~ 5.02.
For, ere it is possible to apply the solution discussed in ~ 5.02,
it is necessary, in view of the variability of the number of productive
processes and the volume per process, to choose that ratio between
these two elements of which the need for capital is composed in
such a way as to entail the lowest costs of financing. Since - as
we saw in Chapter IV - long-term capital, generally speaking,
bears the lowest rate of interest, the choice will have to be such
as to ensure that the need for capital shall have as large as possible
a permanent nucleus. By the repeated application of the method
indicated in ~ 3.10.5, it is possible to determine these volumes of
production and, therefore, the number of productive processes.

We should here remark, however, that, in this determination,
the possibilities of utilizing the capital equipment also constitute
extremely important side conditions.

Once this number of productive processes and their volume, are
known, it is possible - as already remarked previously - to
determine the course of the need for capital and, following this,
the method of financing, in the manner indicated in ~ 5.02.
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~ 5.04. The solution of the ~iroblem arising from possibility z.r5.
1. Introduction.
Possibility 1.15 comprises the following conditions:
(1) proceeds are determined, but the volume of the individual

productive processes may change, providing that the total
quantity to be produced remains constant;

(2) the costs of production are determined; but here, again, the
volume of the individual productive processes is subject to the
compensatory variation referred to sub (1);

(3) the financing costs, via the method of financing, are variable.

The financial problem entailed by these conditions may be stated
as follows:

On the basis of fixed proceeds and fixed costs of production,
but with the possibility that the volume of the individual pro-
ductive processes, within a fixed total production, may vary,
and having regard to the norms set out in Chapter IV, how
ought an enterprise to be financed?

2. The method.
As explained in ~ 5.03, so here too, it is necessary to determine
the volume of the various individual productive processes before
the method of financing can be determined in accordance with
the method given in ~ 5.02. And for thc same reason as that given
in ~ 5.03, this volume must be such as to ensure as large as possible
a permanent nucleus.

A single application of the method indicated in ~ 3.10.5. suffices
to determine the volume of these productive processes for this
purpose.

~ 5.05. The solution of the ~iroblem arising from ~iossibility 4.oz.
1. Introduction.
Possibility 4.01, shown in the table on p. 130, implies that
(1)
(2)
(3)

the proceeds are determined;
the costs of production are variable because the methods of
production may be subject to variation;
the financing costs, via the method of financing, are variable.

This possibility further splits into two partial possibilities, because
the investment policy relevant to it may be either variable or
determined.
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The financial problem which arises from this possibilíty may be
reduced to the following question:

On the basis of pre-determined proceeds, and ~vith the possibility
of variation in the method of production, either coupled, or not,
with a pre-determined investment policy, and with due regard to
the norms referred to in Chapter IV, how should an enterprise
be financed?

2. The method in the case of a variable investment policy.
The result of the possibility of variation in the firm's investment
policy, coupled with a variable method of production, is that - if
we exclude any limitations outside the enterprise - production
may follow any course whatsoever which the entrepreneur deems
desirable.

Taking the firm's objective, described in ~ 1.01, as our starting
point, and assuming that the entrepreneur limits his choice of
methods of production to those which equally ensure the continuity
of the enterprise, then that method will have to be selected which,
for the entire production, entails the lowest costs.

For reasons of a technical nature the number of inethods of
production from which a choice has to be made will always be
limited. For each of these methods, and with a certain target of
production as a basis we shall then have to determine - in accord-
ance with (5.01.03 a) - the costs of production. After this the
course of the need for capital must be calculated - as indicated
in ~ 5.02 -, following which the method offinancing is determined,
as described also in ~ 5.02, together with the costs which this
method offinancing entails. Adding together the costs of production
and the financing costs then gives the total costs, on the basis of
which the abovementioned choice can be made.

3. The method in the case of a fixed inaestment policy.
A fixed investment policy- i.e. one in which the volume of the goods
and performances to be used in the course of events in the enterprise
has been pre-determined - may act in such a way that not the
whole of the productive process can be carried through at the
lowest costs referred to sub 2 above. Suppose, for example, that,
for the production of straw-cases according to the capital-intensive
method embodied in the scheme on p. 22~23, and in accordance with
the firm's investment policy, 45, .000 machine-hours are available
during a given period of time,~ánd that ~ the output target set for
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this period is 30 million straw-cases. Now since - as the scheme
shows - 2 machine-hours are consumed per 1000 straw-cases, this
output would require 60,000 machine-hours, while there are only
45,000 available. It will be necessary, therefore, to produce part
of this planned output via one or more other methods of production.
Let us assume that there exists, in our example, another method,
viz. a labour-intensive one, requiring only 0.5 machine-hours per
1000 straw-cases, in addition to a consumption of man-hours twice
as great as that by the capital-intensive method. Assuming that
only sufficient sheaf-straw is purchased as is necessary for pro-
duction, then it can be calculated from the scheme on p. 22~23 that,
by applying the capital-intensive method, we need 2.19 (rounded
off hereafter to 2.2) man-hours per thousand cases, i.e. 132,000
man-hours for the entire output of 30,000,000 cases. Now if, by
virtue of the firm's investment policy, only, say, 120,000 man-hours
are available, it will not be possible to reach the entire output
via the labour-intensive method either. 1

Whenever, therefore, the situation prevailing on the goods-
and~or labour market is such as to preclude the availability of
sufficient capital equipment, raw material and~or labour, or when
the situation on the capital market is such that certain types of
capital are present in only limited quantity, (which, in view of the
norms discussed in Chapter IV, also has its repercussions on the
quantities of goods and performances that can be introduced into
the enterprise), then the entrepreneur will be bound to his invest-
ment policy, with the result that he will have to try to reach the
total output set as the target, via various methods of production.

With regard to the volume of the quantities produced via the
various methods, we would remark that

(1) the total to be attained in the above example is the target
set, viz. 30,000,000 straw-cases. Setting the volume of the
capital-intensive method at yi million cases, and the volume
of the labour-intensive method at y2 cases, we get, in the
example given,

y~ -~ y2 - 30 (5.05.01) ;
1 In this and following considerations the author has started from the assumption

that the machine- and man-hours used both in the capital-intensive and in
the labour-intensive method are of equal value. This is not generally the case.
Nevertheless, the arguments put forward, and those to follow, are not there-
by invalidated; all that will be needed is to reduce the unequal quantities
to the same denominator, i.e. amounts of money.
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(2) since the performances to be utilized must not exceed the
limits laid down by the firm's investment policy, the following
will be valid, in the above examplc, with respect to the
machine-hours:

(3)

2yI -~ 0.5y2 c 45 (5.05.02),

and with respect to the man-hours:

2.2yI -~ 4.4y2 c 120 (5.05.03).

Assuming that the method of production has no effect
whatsoever on the buildings and motor-trucks in use, and on
the consumption of raw materials, then it will be necessary
for these goods and performances to be available in such
quantities as will enable the firm to reach the target set at all
times, whichever method or combination of inethods is chosen.
For, failing this, it would be impossible to attain the total
output via any method or combination of inethods. In respect
of the system of inequalities, set up in accordance with the
directives of ~ 1.07, this implies that no inequalities need
be included for these goods and performances, such as those
formulated for machine- and man-hours.
the profit to be made on this output of 30,000,000 straw-cases
should be maximal. Here, therefore, ( 5.01.07) applies:

D - (Pk -{- Fk) --~ maximal,
in which

O- the proceeds yielded by the quantity of final products
turned out in the course of events in the enterprise,
i.e. 30,000,000 straw-cases;

Pk - the total costs of production;
Fk - the costs of financing.

As stated in the introduction to the present paragraph, the
proceeds are determined both with respect to the number of final
products, and with respect to the price they fetch. Now suppose
that the selling price is f 20.- per 1000 straw-cases; then we may
say that, in our example,

0 - 20,OOOyI ~ 20,OOOy2 (5.05.04).
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End
~f the
period

Need for
capital
from

capital
equipment
and stocks
in guilders

Further need for
capital at a

capital-intenaive
method

in guilders

Further need for
capital at a

labour-intensive
method

in guilders

Total need for capital

n guilders

Permanent need for cap

n gnilders

1 2 3 4 5 8

- 6 1,096,000 15,000 15,000 1,126,000 1,180,320 - 2888 yl - 2?

- 5 1,096,000 21,800 } 32 y, 21,600 } 65 y8 1,139,200 } 32 y, } G5 yP 1,180,320 - 2888 y, - 27

l- 4 1,096,OW 28,200 } 85 y, 28,200 } 129 y~ 1,152,400 -~ 65 y, } 129 y, 1,180,320 - 2888 y, - 27

t- 3 1,096,000 41,400 } 97 y, 41,400 } 194 yq 1,178,800 } 97 y, } 194y, 1,160,320 - 2888 y, - 27

t- 2 1,096,000 81,200 } 161 y, 61,200 } 323 ye 1,218,400 ~- 161 y, } 323 y~ 1,160,320 - 2888 y, - 27

t- 1 1,09G,000 S1,OW } 1098 y, 81,000 } 1976 yt 1,258,000 } 1098 y, } 1976 yz 1,1G0,320 - 2888 y, - 27

1,09G,000 100,800 } 12G3 y, 1OQ800 } 2196 y, 1,297,800 -F 1263 y, } 2196 yt 1,160,320 - 2888 y, - 27

} 1 1,096,000 110,040 1- 1892 y, 11Q040 -}- 3430 yz 1,316,080 } 1892 y, } 3430 y, 1,160,320 - 2888 y, - 27

-f- 2 1,096,000 107,400 } 1863 y, 107,400 } 3817 y8 1,310,800 } 1863 y, } 3817 y, 1,180,320 - 2888 y, - 27

} 3 1,09G,000 94,200 } G54 y, 94,200 } 2`L82 y, 1,284,400 } 654 y, } 2282 y' 1,180,320 - 2888 y, - 27

} 4 1,09Q000 70,440 - 994 y, 70,440 } 131 y, 1,238,880 - 994 y, } 131 yp 1,1G0,320 - 2885 y, - 27

~- 5 1,096,000 45,3G0 - 1385 y, 45,3G0 - 1032 yp 1,18G,720 - 1385y, - 1032 y2 1,160,320 - 2888 y, - 27~

-I 6 1,09G,000 32,1G0 - 2888 y, 32,160 - 2743 yq 1,160,320 - 2888 y,- 2743 y' 1,1G0,320 - 2888 y, - 27

} 7 1,09G,000 41,40U - 1452 y, 41,40U - 1420 y, 1,178,800 - 14b`Ly, - 1420 y, 1,180,3`LO -`L888 y, -`27~

t

t

t

t

t

In accordance with function (5.01.03 a), and with the aid of the
values of the coefficients, consistently used in Chapter III in the
example of the straw-cases, and assuming that the replacement-
value of the capital equipment is equal to their purchase-value,
we shall further find that the costs of production per 1000 cases,
by the capital-intensive method, amount to f 12.69, while, under
the above postulates, they will amount tof 14.59 by the labour-
intensive method.
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viable necd for cai?ital

in quildcrs

7

4,320 } 2888 y, ~- 2743 y,

1,120 } 2858 y, } 2678 U,

7920 } 2823 y, } 2G14 Ut

8,480 } 2985 y, -h 2937 y,

8,080 } 3049 yt t 30G8 y,

7,G80 } 3988 y, t 4719 y,

7,280 } 4151 y, } 4939 ye

5,7G0 } 4780 U, } G173 Us

0,480 } 4751 y, } G5G0 y,

4,080 } 3542 y, } 5005 y,

G5,G0 } 1894 y, } 2874 y,

6,400 } 1503 y, } 1711 U,

8, 480 } 143G 7~, ~- 1323 U,

Pertnanent capital

in guildcrs

1,297,G00 -{ 1283 y, } 219G ye

1,297,800 } 1283 y, } 219G ye

1,29ï,G00 } 12G3 y, } 219G y,

1,297,800 } 1283 y, } 219G y,

1,297,800 } 1283 y, } 2198 y,

1,297,800 } 1283 y, } 2198 yY

1,297,600 } 1283 y, } 219G yY

1,297,G00 } 1283 U, } 219G y,

1,297,800 } 1283 y, } 2198 U,

1,297,G00 } 1283 y, -1 219C, y,

1,297,GU0 } 1283 y, } 2198 y,

1,297,600 } 1283 y, } 219G U,

1,297,800 } 1283 y, -I- 219G y,

1,297,G00 } 1263 y, } 219G y,

Short-term c2pital invcsted

in guildets

10

171,fiU0 } 1283 y, } `119G ya

158,400 } 1231 y, } 2131 y'

145,200 } 1198 y, } 2087 y'

118,800 -I- 1188 y, } 2002 ys

79,2W -4 1102 y, } 1873 y,

39,G00 } 1G5 U, } 220 ys

13,200 } f,09 y, - fili y,

G0,720 -F 2257 U, } 2085 y,

110,880 } 2848 y, } 3228 y,

13G,G8U } 4151 y, } 4939 yE

118,8(Nl } 271(i y, } 3G1G Ux

In (5.01.07), therefore, Pk may be formulated as follows:
Pk - 12690y1 -{- 14590y2 (5.05.05).

Before the cost of financing can be calculated it will be necessary
first to dertermine the method of financing. This, however, pre-
supposes that the course of the need for capital is known. Both the
course of the need for capital and the method of financing which
it involves, are shown in the table on p. 146~147. Column 2
of this table contains the need for capital arising from the purchase

Short-term capital avaiiable

in ~uildere

9

18,480 -I- G29 U, t 1234 U,

13,200 } GUO U, } 1G21 ya
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of capital equipment and stocks, at amounts such as were included
in the calculation of the course of the need for capital (p. 81 et seq.).
Assuming that both the quantities of straw-cases produced via the
capital-intensive and via the labour-intensive method respectively,
are produced in three equal productive processes overlapping in
the manner indicated on p. 40, - presuppositions ~vhich are
justified in view of the concept of possibility 4.01 -, and assuming
further that the quantity of raw materials purchased is equal to
the quantity consumed during these productive processes; that the
need for capital follows the course indicated in (3.09.03), and that
twice as many man-hours are needed in the labour-intensive
method as in the capital-intensive method, then we shall find a
course of the need for capital, expressed byyl andy2i as shown in
colums 3 and 4 of the table on p. 146~147.

Adding together the amounts in columns 2, 3 and 4 produces
the total need for capital, shown in column 5.

The permanent need for capital - shown in column 6- may
be determined in the manner indicated in ~~ 3.10 and 5.02. De-
ducting the permanent part from the total need for capital leaves
thc variable part (column 7).

On the basis of the assumption that the periods cover 3 months
each, and that the percentages of interest are those given on
p. 139 (from which there results, as calculated on p. 139, a critical
time of 2.4 quarters), we may conclude, with the aid of the method
dcscribcd in ~ 5.02, that the volume ofthe variable necd for capital,
at the end of the period t, should, from considerations of cost, also
be financed with long-term capital.

Taking into account the norms laid down in Chapter IV, the
method of financing - as indicated in columns 8, 9 and 10, -
has now been determined.

On the basis of this financing method, and the percentages of
interest used for the determination of this method, it is now possible
to calculate the financing costs, expressed, of course, by yl and y2.
We then get:

Fk - 166~28 ~- 143y1 -}- 277y2 ( 5.05.06).

Substitution of (5.05.04), ( 5.05.05) and (5.05.06) in (5.01.07) now
shows the following profit:

7167yl -{- 5133 y2 - 166528.
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In order, therefore, to obtain the largest possible profit:

z - 7167y1 -f- 5133y2 ( 5.05.07)

will have to be maximal.

Summarizing, we may say thatyl andy2i both of which arc eithcr
greater than, or equal to, zero, should be determined in such a
way as to satisfy the following conditions:

yl ~-y2 - 30 (5.05.01)
2yl -{- 0.5y2 G 45 (5.05.02)

2.2y1 ~-- 4.4y2 c 120 (5.05.03)

while, in addition,
z - 7167y1 -~- 5133y2 (5.05.07)

should be maximal.

Now by adding, to the inequalities ( 5.01.02) and ( 5.01.03), the
terms y4 and y5, respectively, in such a way that this addition
causes the inequalities to change into equalities, then we get the
following system of equations:

yl f y2 - 30 (5.05.01)
2yl f 0.5y2 -~y4 - 45 (5.05.02 a)

2.2y1 f 4.4y2 f y5 - 120 (5.05.03 a),

while the condition still applies that

z - 7167y1 ~ 5133y2 (5.05.07)
must be maximal.

Examination of this system will reveal the existence of a problem
which may be classed under the heading "linear programming". 1
For, the following problem figures under this name:

To determine the values yl, y2, . ...... , yn in such a way that
the value of z, in

z -.yi ~i f.J'z cz ~ . . . . . .~- yn Cn (5.05.08)

CiÍ., re. this, inter alia, CHARNES, A., COOPER, W. W., ánd HENDERSON, A.,
An Introduction to Linear Programming, New York, London 1953; KOOPMANS,
T. C., Actiaity Analysis of Production and Allocation, New York, London
1951 ; DORFMAN, R., Apfilication of Linear Programming to the theory of the

i

firm, Berkeley 1951; LEONZZEF, W., Studies in the structure of the American
Economy, New York 1953; WooD, M. C. and DArrrztc, G. B., Programming
oflnterdependent Activities 1, General Discussion, Eeonometrica XVIII; HENDER-
sorr, A., and ScHtACFER, R., Mathematical Programming, Harvard Business
Review, Vol. 32, No. 3.
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is maximal, while, at the same time, the following conditions must
be satisCed:

yi ~ 0 (J - 1, 2, . . . . . . . , n), and

allyl ~ alz.i~z ~ . . . . . . . . . -~- alnyn - bl

az1.Y1 ~ azz.yz ~ . . . . . . . . . -i- azn.yn - bz
................................. (5.05.09).

anil.yl ~ a~itz.i~2 T . . . . . . , .-}- artinyn.-.bnl

in which at~, b; and c~ ( i - 1, 2, . . . . . . . , m; j - 1, 2, . . . . , n)
are constants, and m C n.

Comparing of (5.05.09) with the system of equations on p. 149,
we shall see that (5.05.09) constitutes the general form of the latter
system. For, by filling in, in (5.05.09),

all - 1,
a1z - 1,
a13 -.......-a1n-0~
a21 - 2,
a22 - 0.5,
a24 - 1,
a23 -az5-......-ay,-0,
a31 - 2.2,
a32 - 4.4,
a35 - 1,
a~ - a~ - aas
a41 -.......
bl - 30,
bz - 45,
b3 - 120,

-......-az,:-0~
..-amn-0~

b4 - . . . . . . . - bm - 0~

we obtain the equations (5.05.01), (5.05.02 a) and (5.05.03 a).
In the same way, (5.05.08) is the general form of (5.05.07), since
substitution, in the first formula, of

cl - 7167
cz - 5133
Cg - . . . . . . . C~t - O

results in (5.05.07).
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On the basis of the above example we shall now give the solution

ofa linear-programming problem ofthis type. The method followed

to arrive at this solution will be termed the "Simplex method". 1

This method of solving linear-programming problems makes it

necessary to write (5.05.09) in yet another way, viz. with the aid

of column-vectors. Supposing, for instance, that

[Pl, P2~ . . . . ~ P~~; Po

au a12 . . . . . . aln bl
a21 a22 . . . . . . a?Jt b2

aml amz . . . . . . amn bm-I

thcn (5.05.09) may be written as follows:

yl Pl -f-.i'z P2 ~ . . . . . . . ~-,}'n Pn - Po~
n
~ y; P; - Po

á-1

The term ( 5.05.08) may be written as follows:

or

(5.05.10) .

n
z - ~ yt ~l (5.05.11).

i-1

Re-writing the equational system given above in this way, we get

Pl P2 P4 P6 Po
1 -1 0 0 30

yl 2 -f- y2 0,5 -F y4 1 -}- y, 0- 45
2.2 4.4 0 1 120

Thís formulation shows that each of the vectors comprises three
elements, which implies that we have to do with a three-dimensional
space.

It is now possible to give every m-dimensional space a"basis"
- i.e. a linearly independent set of m-vectors in such a way that

each point within this space can be written in only one way as a

linear combination of the vectors of the "basis". 2
i It is not the writer's intention to present the complete mathematical basis

of all problems around this method in the present publication. For this, the

reader is referred to CHARNES, A., CooPER, W. W. and HENDERSON, A.,

ofi. cit., Part II. In the present discussion concerning the Simplex method

the writer has followed, as far as applicable, the argument contained in

Part I of this work. Cf. áI50 KOOPMANS, T. C., op. cit., Part. IV.

Cf., re. this, CHARNES, A., COOPER, W. W. and HENDERSON, A., OJ7. Cll.,

Part II, III, p. 48 et seq.; BIRKHOFF, G. and MeLwxE, S., A Suraey of Modern

Algebra, New York, revised ed., 1953, Chapter VII.

s
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Now the intention behind the simplex method is to determine
a basis which shall enable us to express each point in the space
in a linear combination equal to the equations in the system
(5.05.09), and further, to fix the points yl and y2 in such a way
that the function (5.05.08) shall be maximal.

A necessary condition of such a linearly independent set of
vectors is that the determinant, formed by its elements, shall not
vanish. This, however, does not happen in the case of a unit-
matrix, its determinant being equal to 1. When, therefore, the
system of equations contains a unit-matrix - or if it is possible
to introduce one - then a basis has been found.

Now in order to ascertain the presence or absence of this unit-
matrix, it is advisable to arrange the constants from the equations
(5.05.01), (5.05.02 a) and (5.05.03 a) per column-vector. The
heading of the fbllowing table, in which this has been done, con-
tains the symbols, used above, of the column-vectors.

P1 PZ P3 Pa Ps Po

1 1 30
2 0.5 1 45
2.2 4.4 1 120

It will be seen from this table that the elements on the 2nd row,
column 4, and on the 3rd row, column 5, already have the valuc 1.
But element 1 on the first row, third column, is still lacking in the
unit-sub-matrix - as a result of the fact that (5.05.01) was origin-
ally an equality, and need not, therefore, - as the inequalities
(5.05.02) and (5.05.03) - be made into an equality by the addition
of a term. Whenever, therefore, we have to do with a system of
inequalities, a basis may be obtained at once. In cases where one
has to do exclusively with equalities, or - as in our example -
with a mixed system, it is possible to create, under certain con-
ditions, an artificial basis, 1 by adding terms to the equalities, and
introducing, into the matrix, elements with a value 1, in such a
wa;~ as to produce a unit-sub-matrix.

In the above example, a 1 must be written on the first row,
third column of the above table. By so doing we get a unit-matrix
of rank 3.

1 Ci. CHARNES, A., COOPER, W. W., 1RC1 HENDERSON, A., O~i. Ctl., p. 16 et seq.
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The first step on the road of the series of calculations to be made
in what we shall call a"simplex-tableau" consists in the re-grouping
of the columns of the above matrix; an operation which is justified
according to the theory of matrices. This re-grouping has been
carried out in the first part of the tableau on p. 154. The vector Po
has been put in the first column of this tableau, after which follow
the three columns constituting the unit-matrix. Further, the
relevant values of c (c~) from (5.05.07) have been placed above
the columns Pl and P2. The value of c~ belonging to y4 and y5 is
zero, so that no values appear above P4 and P5. For the artificial
vector P3 we have assumed a very large, but indeterminate,
value -M. In the column headed "Vector" those vectors which
form the basis (henceforth called "basic vectors") are given once
more, together with their relevant c~-values.

In accordance with this table, we may now say that

30 P3 -{- 45 P4 ~-- 120 P5 - Po (5.05.12),
but also that

1 P3 -f- 2 P,~ ~-- 2.2 P5 - Pl, and that
1P3-}-0.5P4~-4.4P5-P2.

It follows from what we remarked concerning the composition of
the basis that the point Po represents a solution of the problem;
for this point Po lies within the three-dimensional space spanned
by P3i P4 and P5, since it can be written as a linear combination
of the basic vectors. Po, therefore, represents a solution of the
problem - called a"feasible solution". Since, in this solution, the
values ofyl and y2 equal zero, z will also equal zero. It is evidcnt
that this is not the desired, maximum feasible solution.

Now if we call the initial value ofz(in this case, therefore, zero)

zo~ we shall have to attempt - by replacing a basic vector by
another vector - to find a solution for which is valid:

z'o ~ za.
To determine the replacing vector (Pk) the first thing to do is to
determine the value

z~ - ~x,~ c~ (5.05.13)
~

of the basic vectors. The variable i in our example, therefore, has
the values 3, 4 and 5. These z~ values are then -M, 0 and 0, respec-
tively. Inasmuch as these values are not zero, they are given in
the first part of the simplex tableau, on the row z~.
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ci ~ - M 7167 I 5133

y Vector Po I P3 I P4 Pb pl Pz

I

-M
I

P3
P4
P6

30
45

120

1
1

1

1
2
2.2

1
0.5
4.4

z~ -M -M -M

z~-c~ -7167-M -5133-M

II

-M
7167

P3
P,
P6

7.5
22.5
70.5

1
0.5

1
1

0.75
0.25
3.85

z~ -M 3583.5 7167 1791.75-0.75 M

z~-c~ 3583.5 -3341.25-0.75 M

III

5133
7167

Pz
P,
P6

10
20
32

1 1~3
0.5

1
1

1

z~ 6844 3583.5 7167 5133

z~-c~ 6844
-}- M

3583.5

Each of the z~-values found is then reduced by c„ which has been
done on the next row of the tableau.

The column which then has the most negative value of the z~ - c~
row, is Pk, and will have to be in the basis. In our example this is Pl.

Now in order to determine which basic vector has to be replaced,
the elements of the vector Po are divided by all the positive elements
of the vector P~ that are on the same row; viz.,

30i - 30
45
2 - 22.5

120
2:2 - 54.54 . . . .
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That basic vector to which the smallest value of this quotient
belongs ( q~) is then replaced. In our example, therefore, P4 is
rcplaced by Pl.

In part II of the tableau this replacement has been carried out.
This was done as follows:
(1) the new elements on the sccond row were generated by

dividing the old ones by the elemcnt on the seond row in the
replacement-column, i.e.,

45 1 2 0.5
2, 2, 2 and 2,

or, in general,

x'~ - x~~ (5.05.14);
xrk

(2) the remaining elements of the matrix are calculated with the
aid of the formula

x,~
x';~ - x;~ - -~ x;k (5.05.15)

xrk

therefore,
x'11-30-~2~ 1-7.5

x~~s - 1 - ~02~ 1 - 0.75

x'31 - 120 - I 25~ 2.2 - 70.5

x~as - 4.4 - I 02~ 2.2 - 3.85

When all the coefficients in p`art II of the tableau havc bccn
calculated, z~ is once more dc:termined in accordance with (5.05.13),
as well as z~ - ci.

In view of the fact that, in column P2, there is still a negative
value for z~ - c~, yet another vector in the basis will have to be
replaced - viz. by P2. For, this replacement will once more
generate a value of z(z"o), greater than z'o, because, speaking
generally, we may say that

z'o - z"0 - 9~ (zk - Ck), and therefore
z'o ~ zo~ so long as ,zk - Ck C O.
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In the same way as shown above, it will now be seen that P3i too,
must be replaced. After this replacement, and the calculation of
the new elements in the matrix, as indicated in (5.05.14) and
(5.05.15), we have obtained part III of the simplex tableau.

Now since no more negative values occur on the row z~ - c~,
z"o - 20 x 7167 -{- 10 x 5133

is the maximum feasible solution.
In our example this means that, if all conditions listed on p. 149

are to be satisfied, 20 million straw-cases will have to be produced
by the capital-intensive method, and 10 million by the labour-
intensive method.

In this example the simplex method has been applied with the
aid of a"simplex-tableau". This was possible because the example
chosen comprises only few variables and inequalities. It will be
evident that, in the case of more complex problems, the amount of
computation involved in this way of solving them is bound to
assume an awkwardly inexpedient volume. To deal with such cases
we must have recourse to digital computers. 1

Apart from the fact that problems of linear programming can be
solved with the aid of the simplex method (a method which is
applicable to all these problems), other methods have been designed
to fit certain specific problems, and facilitating their solution along
simpler lines. Thus, for instance, G. B. Dantzig published the
"transportation problem" method. - Linear-programming pro-
blems, moreover, may also be solved with the aid of the Theory
of Games. 3

Cf. re. this: BooTH, and BooTH, K. H. V., Automatic Digital Calculators,
London 1953.
APPEL, R. W., e.g., Electronic Business Machines, Boston, 1953.
LAUaneH, P. B., and THOMPSON, L. E., Electronic Computers, A firogress
rej~ort, in Havard Business Review, March-April 1955.
DANTZIG, G. B., Afiplication of the Simplex method to a transportation problem.
Included in KooPMANS, T. C., ofi. cit., p. 359 et seq.
Very simple problems can be solved without use of these methods. An
example is the problem in ~ 3.10.4 of this study.
Vide, re. this: Me. KINSEY, J., Introduclion to the Theory of Games, New
York 1952, Chapter 14; KooPMnxs, T. C., ofi. cit., Part IV; WIL-
LIAMS, J. D., The Comfileat Strategyst, New York, Toronto, London 1954,
p. 210 et seq.
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Once the quantities have been calculated - either with the simplex

method or in some other way - that can be produced via the

various methods of production, the financial plan can be drawn

up by simply filling in these quantities in the table necessary for

the calculation of the financing costs. In our example, therefore,

20 and 10 will have to be filled foryl andy2 respectively, in columns 8,

9 and 10 of the table on p. 146~ 147, in order to determine the method

of financing the production concerned. By so doing - without

speaking about the depreciations - we get the following financing

scheme:

End of
the

period

t-6
t-5
t-4
t-3
t-2
t-1

t
t -{- 1
t~2
tf3
t f 4
t f 5
t~6
t~7

Financing scheme (in rooos of guilders)

Need for
capital

1126
1140
1155
1183
1225
1300
1345
1388
1386
1320
1218
1149
1075
1135

Permanent
capital

1345
1345
1345
1345
1345
1345
1345
1345
1345
1345
1345
1345
1345
1345

Short-term
capital to be

available

43
41

Short-tcrm
capital
invested

219
205
190
162
120
45

25
127
196
270
210

~ 5.06. The solution of the problem arising from possibility 4.02.

1. Introduction.
Possibility 4.02, which might enable the firm to obtain a maximal

result, implies that
(1) the proceeds are determined, but that the number of final

products per productive process may vary in such a way that

the variations are mutually compensatory;
(2) the costs of production are variable because the method of

production is subject to variation; at the same time, however,
there exists a mutually compensating variability between the
number of productive processes and the volume per process;

r
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(3 ) the financing costs - via the method of financing - are
variable.

This possibility 4.02 may fur~ther be split into two parts, since
the relevant investment policy may be either fixed or variable.

The financial problem arising from this possibility may be stated
as follows:

On the basis of predetermined proceeds, but with the contingency
of compensatory variation in the number of productive processes
and the volume per process, and with due regard to the variability
of the method of production - which renders the costs of pro-
duction variable -, while, in respect of these costs of production,
the same possibility of compensatory variation naturally exists as
that indicated above, either with a predetermined investment
policy or not, how should a firm be financed, if we take due account
of the norms set forth in Chapter IV?

2. The method in the case of a aariable investment ~iolicy.
This method is practically identical with that described in ~ 5.05.2,
but with this difl~erence that, for the determination of the method
of financing in the case of the various methods of production, use
is made of the method described in ~ 5.03, instead of that in ~ 5.02.

3. The method in the case of a fixed investment policy.
The method to be applied in this case practically corresponds to
that discusscd in ~ 5.05.3. Here, again, it will be possible - via
a system of inequalities and thc profit to be maximized - to
calculate, with the aid of the simplcx method, the quantities of
products which ought to be turned out by means of the different
methods of production. The difference from the method described
in ~ 5.05.3 is that, in drawing up a table similar to that given
on p. 146~147, one cannot start from a predetermined number of
productive processes, but will have to determine this number
with the aid of the method described in ~ 5.03.

~ 5.07. The solution of the j~roblem arising from possibility 4.03.
1. Introduction.
Possibility 4.03 implies that
(1) the proceeds are determined, but the volume of the individual

productive proces may vary in such a way that the several
variations counterbalance each other;
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(2) the costs of production are variable, since the method of
production is variable. At thc same time, the same compen-
satory variability exists as that mentioned sub (1) above;

(3) the financing costs - via the method of financing - are
variable.

As explained in ~ 5.01, this possibility allows either a variable
or a predetermined investment policy.

The financial problem involved in the possibility may be for-
mulated as follows:

On the basis of predetermined proceeds, but with a compensatory
variability in the volume of the individual productive processes,
and given variable costs of production on account of variation in
the method of production, and having regard to the norms laid
down in Chapter IV, how should a firm be financed?

2. The method in the case of a aariable inaestment policy.
As described in ~ 5.02 above, so here too, that method will have
to be chosen which involves the lowest total costs. In determining
the financing costs - as component of these total costs - one
must take into account the desideratum that the method offinancing
shall ensure the presence of a maximal constant financial nucleus.
To determine this nucleus the method, described in ~ 3.10.5 must
be used.

3. The method in the case of a fixed inaestment policy.
The method to be applied in this case is practically identical with
that described in ~ 5.05.3. One should, however, take into account
that it will be necessary to choose, with the aid of what was stated
in ~ 3.10.5 - and with the investment policy as a side condition -
that division which ensures the greatest constant nucleus in the
need for capital.

~ 5.08. The solution of~ the problems arising from possibilities 7.oz, ~.03
and q.o5.

1. Introduction.
Possibilities 7.01, 7.03 and 7.05, contained in the table on p. 130,
have the following implications:
(1) the proceeds are variable.

In the case of possibility 7.01 this variability is due to the
fact that both the number of productive processes and the
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volume per process may vary; possibility 7.03 implies only
variability in the volume of the processes, while, in possibility
7.05, only the number of productive processes is subject to
variation.

(2) the costs of production are variable.
In possibility 7.01 this variability exists owing to the fact that
both the number of productive processes and the volume per
process, as well as the method of production, are variable.
Possibility 7.03 shows variability with respect to the volume
of the productive processes and the method of production,
while, in possibility 7.05, the number of productive processes
and the method of production are subject to variation.

(3) in all three possibilities the financing costs, via the method
of financing, are variable.

As explained in ~ 5.01, these possibilities may be combined either
with a variable, or with a prcdetermined, investment policy.

The financial problems arising from these possibilities may be
formulated as follows:

On the basis of variable proceeds - due to the fact that either
the number of productive processes or the volume per process, or
both these factors, are variable, - and with variable costs of
production - due to one of the above three variabilities, but
always combined with a variable method of production, and either
coupled or not with a predetermined investment policy, while due
account is taken of the norms set out in Chapter IV -, how ought
a firm to bc financed?

2. The method in the case of a variable investment policy.
In all three problems to be dealt with in the present paragraph
the proceeds are variable because the number of final products is
subject to variation. It will be evident, however, that this variation
is bound to certain maximum limits set by external factors such
as, for example, the situation on the market, and~or internal factors
other than the firm's investment policy. In other words, certain
internal and external side conditions come into play. The invest-
ment policy being independently variable, there cannot be any
question of the action of internal side conditions due to the invest-
ments made by the firm.

Now if the proceeds are determined by these external factors
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the same situation will arise as that in possibilities 4.01, 4.02,

and 4.03.
The problem in possibility 7.01 can then be further solved as

indicated for possibility 4.01 in ~ 5.05.2, providing there is no

further compensatory variation between the number of productive

processes and the volume per process, and by using the method

given in ~ 5.06.2 for the solution of the problem in possibility 4.02,

if, and in so far as, this compensatory variation does occur.

The problem arising in possibility 7.03 is further solved - aftcr

the determination of the maximal production in accordance with

the external side conditions - according to the method indicated

for possibility 4.01 (see ~ 5.05.2), in so far as there is no compen-

satory variability in the volume of the individual processes. If, on

the other hand, such compensatory variability does exist, then the

method given in ~ 5.07.2 for possibility 4.03, should be applied.

Possibility 7.05 creates a problem which may be solved - after
determination of the volume of production - by means of the
method used for possibility 4.01, described in ~ 5.05.2.

3. The method in the case of a fixed investment policy.

Here, too, the total volume of production will be dependent upon

a variety of external factors, while the firm's invcstment policy

may also affect the upper limit of this volume.
As in the case of the problems arising from possibilities 4.01,

4.02 and 4.03, with a predetermined investment policy, thereforc,

the solution will have to be found, here also, within the range of

linear programming. Instead of equation (5.05.01), which shows

the total production, the system will here contain an inequality.

For example, if it is found that, as a result of the situation on the

selling market, the price remaining unchanged, the total selling

possibility does not exceed 25 million straw-cases, then this in-

equality will be

yif.YzC25.

Once this inequality has been determined, it is possible to solve
the problem arising from possibility 7.01 - all according to
whether or not there exists a compensatory variability between the
number of productive processes and the volume of the processes -
by applying the methods described for possibilities 4.01 and 4.02
(~ 5.05.3 and 5.06.3), respectively.

The solution of the problem entailed by possibility 7.03 can then
161
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be reduced cither to that of the problem of possibility 4.01, in so
far as there exists no compensatory variability in the volume of
thc individual productivc processes, or to that of 4.03, when this
compensatory variability does exist. The methods to be used in
solving these problems are described in ~~ 5.05.3 and 5.07.3,
respectively.

Once the abovementioncd inequality has been determined, the
problem arising from possibility 7.05 has becn reduced to that of
possibility 4.01, which may bc solved by using the method discussed
in ~ 5.05.3.

~ 5.09. The solution of the ~iroblems arising from possibilities 7.02,
7.04 and 7.06.

1. Introduction.
As the table on p. 130 shows, possibilities 7.02, 7.04 and 7.06 contain
the following implications:
(1) the proceeds are variable.

Possibility 7.02 implies variable proceeds because both the
number of productive processes and the number of products
per process are variable; in the case of possibility 7.04 this
variability exists becausc the number of products pcr process
may vary; while, in possibility 7.06, the procceds are variable
because the number of productive proccsses is subject to
variation.

(2) the costs of production are variable, - as a result of thc same
factors that cause the proceeds to be variable.

(3) the financing costs are variable, since, in all three possibilitics,
the method of financing may vary.

The table on p. 130 fiirther shows that, in each of the above
possibilities, the frm's investment policy may be either variable
or predetermined.

The financial problems arising from these three possibilities may
bc stated as follows:

On the basis of variable proceeds - which variability may be
caused either by independent variation in the volume of the pro-
ductive proccsscs and i n the number of these processes, or by
variation in one of thes e two factors -, and costs of production
which may vary throu gh the same causes, either coupled or not
with a predetermined investment policy, how should a firm be
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financed, due account being taken of the norms stated in Chap-
ter IV?

2. The method in the case of a variable investment ~iolicy.
Here, again-as we argued in ~ 5.08.2 (p. 160) - external and~or
internal factors will produce side conditions that set a maximum
limit to the proceeds. Once this maximum limit is determined we
shall find the same financial problems facing us as in possibilities
1.01, 1.10 and 1.15.

In the absence of compensatory variability between the numbcr
of productive processes and thc volume of these processes, it is
possiblc to solve the problem arising from possibility 7.02 by
applying the method given to solve the problem in possibility 1.01,
and discussed in ~ 5.02.2.

If such compensatory variability does exist, then the method
given in ~ 5.03.2, for the solution of the problem in possibility 1.10,
will have to be resorted to.

Once the proceeds are determined through the above factors,
possibility 7.04 becomes identical with possibility 1.01, providing
there is no compensatory variability between the volume of the
individual productive processes; and with 1.15, if this compensatory
variability does exist. The respective methods to solve the problems
were dealt with in ~~ 5.02.2 and 5.04.2.

In a similar way to that described above, póssibility 7.06 be-
comes identical with possibility 1.01, so that the method given in
~ 5.02.2 may be followed in this case.

3. The method in the case of a predetermined investment ~iolicy.
When, in the case of possibilities 7.02, 7.04 and 7.06, the firm's
investment policy is a predetermined one, thcn this investment
policy will act as an internal side condition, in addition to the
external and internal side conditions referred to sub 2. of the
present paragraph. If, in this case, the proceeds are also determined
- this time, however, also under the influence of the investment
policy - then the same applies with regard to the solution of the
problems as what was stated sub 2. of the present paragraph.

~ 5.10. The influence of a variable manner of overlapping on the methods
described.

If the manner of overlapping is variable, then - as we remarked
above - that manner of overlapping must be chosen which shall
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ensure the greatest possible nucleus of the short-term fluctuating
need for capital. The method whereby this can be determined was
discussed in ~ 3.10.4.

Since this permanent nucleus should be known prior to the
determination of the capital optimum according to the method
described in ~ 5.02, it is necessary, when the manner of overlapping
is variable, to decide upon the manner of overlapping with the
greatest permanent nucleus, as the final phase in the methods
described in ~~ 5.02-5.09 incl., before determining the said capital
optimum.
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